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Preface

M

OHAMMED, the prayerful and perfumed
prophet of Islam, was avowedly a great
lover of the ladies, for whom, in turn, he
held no small attraction. He was definitely among
that class of great men who have the good for
tune to win and retain the energetic support and
wholehearted devotion of some able and loving
women who contribute largely to the success and
pleasure of their lives. Of Mohammed's several wives,
two—Khadijah and Aishah—had more to offer along
these lines than any of the others.
The Quraish had been long dominant at Mecca.
The most aristocratic and powerful branches of the
tribe at the time of Mohammed were the Banu
Umayyah and the Banu Makhzum. The future
prophet of Arabia, however, came from the then more
or less obscure clan of the Banu Hashim. Left an or
phan, Mohammed was brought up for a while by his
grandfather and then by his none too prosperous
paternal uncle, Abu Talib. He, therefore, had to ap
ply himself early to the common task of earning a
living. It was not until he, as a handsome and dreamy
youth, had stirred the heart of his elderly but well-tovii
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do employer—the widow Khadijah—that he had the
opportunity to devote himself to his dreams. His
marriage to Khadijah brought him freedom from eco
nomic care and leisure for spiritual contemplation.
It brought him also the firm faith and energetic devo
tion of an able and enthusiastic woman. She became
his first convert and ever staunch supporter in the
face of determined and distressing opposition. She
won, in return, a place in his affections that no other
woman could ever usurp. Her death was one of the
severest blows that struck the rejected prophet of
Mecca.
The Hijrah, or Flight, of Mohammed to Medina in
A.D. 622, was the first step in his finally successful
mission. This success was reflected in the growing
size of his harem of young girls and mature aristo
cratic women that now graced, now plagued, his
private life. Between them, these brought him the
enviable gifts of political alliances, social prestige,
ravishing beauty, gay youth, and mature charm. Of
this impressive collection, Aishah, the young and viva
cious daughter of Abu Bakr—Mohammed's righthand man and Islam's first caliph—made her way
deeper than any of the rest into the much-engaged
affections of the aging prophet. Khadijah, with her
faith and support, had steadied Mohammed's trou
bled spirit on the threshhold of his prophetic career.
Aishah, with her lively temperament and pert charm,
brought a refreshing air of romance into the closing
years of his life.
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But Aishah, at Mohammed's death, still had the
greater part of her own life ahead of her. How she
made herself felt in the life of the prophet and how,
after his death, she continued, for something like half
a century, to exert her influence on the affairs of the
new Moslem state are major and lively themes of early
Islamic history. Outside the Islamic world, Aishah
as the favorite wife of Mohammed is the most
widely known of all Moslem women. Orientalists,
whose interest in her has been far too secondary, have
stopped here and there to highlight some spectacular
event of her colorful life.
This, as far as I know, the first full-length biogra
phy of Aishah, was launched on its way partly by an
urge to know and to make known more of the life of
this First Lady of Islam and partly as a tribute to the
new Moslem world. For progressive Moslems of to
day, be they Arab or Persian, Indian or Chinese,
Mongol or Turk, not only are keenly interested in the
problems of the current Moslem woman's movement
but show a gratifying curiosity regarding the achieve
ment of the historic women of Islam. Aishah, the
most famous of this group, bids fair to be of special
interest to the progressives of both East and West in
a world so rapidly contracting.
The student of any phase of early Islam is con
fronted at the start with that vast body of generally
little-read but much-condemned Islamic source mate
rial—tradition. The condemnation is largely but not
wholly deserved. Tradition, it is true,has brought forth
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much tares among the wheat. But a good deal of the
former is so evident that it can be readily weeded out.
Among the rest, the discerning eye alights on patches
of golden grain that should be gratefully harvested,
even at the risk of gathering in a tare or two. For
what garnering of any source of human history is ever
entirely free from all risks? Besides, for the tedious
task of much weeding, the cautious reaper is re
warded in another direction. These traditions, cast
from the start in a conversational and anecdotal vein,
have preserved certain human elements that all too
frequently are lost sight of alike in meager annals and
bulky systematized compilations.
The great danger of this particular Islamic source
material lies in the indiscriminate use of isolated tra
ditions or of groups of traditions emanating from
single, biased sources or from well-defined politicoreligious groups, each seeking to establish that ver
sion of "history" that best suited its claims and ambi
tions. But considerably heavy spade work has been
done along the lines of critical research in early Is
lamic history to expose notorious individual fabrica
tors of tradition and well-organized politico-religious
camps expertly at work in the use of this tool as effec
tive propaganda of all sorts and for any occasion.
One needs but mention such scholars as Wellhausen,
Goldziher, Noldeke, Caetani, and even such extrem
ists as Lammens and Casanova, to realize the great
extent of the invaluable service rendered along these
lines. The student who profits by this service ere he
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digs for himself into tradition need not rest from his
labors empty handed. For within a reasonable mar
gin of error he can learn to detect the true from the
false and the probable from the improbable.
The Frontispiece is reproduced from a miniature
found in a copy of Al-Jazull's Dala'? il al-Khairdt, now
in the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago.
The manuscript, richly illuminated and beautifully
written, was copied by Ahmad of Erzerum at Medina
in A.H. 1178 (A.D. 1764-65). I am indebted to Dr.
Watson Boyes, Museum Secretary, for the prelimi
nary photograph for the plate.
It is again my happy privilege to acknowledge my
great indebtedness to Professor Martin Sprengling,
who has been an ever inspiring and most generous col
league. He followed the development of the present
study with constant and enthusiastic interest, reading
each section as it was first completed. He gave liber
ally of his time and store of knowledge in making
pregnant suggestions and pertinent criticisms. To the
Oriental Institute and its director, Professor John A.
Wilson, I am grateful for a subvention toward publi
cation. Professor Wilson has, in addition, done me
the great favor of reading the entire manuscript and
offering many valuable suggestions. My thanks are
also due to the University of Chicago Press for many
and varied services in the course of publication.
NABIA ABBOTT
ORIENTAL INSTITUTE

Chicago 1942
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Beloved of Mohammed

H

ISTORY and tradition are overwhelmingly
in favor of assigning the first place of influ
ence in Mohammed's prophetic career, the
earlier role of Khadljah excepted, to the first convert
outside Mohammed's family, the lifelong and faithful
friend, cAbd Allah ibn Abi Quhafah, famous for all
time in the Moslem world as Abu Bakr al-§iddlq. He
and his family lived in the same quarter of the city of
Mecca as did Khadljah and Mohammed. Here, in
about A.D. 614, was born his daughter Aishah. She
was given out for nursing and foster-parentage, as
was the custom in Arabia, to a Makhzumite family.1
She is accounted by some as the nineteenth convert to
Islam, which may mean nothing more than that she
as a child was reckoned as a believer.2 At any rate,
she herself could not remember the time when both
her parents were not Moslems and when Mohammed
himself did not visit at her father's house morning
1 Ibn

Hanbal, Musnad (6 vols.; Cairo, 1313/1895-96), VI, 201, 33 and

38.
3 Abu Zakariya Yafcya al-Nawawi, Kitab Tahdhtb al-Asma ("Bio
graphical Dictionary"), ed. Ferdinand Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 1842-47),
p. 849; Ibn Hisham, Sirah, ed. Ferdinand Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 1859),
p. 163.

1
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and evening.3 Doubtless Mohammed had taken some
notice of this lively girl-child of his "brother" in the
faith. A touching story is told of how on one of these
visits he saw the little Aishah at the door of her home
crying bitterly. Affected by her tears, he sought to
comfort the child and soon discovered that parental
discipline was the cause of her distress. He gently
rebuked the mother, Umm Ruman, and, though she
told him that Aishah had carried tales to Abu Bakr
(which had roused his temper), yet Mohammed re
quested her to be gentle with the child for his sake.4
Though the advantages of a marriage between Mo
hammed and the family of Abu Bakr may have been
early and readily evident to both parties, yet it seems
that neither of them was the first to conceive the idea
of a marriage between the elderly Mohammed and
the child Aishah. Tradition generally credits a ma
ternal aunt of Mohammed, Khawlah bint Hakim,s
with putting the idea into Mohammed's head. She
was an early convert and the wife of that would-be
ascetic, cUthman ibn Mazcun,6 whom Mohammed
took to task for his celibatic outlook on life and his
neglect of Khawlah. Tradition reports that Khawlah
served the prophet, which may mean that she some
times took care of his simple household after Khadi3 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat (9 vols.; Leiden, 1905-40), VIII, 54, and Ibn
Hanbal, VI, 212; Bukhari, §ahih> ed. Krehl (4 vols.; Leiden, 1862-1908),
IV, 131.
< Ibn Sacd, VIII, 54.
6

s

Ibid., p.

113;

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 409.

Ibn Sa<d, IIP, 286-91; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 268 f.
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jah's death. She was close enough to him to feel free
to suggest that he marry again.
"Whom shall I marry, O Khawlah? You women
are best knowing in these matters," answered Mo
hammed.
"If you wish a virgin, there is the daughter of him
whom you love best, Aishah bint Abl Bakr; but, if
you wish a nonvirgin, there is the widow Sawdah bint
Zamcah who believed in you and followed you."
"Go," said Mohammed, "bespeak them both for
me."
So Khawlah went on her congenial mission first to
the house of Abu Bakr, where she broke the news to
Aishah's mother who deferred the matter to her hus
band. Abu Bakr seemed a little uncertain as to the
propriety or even legality of marrying his daughter to
his "brother." Mohammed, however, hastened to
ease Abu Bakr's mind by reminding him that they
were brothers in faith only.7
But there was another obstacle in the way. Aishah,
child though she was, had been already promised to a
young relative named Jubair. The matter, therefore,
had to be taken up with the youth's father, Mutcam
ibn cAdi, whose family was still heathen. Abu Bakr
went to see what he could do about it. No sooner did
he touch on the subject than the youth's mother ob
jected to the previous arrangement between them on
'Tabari, Tartkh ("Annales"), ed. de Goeje (15 vols.; Lugduni Batavorum, 1879-1901), I, 1768; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 210 f.; Bukhari, III, 415;
Ibn Hajar, Kitab al-I§abah (Calcutta, 1873), IV, 691 f.
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the grounds that she feared the marriage would lead
to her son's conversion to Islam. Mutcam seconded
his wife's objection, and "thus did Allah release Abu
Bakr from his promise."8 Khawlah's matrimonial
mission to Sawdah having also proved successful,
Mohammed, within a few months of Khadijah's
death in A.D. 619, married in quick succession the
widow Sawdah and the six-year-old Aishah. The
marriage of the latter, however, was not consum
mated until three years later in Medina.
The precocious child, if one is to believe the tradi
tions attributed to her, sensed a change in her status
when her mother called her away from her playmates
and kept her indoors. She realized then that a mar
riage was involved but did not know to whom and
would not ask; she waited instead on her mother to
tell her.9 There is no record of the child's reaction to
the realization that she was to be the wife of the mid
dle-aged prophet of Allah. For a while at least her
main concern was the business of childhood play.
While Aishah's life in these last years at Mecca
continued its childish tenor, her father Abu Bakr was
wholeheartedly devoting his time, energy, and means
to the prophet who was now his prospective son-inlaw. It was to him that Mohammed confided his
slowly maturing plans for the epoch-making Hijrah,
or Flight, from Mecca to Medina. It was Abu Bakr's
careful preparations and his quick action when Mo8 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 211; Ibn Sa<d, VIII, 39»Ibn Sacd, VIII, 40.
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hammed finally announced Allah's authorization of
the flight that made possible the successful execution
of that hazardous venture. The child Aishah natural
ly played no part in these momentous events. Not so
her courageous and ready-witted half-sister, Asm a,
who stoutly denied any knowledge of her father's and
Mohammed's whereabouts at the same time that she
was secretly sending them provisions, some of which
she herself took to the cave, near Mecca, in which the
fugitives were hiding. Lacking some string either to
tie up her packages or to let them down into the cave,
she took.offher girdle and tore it lengthwise to use as
cords. It is from this incident that she came to be
known in Moslem tradition as "she of the two
girdles."10
Within a few weeks of their arrival at Medina,
Mohammed and Abu Bakr made plans for their fam
ilies to follow. Sawdah, Fatimah, and her sister Umm
Kulthum were led by Mohammed's adopted son, Zaid,
who also took along his wife and son. Umm Ruman,
Aishah, and her sister Asm a were led by cAbd Allah
ibn Abi Bakr. Talhah ibn cUbaid Allah—a cousin of
Abu Bakr and one to figure frequently in Aishah's life
—accompanied the group.11 The journey was accom
plished in unmolested safety. Sawdah and Mo
hammed's daughters were lodged with him; but the
young Aishah stayed with her parents, first in a near10

Ibn Hisham, p. 329; cf. Tabarl, I, 1235-41.

11

Ibn Sa c d, VIII, 43; Tabarl, III, 2439 f.
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by house, and later in their home in the suburb of
Sunh.
The months which followed were busy and critical
ones for Mohammed and his followers, the muhajiriin,
or "fugitives" of Mecca. They had to make a place for
themselves in the new order without alienating or im
posing too much on the accommodating but am
bitious ansars, or helpers of Medina. The Mosque of
the Prophet was yet in building. Adjoining it rose a
number of small private apartments for the members
of Mohammed's family. Presently Sawdah was es
tablished in one of these; but still Mohammed said
nothing about bringing the young Aishah "home."
Abu Bakr, perhaps a little uneasy, inquired of Mo
hammed the reason for this delay. On being told that
it was Mohammed's inability to provide the marriage
portion that prevented the consummation of the mar
riage, he proceeded forthwith to remove that obstacle
by providing the marriage portion himself.12 It is not
clear just when the marriage actually took place.
According to some versions, it was in the month of
Shawwal of the Year i, that is, some seven or eight
months after the arrival at Medina; but, according to
others, it was not until after the Battle of Badr, that
is, in Shawwal of the second year of the Hijrah,13
In no version is there any comment made on the
disparity of the ages between Mohammed and Aishah
"Ibn Sacd', VIII, 43; cf. Henri Lammens, "LeTriumvirat'
Milanges de la Faculti oriental, IV (1910), 119 f.
^Nawawl, p. 849; Tabarl, I, 1263; cf. Caetani, Annali delV Islam
(10 vols.; Milan, 1905-26), I, 424.
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or on the tender age of the bride who, at the most,
could not have been over ten years old and who was
still much enamored with her play. For, as she her
self recounts, she and her playmates were out in the
yard playing hard at their swing, when her mother or
a group of women came and took her away, washed
her face with a little water, and waited a while outside
the door until the panting child regained her normal
breathing. Then they went within where Mohammed
sat surrounded by a company of men and women.
Umm Ruman, placing the child Aishah on his lap,
gave the two her blessing by pronouncing an accepted
marriage formula: "These are your family, may Allah
bless you in them, and bless them in you."14 The
company took hasty departure. The playful child be
came the wife of the aging prophet of Allah. In later
years, as Mohammed celebrated some of his subse
quent marriages, Aishah would recall, with some envy
and perhaps a little humiliation, her hasty marriage
and the lack of any celebration in honor of that
event.15 She was now housed, like her "sister" Sawdah, in one of the apartments in the court of the
mosque.
But, wife or no wife, she was at heart still a child,
not yet ready to put away childish things. The
elderly Mohammed understood and let nature take
its course. Coming home, he would see his child-wife
busy with her toys.
x* TirmidhI, $ahih
lsrTabari,

(13 vols.; Cairo, 1931-34), IV, 311.
I, 1769 f., 1263; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 211.
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"What are these, O Aishah?" he would ask.
"Solomon's horses," or "My girl-dolls," would
come her unconcerned answer. Mohammed, smiling,
watched her at play. On other occasions he would
find her surrounded by her playmates, who, seeing him
approach, would disperse or go into hiding, thus spoil
ing the play business of the day. But Mohammed, so
Aishah herself tells us, would call these children to
gether again and himself join in their games.16 Once,
when the Habashah , or Abyssinians, were playing at
war games in the court of the mosque, Mohammed,
drawing her close to his side, allowed her to watch the
entertainment for as long as she cared to stay, or, as
she herself puts it, "until I had had my fill."17 During
a festival she had two maidens in her apartment en
tertaining her with their tambourines. Abu Bakr
came in and sharply ordered them away. Mohammed
hastened to the rescue with, "Let them be, O Abu
Bakr; every people has its festivals and this is our
feast day."18
As Aishah outgrew her dolls and little playmates,
increasing the meanwhile in womanly grace and
charm, she discovered in Mohammed an indulgent
husband and in Abu Bakr a stern and ambitious
father. But, as long as she and the aging Sawdah were
the only wives of Mohammed, there was little occa16 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, p.

42;

x*

Ibn Hanbal, VI,

84

18

Ibid., pp. 33 and

99.

f.,

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 57,
166, 186

f.,

166, 233.

233, 270.
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sion for the vivacious Aishah to concern herself with
jealous thoughts or for this still young wife to be
called on by her father for direct personal service on
his own behalf. This happy situation, however, was
to be of brief duration. If Abu Bakr could see the
advantage of a marriage alliance with Mohammed,
there were doubtless others who could do the same
with respect not only to Mohammed but also to other
leading figures in the new community at Medina.
The fiery cUmar ibn al-Khattab, running teamed up
with Abu Bakr, was not one to overlook his oppor
tunities. His daughter, Hafsah, had lost her husband
at Badr. cUmar took the initiative to find her a suit
able match, that is, one that should bring the ple
beian cUmar social prestige or political power or both.
He therefore approached the wealthy and socially
esteemed son-in-law of the prophet, the Umayyad
c Uthman ibn c AfFan, who had recently lost his wife,
Ruqaiyah—Mohammed's daughter—only to be told
that cUthman had no need of a wife. Frustrated here,
he tackled Abu Bakr with the offer of Hafsah's hand.
Abu Bakr received the embarrassing honor with si
lence. Furious, cUmar hastened to Mohammed to
complain of the insults he thought he had suffered.
Mohammed, as usual, rose to the occasion.
"Shall I," he calmed his angry visitor, "lead you to
a better son-in-law than cUthman, and lead cUthman
to a better father-in-law than you?"
"Do so, indeed," cUmar answered readily.
"I will marry your daughter, and cUthman shall
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marry mine."19 Thus was the threatened peace of the
community preserved at the same time that Mo
hammed bound himself with closer ties to cUmar,
known also as cUmar al-Faruq, or the Separator (of
the true from the false)/0 whose dynamic personality
and driving power the prophet had rightly estimated.
What Abu Bakr's real feelings in this matter were,
we perhaps will never know. He saw to it, however,
that the powerful cUmar bore him no grudge for the
supposed insult. He hastened to explain that he had
heard Mohammed speak of marrying Hafsah and, not
wishing to reveal Mohammed's plans, had for that
reason kept quiet when cUmar offered him her hand.
Otherwise, he, Abu Bakr, would have certainly ac
cepted Hafsah.21 It is readily to be seen that all par
ties concerned in this episode acted for political rea
sons. The marriage, which took place in Shacban of
the Year 3 (January-February, A.D. 625), about a
month before the Battle of Uhud, placed Abu Bakr
and cUmar on a par as fathers-in-law of the prophet. It
also gave Aishah her first serious harem rival—a young
woman of some twenty years. Hafsah's charms, how
ever, proved no match for those of the lively Aishah;
while her quick temper, for she was the true daughter
of her father, had the opposite effect of Aishah's im
pudent but ready wit, which generally drew an
*9 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 56 f.; BaladhurT, Ansaby V (Jerusalem, 1936), 7;
I$abah} IV, 521.
20

Ibn Sacd, III1, 193 f.

» Ibn Sacd, VIII, 57 f.; Bukhari, III, 431 £
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amused smile from the indulgent Mohammed. Their
natural jealousies notwithstanding, the two co-wives,
influenced by the political ties that drew their fathers
into ever closer co-operation, found themselves, for
the most time, working together. The older Hafsah
probably took the lead at first, for Aishah reports an
incident that seems to fit best in this earlier period.
Both girls were fasting one day when someone
brought Hafsah a meat dish with which she tempted
Aishah to join her in breaking their fast. Later, when
Mohammed came by, Hafsah confessed, and the two
sinners were told to substitute another fast day for
the one they had broken. Aishah's later comment on
Hafsah's action was: "She was indeed the daughter
of her father."22
Hafsah's maid tells of another incident which may
well belong in these earlier years of their comrade
ship. The two were visiting together when they saw
the elderly Sawdah approaching. Inspired partly by
envy of her economic prosperity, derived from her
skill in the fine leather work of Ta3if, they decided to
play a mischievous prank on her. The coming of the
fearful dajjal, or false prophet, had been well im
pressed on the minds of the community, since the
very thought of it would, on occasion, reduce Aishah
to tears.23 As Sawdah came within hearing distance,
they cried out, "O Sawdah, are you not aware that
the dajjal has appeared?" Scared out of her wits, so
the story goes, Sawdah ran to the nearest shelter, a
32

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 141, 237 f., 263.

" Iiid., p. 75.
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kitchen tent. The pranksters, choking with laughter,
ran to share their joke with Mohammed. He hastened
to the tent to reassure Sawdah, who emerged from
her hiding-place covered with cobwebs and seeminglymore relieved to find no dajjal was on the scene than
annoyed with her young rivals' practical jokes. 24
The daughters of Abu Bakr and c Umar, however,
were soon to have more dangerous competition than
the huge and aging Sawdah. In Ramadan of the Year
4, just over a year after his marriage to Hafsah, Mo
hammed married another woman who, like Hafsah,
had been widowed at Badr. This was the generously
inclined Zainab bint Khuzaimah, whose charities had
already earned for her the title of Umm al-Masaktn y
or "Mother of the Poor." She too was housed in one
of the small apartments to the side of the mosque, but
she was not destined to complicate for long the
prophet's harem, for she died some eight months
later. 25
Mohammed's marriage to his fifth wife was quite a
different matter. The new rival was the beautiful and
proud Makhzumite, Hind bint Abl Umayyah, better
known as Umm Salamah. 26 Her husband, Abu Salamah, to whom she had borne several children, had
been wounded at Uhud but had recovered and con
tinued to render good service until the wound broke
out afresh and led to his death some eight months
after Uhud. Touching stories are told of Mo2*

I§abah3 IV, 547.

25

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 82.

36

Ibid., pp. 60-67 and 356; I$abah, IV, 885-90.
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hammed's sorrow at the death of this faithful and
valuable companion. Equally touching ones are told
of the genuine affection that existed between Abu
Salamah and his wife, Hind, who cried bitterly be
cause her people, the Banu Mughirah, refused to let
her accompany her husband to Medina, until touched
by her continuous grief they permitted her to leave
Mecca to join him.27 It was in Medina that she one
day proposed to her husband that they make a cove
nant never to remarry after the other's death, wishing
only to be united again in Paradise.28 One would like
to think that the proposition was made by a devoted
wife who realized that her husband was likely to.de
part this world before her. Abu Salamah, however,
was not to be outdone in generous consideration.
"Umm Salamah," he asked in answer, "will you
obey me?"
"I never asked for your commands, without intend
ing to obey them."
"When I die, remarry," came the order, followed
by a prayer, "O Allah, grant Umm Salamah after me
a better man than I, one that will give her neither
sorrow nor pain."
After his death both Abu Bakr and cUmar wished
to marry her, but she declined the honor.29 Mo
hammed too seems to have lost no time in presenting
himself as a suitor. But the recently bereaved widow
offered excuses.
*7 I$abah, IV, 886 f.

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 61.

"Ibid., p. 62; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 317; I$at>ah, IV, 887.
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"None of my people is here to consult with."
"As for your people, none of them absent or present
would object to my suit," Mohammed assured her.
"I am advanced in age and have orphaned chil
dren."
"As for your age, I am older than you, and as for
your orphans, they shall be the responsibility of Allah
and his Messenger," Mohammed persisted.
"But I am a woman of an exceedingly jealous dis
position, and you, O Messenger of Allah, acquire
many women."
"As for that," came Mohammed's answer, "I shall
pray Allah to uproot jealousy from your heart."30
Umm Salamah finally yielded. The marriage took
place in Shawwal of the Year 4 (March, A.D. 626),
about a month after that of Zainab.31 Aishah's re
action to this latest marriage of Mohammed is best
told in her own words:
When the Messenger of Allah married Umm Salamah, I was
exceedingly sad, having heard much of her beauty. I was gracious
to her, desiring to see her for myself. And, by Allah, I saw that
she was twice as beautiful and graceful as she was reputed to be.
I mentioned this to IIaf§ah but she said, "No, by Allah, this is
nothing but jealousy (clouding your vision); she is not as they
say." Haf§ah too was gracious to her, and having called to see
her, she said to me, "I see her not as beautiful as you say, not
even anywhere near it; though she is (unquestionably) beautiful."
I saw her afterwards and, by my life, she was as Haf§ah had said.
But still I was jealous.32
30 Ibn Sa^, VIII, 62 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 317; I&bak, IV, 887 f.
3' Ibn Sacd, VIII, 61.
3' Ibn Sa<d, VIII, 66; I^abah, IV, 888.
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The introduction of the Makhzumite Umm Salamah into the prophet's harem was to prove the be
ginning of a rift reflecting the ambitions of rival po
litical factions.33 Aishah and Hafsah, acting as one in
the interest of their fathers, represented the party in
power. Umm Salamah leaned toward Fajimah and
cAli and, as Mohammed's harem increased, drew into
her circle Ramlah bint Abi Sufyan, better known as
Umm Hablbah, and Maimunah bint al-Harith, both
of whom Mohammed married, primarily for political
reasons, in the seventh year of the Hijrah.34 Here,
then, were reflected the earliest political parties in
Islam. Aishah. and Hafsah represented the plebeian
but powerful Abu Bakr and cUmar, who, having
wholeheartedly launched and started Mohammed on
a successful prophetic career, were ambitious to reap
their rewards as heirs to his power. There was the
aristocracy of Mecca represented by the Makhzumite
Umm Salamah and the Umayyad Umm Hablbah.
There was finally the ahl al-bait, or legitimist party,
with the timid Fafimah for its main hope and perhaps
Maimunah for a belated addition. With Aishah's
party in power the other two, each opposed to or
envious of it, found it convenient sometimes to unite
their forces; though at other times their own specific
ambitions and jealousies led them to go their separate
way, as groups and even as individuals. The rest of
Mohammed's wives, with no particular political axes
" Bukharl, II, 126, 132 f.; cf. Lammens, op. cit. 3 pp. 121 ff.
34 Cf. below, pp. 39 f.
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of their own to grind, allowed their emotions or the
demands of the hour to sway them now toward
Aishah, now toward Umm Salamah. The. most inter
esting and colorful of this group was Mohammed's
next and sixth wife, Zainab bint Jahsh.
The story of Zainab's marriage to Mohammed, as
told by most Western scholars, is one that gives most
offense to Moslems the world over. These scholars
use it generally to show to what great extent Mo
hammed had become the slave of sensual passion.
The Moslems, in their turn, point to the Western
treatment of the story to show to what extent racial
and religious prejudice can carry scholars and mis
sionaries away from the truth.35 It is neither neces
sary nor desirable to detail here the differences, step
by step, in the two points of view. The following
seem to be the essential facts of the story: Zainab,
granddaughter of cAbd al-Muttalib and first cousin,
on her mother's side, of Mohammed, had early mi
grated to Medina with the rest of her family. She
does not seem to have been married, though she was
at that time some thirty years of age and considered
beautiful. Despite Zainab's reluctance, Mohammed
arranged a marriage between her and his freedman
and adopted son, Zaid ibn Harithah, a former slave of
Khadljah.36 Little or nothing is heard of her until
35 Cf., e.g., Maulvi Muhammad Ali, The Holy ^ur-dn (2d ed.; London,
1920), pp. 823 fF.; Muhammad Husain Haikal, Hayat Muhammad (Cairo,
1936), pp. 307 ff.
36 Ibn Sa^, VIII, 71 and 81; Baidawl, Anwar al-Tanzil. . . . , ed.
Fleischer (2 vols.; Lipsiae, 1846-48), II, 129; Abu Nucaim, Hilyat aU
Awliya .... (10 vols.; Cairo, 1932-38), II, 51 f.
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several years later, when Mohammed, looking in vain
for Zaid at his home, chanced instead to see Zainab in
light disarray and went away murmuring, "Praised
be Allah who transforms the hearts!" Zainab re
ported the incident to Zaid, who went to Mohammed
and offered to divorce his wife should Mohammed
wish to marry her. Mohammed, however, sent him
away with, "Keep your wife and fear Allah/' But for
Zaid, humble in origin and unattractive in person,
there was now no peaceful living with the haughty
and ambitious Zainab, whom, therefore, he presently
divorced. When the usual four-month period of wait
ing was over, Mohammed, on the strength of a spe
cific permission from Allah, married Zainab. He now
incurred the displeasure and criticism of the com
munity, which considered the marriage incestuous,
since in its code an adopted son had the same position
and privileges as a real one. A new revelation silenced
all criticism by declaring that an adopted son is never
the same as a real son and by specifically permitting
marriage with the divorced wife of an adopted son. 37
It is not so much on these facts as it is on the mo
tives behind them that the two groups mentioned
above cannot be made to agree; and motives are sel
dom easy to trace or ferret out, even when dealing
with a personality much less complex than that of
Mohammed. Furthermore, the non-Moslem group
generally judges the morality of both facts and mo
tives from the more idealistic level of Western Chris
tianity, while the Moslems view these in the light of
" Ibn Sacd, VIII, 71 f.; Baidawi, II, 129 f.
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the more practical level of the customs of Arabia of
that day. It is, therefore, readily to be seen how one
and the same Mohammed is condemned by the ex
tremist of the one group as a voluptuary at the same
time that he is revered by the extremist of the other
group as a saint. Tor Andrae has done the most to
narrow the wide gap between these two extreme
points of view; for he not only claims but actually
strives to paint an objective character delineation of
the Arabian prophet with a cross-section of contem
porary Arabian practices for an appropriate back
ground. He thus comes the closest to seeing Moham
med the man as his believing contemporaries saw
him. To these Mohammed was neither sinner nor
saint but a man of like passions as theirs. And if
Allah saw fit, in the matter of women, to grant Mo
hammed the prophet a few extra privileges denied to
the common man and at the same time saw fit to use
Mohammed's common-man passions as tools in the
forging of a new order, then who were they, the com
mon believers (who for the most time half-envied
Mohammed), to question Allah's wisdom or pleasure
in the matter?
And so the episode of Zainab came and passed,
with Mohammed gaining rather than losing any
prestige with the faithful. Zainab herself gladly
joined Mohammed's household, boasting, as Aishah
had feared, that Allah himself had arranged her mar
riage from above.38 The marriage took place in the
»* Taban, 1,1773.
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month of Dhu al-Qucdah of the fifth year of the
Hijrah (March-April, 627),39 a short year after Mo
hammed's marriage to Umm Salamah. The young
Aishah, in whose presence Mohammed had received
the revelation permitting him to marry Zainab, had
her misgivings and experienced new pangs of jeal
ousy.40 But this hardly more than thirteen-year-old
girl-wife accepted the marriage as the will of Allah.
For to Aishah and her "sisters" (except perhaps the
two Jewesses, of whom more presently) Mohammed
was as much a prophet as was Joseph Smith to "sister"
Emma Hale or Brigham Young to "sister" Harriett
Amelia Folsom of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints. If any are inclined to question
this or to scoff at these seventh-century Arab women's
acceptance of the polygamous Mohammed as a
prophet to their polygamous nation, let them recall
the general situation that prevailed in the nine
teenth-century American harems of these leaders of
the Latter-Day Saints. Aishah recounts an incident
which probably took place while she was still in her
early teens. Mohammed, she relates, left her in
charge of a captive of his. She, becoming preoccupied
with the women, neglected to watch him carefully,
and so he escaped. When Mohammed returned and
found his captive gone, he was angered to the point
of cursing Aishah with, "May Allah cut off your
hand." He rushed out to order a search, and presently
39

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 81; Tabari, I, 1460-62.

«• Ibn Sacd, VIII, 72.
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the escaped man was recaptured. Returning home,
Mohammed found Aishah anxiously looking her
hands over.
"What is the matter with you, are you jinn pos
sessed?" he asked.
"It is your curse," she answered. "I am looking to
see which of my hands will be cut off." Mohammed,
no doubt rebuked, praised Allah and asked forgive
ness for his short temper and blessings on any man or
women he may have cursed. 41
Associated with Zainab's marriage to Mohammed
is the introduction of the hi jab, or the seclusion "be
hind a curtain," for Mohammed's wives.42 The most
widely accepted story is that some of the wedding
guests outstayed their welcome, thus causing Mo
hammed both inconvenience and annoyance. This
brought on the revelation of the "Verse of the Cur
tain," 43 which now runs as follows:
O ye who believe, enter not the houses of the Prophet, except
when called to eat with him, without waiting his convenient
«x Ibn Hanbal, VI, 52.
* Ibn Sacd, VIII, 124-26. For a recent and interesting discussion of
the origins of the hijab see Gertrude Stern, Marriage in Early Islam (Lon
don, 1939), chap. xiii. This work, entailing a great deal of conscientious
labor on the part of the author, suffers, nevertheless, from an arbitrary
limitation of the main sources to Vols. VIII and VI of Ibn Sacd's and Ibn
Hanbal's works, respectively (see her Preface and Introduction). For ex
ample, on p. 115, n. 2, it is stated that the tradition associating the institu
tion of the hijab with Zainab's marriage is not to be found in Ibn Hanbal;
as a matter of fact it is to be found in that work—not in Vol. VI, however,
but in Vol. Ill, 105, 168, and 196.
*3 Surah 33:53; cf. Ibn Sacd, VIII, 74 f.; Bukharl, III, 312 f.; Ibn
Hanbal, III, 105, 168, 196.
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time. But when ye are invited, then enter; and when ye have
eaten, then disperse. And stay not for familiar discourse; for
verily that giveth uneasiness to the Prophet. It shameth him to
say this to you, but Allah is not ashamed of the truth. And when
you ask anything of the Prophet's wives, ask it of them from be
hind a curtain; this will be more pure for your hearts and for their
hearts. It is not fitting that you give any uneasiness to the
Messenger of Allah or that you marry his wives after him ever;
this verily would be a grievous thing before Allah.

The first part of the verse, dealing with seclusion,
may have been given on this occasion. It is, however,
extremely doubtful if the last part, that prohibiting
the remarriage of Mohammed's wives, was given at
that time or was originally a part of this verse. 44
Within some three years, from about the time of
Zainab's marriage to about the eighth year of the
Hijrah, Mohammed gave out a group of ordinances
some of which affected the conduct of the Moslem
women in general, but most of which related to the
status and conduct of his own wives in particular.
With the mass of contradictory traditions on hand, it
is difficult to discover the chronological sequence of
this series of regulations, since in most cases it is im
possible to know with any certainty the time or the
specific occasion for the formulation of the individual
regulation in this group. It is, however, a mistake to
assume that the bulk of these regulations curtailing
women's liberties were motivated largely by Mo
hammed's personal passions, sexual or otherwise.
There is sufficient indication that some at least can be
44 See below, pp. 56-58.
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traced back to the lax morals of Mohammed's genera
tion.
One met in the Arabia of Mohammed's time sev
eral types of marriages, some of them with very loose
ties. Polygamy was the rule and divorce the privilege
of both sexes. Men could have as many wives as they
chose, the heart and the purse setting the only limita
tions. Divorced women did not, as a rule, lack new
husbands; some women are known to have married
three and four times in succession. 4 5 Sex was nearly
an obsession with the entire population, and sex talk,
frank among the better element, tended to be in
decent and lewd among the worst sort. Women, gayly attired, flaunted

their charms and adornment, and

men rose to the bait with open expression of admira
tion at the best and with insulting and insinuating
offers at the worst. It is in the light of this back
ground that Mohammed's ordinances affecting the
conduct of the Moslem women must be viewed. In
Surah 24:31-32 both believing men and believing
women are "to cast down their looks and guard their
private parts," while the women are further com
manded to throw their head scarfs over their bosoms
and to refrain from displaying their adornments ex
cept to such men as are within the prohibited degree
of marriage.

In Surah 33:59 Mohammed's wives,

daughters, and all the womenfolk of the believers are
to let down their mantles over them so that they
« Stern, op. cit. y pp. 62, 69, 70, 174.
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would be recognized and not be insulted.46 These reg
ulations in all probability preceded the "Verse of the
Curtain," if only by a short time, since in their scope
they cover all Moslem women and in their restric
tions are less severe than the institution of the hi jab>
or seclusion. These generally lax moral conditions,
calling for such ordinances, no doubt exerted their in
fluence in the direction of seclusion, though they do
not seem to have been the only or the direct cause of
it. Since this institution when first adopted in Islam
affected the wives of Mohammed only, one must look
to Mohammed and his wives for direct and specific
factors in its adoption.
There has been an unhappy tendency among some
Western biographers of Mohammed to credit this
particular institution largely, if not indeed solely, to
his pronounced and avowed weakness for the fair sex.
That this weakness played an important part is not
to be denied; that it played the sole or even the major
part is to be questioned. Sexual desire and jealousy,
family honor and social prestige, as well as religious
and political ambitions were all at work to bring
about this and other regulations for the prophet's
wives. We have already mentioned the episode at
Zainab's wedding, which though widely accepted is
not the only one of the first type of factors just listed.
There is, for instance, a tradition which asserts that
the hijab was instituted because the hands of some of
Mohammed's wives touched those of some of the men
46 Cf. Ibn Sacd, VIII, 136 f.
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at a common meal, and variants add further that it
was the hand of Aishah that touched that of cUmar.47
This particular story may well be a fabrication, but
with such reputed beauties as Aishah/8 Umm Salamah, and Zainab in his harem, all proud, gay, and
free in a loose and frivolous society, Mohammed
might well be jealous of seemingly trivial familiarities.
Traditions associating the institution of seclusion
with family honor and social prestige refer to insults
offered Mohammed's wives by the munajiqun\ or
"hypocrites," who, on being taken to task, excused
themselves by saying they had mistaken Moham
med's women for slaves.49 Sawdah, who was a large
and heavy woman, was recognized at a distance and
even at night by cUmar, who urged Mohammed
thereafter to seclude his women.50 This would seem
to indicate that cUmar feared that others, perhaps
again the munajiquny recognizing her, might insult or
molest her. Or it may mean nothing more than that
the stern cUmar, not far removed from his socially
humble origins, felt the urge for setting the family of
the prophet, who was also his son-in-law, apart from
47 Ibid.y p. 126; Baidawl, II, 133.
48 There seems to be no record of a detailed physical description of
Aishah or of any of her "sisters/' The traditions, taking final form at a
time when seclusion had become the rule for the court and upper classes,
may be keeping discreet silence on the subject, out of respect to the harem
of the prophet. Aishah's young niece and namesake is said to have re
sembled her distinguished aunt. A detailed description of the younger
Aishah is found in Aghanl, X, 55 f. However, one may not draw specific
points of resemblances from so general a comparison of the two Aishahs.
4* Ibn Sacd, VIII, 136 f.

50 Ibn

Hanbal, VI, 223 and 271.
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the common crowd. Other traditions state definitely
that cUmar urged Mohammed to seclude his wives,
since Mohammed's success brought to the mosque an
ever increasing stream of visitors of all sorts.51 Aishah's house, it is to be remembered, opened onto the
court of the mosque,52 as did probably some of the
rest of the adjoining row of apartments where her
."sisters" were housed. Seclusion would definitely call
for servants to run errands for the mistress; Mo
hammed's financial position was evidently by now,
the fifth year of the Hijrah, equal to the situation.
Furthermore, a large retinue of servants is one way of
enhancing one's social prestige. Many of these serv
ants of both sexes figure later as traditionists.
As the years progressed, crowned with more and
more success, both political and economic, Moham
med the prophet took on more and more the function
of a king. As prophet-king it was not surprising that
he, urged by followers of the type of cUmar, adopted
some measure of personal and family exclusiveness in
the rough-and-tumble democracy of his day. Closer
contacts with and knowledge of the conditions pre
vailing among the upper classes of some of the sur
rounding peoples, to whom seclusion and some form
of veiling was long known,53 may also have had its
51

Bukharl, III, 312; Nawawl, p. 453; Baidawl, II, 133 f.

52

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 119.

53

Cf. Caroline Morris Gait, "Veiled Ladies/' American Journal of
Archaeology, XXXV (1931), 373—93; Elizabeth Mary MacDonald, The
Position of Women as Reflected in Semitic Codes of Law (Toronto, 1931);
Stern, op. cit.> pp. 109 f.
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influence in leading Mohammed to adopt and adapt
similar practices for his wives and so raise them to a
distinct and superior rank in the now comparatively
prosperous politico-religious community. It was for
these multiple reasons that Mohammed's wives found
themselves, on the one hand, deprived of personal
liberty and, on the other hand, raised to a position of
honor and dignity. Thus was laid the foundation
stone of what was to prove in time one of the most
stubborn and retrogressive institutions in Islam—the
segregation of the women behind curtain and veil.
Did Mohammed's wives, Aishah included, raise no
serious objections to the curtailment of their liberty?
The traditions, as far as is known, record no case of
rebellion on this score. The aging Sawdah could hard
ly be expected to protest. Zainab, so closely associ
ated with the institution of the hi jab, was not likely
to question it. The stormy-tempered Hafsah surely
feared her stormier father, cUmar, who urged and
backed Mohammed's action. The proud Umm Salamah may well have resented the new move, but in
that case she most probably found herself isolated,
for she could hardly expect effective help from the
latest addition to the harem, Juwairiyah bint alHarith, whose wedding to Mohammed seems to have
taken place shortly after that of Zainab. That leaves
Aishah, whose temperament, we know, was not any
less worldly and aggressive than that generally cred
ited to the women of her tribe of Taim.54 Did she acAbu al-Faraj al-l§bahanl, Kitab al-Aghant (20 vols.; Cairo, 1285/
1868), X, 54; cf. Lammens, op. cit., pp. 122 f. and 127.
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tually surrender without protest the personal liberty
so greatly cherished by the Arab woman of her gen
eration ?
Fate and circumstances seem to have conspired
against the beloved of Mohammed, for it was just
about this time that Aishah was subjected to the
severest trial of her young life. The episode, popular
ly referred to as "the affair of the slander,"ss took
place on the way back to Medina from the expedition
against the Banu al-Mustaliq, the very expedition in
which Juwairiyah was taken captive. The affair
brewed for weeks unsuspected by Aishah and finally
developed into a public and scandalous attack on
that young woman's virtue. This surely was no time
to think of the inconvenience and limitation imposed
by seclusion and certainly not the time to protest it.
It took a special revelation from heaven to establish
Aishah's innocence and restore her to her favored
position in Mohammed's harem. The episode passed,
but it most probably helped to convince Mohammed
and others of the wisdom, under the circumstances, of
the practice of seclusion.
However, the seclusion was not so extensive or
rigid as one might, at first, be led to think. The
women could receive all men within the prohibited
degree of marriage.56 This included the close male
blood relatives of father, brothers, uncles, and neph
ews and close relatives by marriage, such as fatherss

See below, pp. 29-38.

«6 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 127f.; cf. also QurDan, Surah 4:22 f.; Bukhari, III,
419 ff.
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in-law, stepsons, sisters' and aunts' husbands, since
no man was allowed to have two sisters or a niece and
her aunt to wife at one and the same time. They
could also receive foster-relatives within the prohib
ited degree of marriage; this included foster fathers,
sons, brothers, uncles, and nephews. Since the cus
tom of fosterage was widespread among the Arabs, a
woman was likely to have many a male foster-rela
tive. There were two other categories of men from
whom Mohammed's wives needed not to exclude
themselves. The first included their male slaves un
less and until they were liberated. The second cov
ered such men as had no need of women, by which
was meant, presumably, eunuchs, since monks and
ascetics were frowned on by Mohammed.
Again, Mohammed himself was not, at first at
least, a stickler for the strict observation of these rela
tionships. Foster-relationships offered opportunities
to follow the letter but not the spirit of its supposed
limitations. When Aishah pointed out to Moham
med that it was the wife of a foster-uncle and not the
uncle himself who nursed her, Mohammed ignored
the point.57 On another occasion when a secluded
woman wished to receive someone not within the
above classes, Mohammed simplified matters by sug
gesting that she give the man some of her milk and so
make of him a foster-son. When the woman protested
that the man was full grown, Mohammed answered
that he was aware of the fact.58 Whether Mohammed
57 Ibn

Hanbal, VI, 33 and 194.

58

Ibid., pp. 39 and 356.
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meant this as a precedent is difficult to say, but Aishah seems to have so considered it,59 and later herself
took advantage of it by creating artificial fosterrelationship, through having her sisters or nieces give
of their milk to such men as she wished to admit to
her presence.60 But whichever way one may look at
the institution of the hijab, the consequent seclusion
was bound to curtail liberty of action and movement
and to confine the women more or less to their limited
apartments.
An episode infinitely more trying to the youthful
Aishah than the introduction of the hijab and the
marriage of Mohammed to Zainab and Juwairiyah
was the "affair of the slander." It, as already indi
cated, developed into a scandalous attack on her
wifely virtue and faithfulness. The incident, apart
from its harem implications, reflected the then cur
rent political party trends in Medina at t;he same
time that it served as one of several major motive
forces behind Aishah's political intrigues and party
support in the succeeding decades. Not all the
citizens of Medina were fullheartedly in support of
Mohammed. There were those, referred to as the munajiqun, or the "hypocrites," who resented the privi
lege and prestige accorded the muhajiruny or "refu
gees," from Mecca. Foremost among the hypocrites
was the Khazrajite cAbd Allah ibn Ubayy, who cov
eted Mohammed's position of leadership for himself.
59

Ibid., p. 174; Ibn Sacd, VIII, 198.

60

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 271 and 312; cf. Ibn Sa^d, VIII, 198, 339.
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During the course of the expedition against the Banu
al-Mu§taliq an unfortunate quarrel between some of
the men of Medina and some of the refugees was
readily seized upon by cAbd Allah, who was on the
lookout for incidents that might serve his cause. "If
you fatten your dog, he will eat you," he said. "We
took these people in and now they are insulting us.
They wish to be the masters in our very houses, but,
by Allah! when we get back to Medina, we shall see
whether the noblest are expelled by the vilest."
These were indeed bold if not traitorous words.
c Umar ibn al-Khattab was for putting c Abd Allah to
death for uttering them, but not so the cooler-headed
and more farsighted Mohammed, who answered, "O
c Umar! What would men think of a prophet who
killed his own followers ?" By accepting cAbd Allah's
excuses and by giving the order for an immediate
march, Mohammed forestalled further trouble on
that occasion.61 But before Medina was reached, fate
placed in cAbd Allah's hand an unexpected and pow
erful weapon—the "affair of the slander."62
Aishah and Umm Salamah had accompanied Mo
hammed on this expedition. On the last day of the
return journey orders were given to break camp in the
dark and early hours of the morning. Aishah left the
crowd and walked out some distance to satisfy a nat
ural need. On her return she missed a necklace of
6x Ibn
62

Hisham, pp. 725 f.

Ibid.y pp. 731-40; Tabarl, 1,1517-28; Bukhari, III, 103-10, 292-301;
Ibn Hanbal, VI, 59-61, 194-97; cf. Buhl, Das Leben Muhammeds, trans.
Schaeder (Leipzig, 1930), pp. 281-84.
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Yamanite agates that she had been wearing. She re
traced her steps in search of it and eventually found
it. Returning to the camp, she found the grounds
deserted. To her cry for help there came no answer.
For the men, assuming Aishah to be in her litter, had
placed it on her camel and led it away. They thought
nothing of the lightness of the load, for Aishah was a
light and slender girl. There was nothing for her now
to do but sit and wait in the hopes that her absence
would be soon discovered and a search party sent
back for her. Waiting there alone, in the still hours of
the morning, she soon fell asleep. She awoke to find
an embarrassed young man, $afwan ibn al-Muca^tal,
and his lone camel by her side. Gallantly the young
man helped her to mount his camel and silently he led
her on the way to Medina. Her absence was not dis
covered until Mohammed and his party had reached
Medina late that afternoon. But presently §afwan
arrived leading his camel bearing the missing Aishah.
Mohammed seems to have dismissed the matter
there, but not so some of the "faithful" and certainly
not the "hypocrites." Here, then, was something
cAbd Allah ibn Ubayy could use to discredit Mo
hammed's cause by bringing disgrace on his family.
He, therefore, set out deliberately to aggravate the
matter, pointing out, according to some, that, §afwan
being young and handsome, it was no wonder that
Aishah preferred him to Mohammed. At any rate, he
lent a willing ear to the malicious gossip and helped
to spread it among the entire community. In this he
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was aided and abetted by many, among them
Zainab's sister, Hamnah bint Jahsh, who thought to
do Zainab some service by helping to pull Aishah
down from her high position of favorite. She whis
pered that other and earlier meetings had taken place
between Aishah and §afwan,63 whom Aishah knew
from the days before the seclusion. Even Hassan ibn
Thabit, Mohammed's court poet, composed some in
sinuating verses on the matter.64
As the days ran into weeks the scandal assumed
alarming proportions, yet none dared mention it to
Aishah. She, however, had sensed a definite coolness
toward her on the part of Mohammed. Something
like a month passed before one of the women told her
of the scandal that had become the talk of the town.
Sick at heart, if not also in body, the young wife asked
Mohammed's permission to go to her parents. Umm
Rum an, already aware of the evil rumor, sought to
comfort her distressed daughter. "Take comfort, my
child," she said gently, "few are the young and beau
tiful women, more beloved than their rivals, who are
not the victims of some scandal." But Aishah would
not be consoled. Her sobs brought Abu Bakr to the
scene, and, for once, he seemed unequal to the occa
sion. On their advice Aishah returned to her home in
the harem.6s
6 *EI> I, 216; Dermenghem, Life of Mahomet, trans. Arabella Yorke
(London, 1930), p. 279.
64 Ibn Hisham, p. 734; Tabari, I, 1522; Bukhari, III, 105, 300; Ibn
Hanbal, VI, 60.
65 Ibn

Hisham, p. 733; Tabarl, I, 1521 f.
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By this time Mohammed himself was no doubt
thoroughly alarmed at the magnitude of the scandal
and the political significance it could assume. He was,
furthermore, probably distracted by his own mixed
feelings of tender love for Aishah and taunting doubts
of her virtue. Perhaps even more distressing than
these was the fact that his revelations had ceased. 66
He decided, therefore, to take a hand in the matter.
He could not very well take counsel with Abu Bakr
in this affair; and for some reason he overlooked
c Umar, perhaps because he remembered c Umar's gen
eral severity with the women. He turned instead to
Usamah, the son of his adopted son Zaid ibn Harithah, and CA1I ibn Abl Talib. Usamah had nothing
but good to say of Aishah. c Ali, on the other hand,
expressed himself thus: "O Messenger of Allah, Allah
has placed no narrow limits on you. Many are the
women like her. Examine her maid for the truth of
the matter." The maid, a Negress named Barirah,
was accordingly questioned, but she too could associ
ate no such evil with Aishah and dwelt instead on her
childish pranks and thoughtless youth. When Mo
hammed asked Aishah's newest and closest rival,
Zainab, what she knew, had heard, or seen of the
matter, she swore by Allah that, from what she her
self had seen and heard, she knew nothing but good—
an answer that won her Aishah's lasting gratitude. 67
66 Bukharl,
67

III, 106, 294 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 196.

Ibn Hisham, pp. 734 f.; Tat>arl, 1,1523; Bukharl, III, 106, 108, 297;
Ibn Hanbal, VI, 60, 196 f.; cf. Ibn Manzur, Lisan al-cArab (20 vols.;
Cairo, 1300-1308/1882-91), XVIII, 217.
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Encouraged by his investigation so far, Moham
med next took up the matter in public. Standing in
the pulpit of the mosque, he addressed the assembled
crowd: "O Moslems, who will clear me of all blame if
I requite a man who molests my family? For, by
Allah, I know naught but good of my family
"
Either Usaid ibn Hudair or Sacd ibn Mucadh, both
of the tribe of Aws, rose to the occasion. "I will clear
you of all blame," he declared. "If the man is an
Awsite, I will strike his head off; and if he is of our
brothers the Khazraj, then give your orders regarding
him and we shall carry them out."
This brought Sacd ibn cUbadah, the chief of the
Khazraj, to his feet in hot protest, since he and every
one else knew that the man Mohammed had in mind
was the Khazrajite cAbd Allah ibn Ubayy. For his
trouble Sacd ibn cUbadah was now accused of being a
"hypocrite" and a protector of the hypocrites. Ac
cusation and counteraccusation threatened to lead to
a free-for-all fight between the Aws and the Khazraj.
But Mohammed, keeping cool, succeeded in quieting
and pacifying the crowd.68
Aishah's tears, in the meantime, continued to flow,
and her eyes refused to close in sleep. Next morning
her parents visited her, as did also a sympathetic
woman of Medina. Presently Mohammed entered,
solemnly greeted the group, and, for the first time in
about a month, took a seat in Aishah's house.
M Ibn Hisham, pp. 733 {.; Tabari, 1,1522 f.; Bukhari, III, 106 f., 295;
Ibn Hanbal, VI, 196.
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"O Aishah," he pleaded, "if you are innocent, Al
lah will absolve you. But if you are guilty, ask for
giveness of Allah and repent, for Allah pardons those
of his servants who confess and repent."
She made no answer, expecting her parents to rise
to her defense; but they too held their peace. Strug
gling to keep her tears in check, she turned first to her
father and then to her mother, asking that they give
answer to Mohammed, but only to be told by each in
turn, "I know not what answer to make to the Mes
senger of Allah!" So unequal were they to the occa
sion, and so little did they seem to have of faith in or
knowledge of the true character of their young
daughter. Stung by their attitude and sustained by
her innocence, she rose in her own defense, speaking
with tearful yet calm determination and with ad
mirable pride:
I see that you have listened to this talk about me until it has tak
en hold of you and you now believe in it. If I say I am innocent—
and Allah most high knows that I am—you will not believe me.
But if I confess to anything—and Allah most high knows that I
am innocent—you will surely believe me. There remains nothing
for me to do but say, with Joseph's father, "Patience is becoming,
and Allah's help is to be implored."69

Her speech delivered, she retired to her bed, fully
expecting Allah to take a hand in establishing her in
nocence.70 Her deliverance was near at hand, for
presently Mohammed began to show some of the
69
70

Surah 12:18.

Ibn Hisham, p. 735; Tabari, I, 1523 f.; Bukharl, III, 107 f., 295 f.;
Ibn Hanbal, VI, 60, 196 f.
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physical symptoms generally accompanying his reve
lations. Coming out of his spell with a smiling face,
his first words were for the patient and courageous
young wife.
"Good tidings, O Aishah," he called out to her.
"Allah most high has exonerated you."
"Rise and come to Mohammed," urged her par
ents.
"I shall neither come to him nor thank him. Nor
will I thank the both of you who listened to the
slander and did not deny it. I shall rise," she con
cluded, "to give thanks to Allah alone."7'
Mohammed went out to the people and gave utter
ance to his revelations which are to be found in Surah
24 of the Qur'an and which still form the Islamic law
of adultery. The verses bearing directly on the affair
of the slander against Aishah read as follows:
Verily those who produced the lie are a small faction amongst
you; do not consider it evil for you, rather is it good for you;
every man of them will bear the guilt he has earned for himself,
and for him amongst them who was responsible for the bulk of it
is (in store) punishment mighty.
Why, when ye heard it, did not the believing men and believ
ing women form in their minds a good opinion and say: "This
is a lie manifest"?
Why have they not brought four witnesses regarding it?
Seeing then that they have not brought the witnesses, they are in
Allah's eyes the speakers of falsehood.
Had it not been for the bounty and mercy of Allah towards
you in this world and the Hereafter there would have affected you
in the matter of your unguarded talk punishment mighty.
When ye were taking it from each others' tongues and saying
71 Ibn

Hanbal, VI, 60,197; Bukhari, III, 108, 296.
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with your mouths things of which ye had no knowledge, and
thinking it a light matter, while in Allah's eyes it was mighty.
Why, when ye heard it, did ye not say: "It is not for us to talk
about this; glory be to Thee! this is slander mighty"?
Allah admonisheth you never to do the like again, if ye be
believers.72
c Abd

Allah ibn Ubayy's position in Medina was
such that, though he was known to have been the
prime mover in the matter of the slander, he yet
escaped with no worse punishment than the threats
in the above verses. Hamnah bint Jahsh, Hassan
ibn Thabit, and a lesser scandalmonger, Mistah ibn
Uthathah, were flogged in public.73 §afwan avenged
himself on Hassan by striking him with his sword.
Mohammed reprimanded both men and then soothed
Hassan's hurt and pride by a generous gift. The poet,
in his turn, composed new verses in praise of Aishah,
who soon came to forgive him and who in later years
refused to hear evil spoken of the then blind poet,
saying that he had given his talents in the service of
Allah and his prophet.74 Neither did she forget the
good words of Zainab bint Jahsh,75 and for Usamah
ibn Zaid, who had defended her, she developed a last
ing friendship.76 But for CA1I she harbored a strong
7* Surah 24: 11-16; for the translation cf. Richard Bell, <$ur°an
Edinburgh, I937~39)> h 33& f.
73 Ibn Hisham, p.

736, 740;

(2

vols.;

Tabari, I, 1525.

74 Ibn Hisham, pp. 737-39; Tabari, 1,1526-28; Bukhari, III, 105, no,
Aghant, IV, 14 f.; cf. Hirschfeld, The Diwan of Hassan ibn Thabit
(London, 1910), pp. 6, 50, 62.
298;
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dislike if not indeed enmity. This was to find expres
sion in her repeated attempts to thwart cAli's per
sonal and political ambitions in the course of the fol
lowing decades.
Thanks to Allah's intervention, Mohammed's af
fection, and her own proud and fearless spirit,
Aishah resumed her position as Mohammed's favorite
and the first lady of his harem—a position that was to
grow all the more secure as Mohammed's few remain
ing years were drawing to their end. None of her
harem "sisters" was able to challenge it. Most of
them had occasion to resent it, but only the more
aggressive among the harem opposition party had the
courage openly to protest it.
Mohammed's harem in the meantime continued to
increase. In the two-year period following his mar
riage to Zainab and Juwairiyah, from the spring of 627
to that of 629, five new inmates joined the six "sis
ters" of his household. The first was a beautiful
young Jewess, Raihanah bint Zaid, of the Banu
Nadir. She had married into the tribe of the Banu
Quraizah and had lost her husband and other male
relatives in the wholesale massacre of the latter tribe.
Tradition is undecided as to her proper status in the
harem. According to some, she was a full-fledged wife
holding the same rank as the rest; but, according to
others, she preferred to remain a slave concubine, a
status in which she could retain her old faith and
escape the limitations of seclusion. One hears little
about her that is tangible except that she died about
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a year before Mohammed.77 Another Jewess to join
Mohammed's harem in this period was §afiyah bint
Huayy, the beautiful seventeen-year-old widow of
Kinanah, chief of the Jews of Khaibar, who lost his
life on the unhappy occasion of the Moslem reduction
of that town. Unlike Raihanah, §afiyah seems to
have been a fickle opportunist who readily accepted
Islam and flattered its prophet.78 The third girl to
catch Mohammed's fancy was the young and curlyheaded slave girl, Mary the Copt. She and her sister
were, strangely enough, the gift of the Christian gov
ernor of Egypt sent to Mohammed in the Year 7 of
the Hijrah. Her status was that of a concubine. She
seems to have been housed at first close by, where
Mohammed visited her frequently by day and night.
The jealous harem, however, soon made things un
pleasant for her, and she was moved to a house in
Upper Medina, where her son Ibrahim was born in
the Year 8 and where she herself died some five years
after Mohammed.79
It was undoubtedly the youthful charm and beauty
of these three that won the acquisitive heart of Mo
hammed. But it was political policy that dictated his
other two marriages of this same period. The first was
with Ramlah, daughter of Abu Sufyan, the leader of
"Ibn Sacd, VIII, 92-94 and 159; I^abah, IV, 591 f.; Muir, Life of
Mohammed, ed. Weir (Edinburgh, 1923), pp. 318 f.
78 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 85-92; I$abah> IV, 666-69; cf. Muir, op. cit.> pp.

377 (•
»Ibn Sacd, VIII, 153; I$abah, IV, 779 f.; cf. Muir, op. cit., pp. 371 and
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the Meccan opposition. She had early accepted Islam
in defiance of her father and had migrated to Abys
sinia with her husband, who died there. Tradition
would have us believe that it was the Abyssinian
Negus himself who arranged her marriage to Mo
hammed, soon after the Treaty of Hudaibiyah. She
was at that time about thirty-five years of age, so
that Mohammed's marriage to her was in all prob
ability either a bid for a more friendly relationship
with her father or a subtle defiant gesture reflecting
Mohammed's recent successes and consolidation of
influence and power.80 Abu Sufyan's reaction to the
marriage was that "is a camel stallion not to be
tapped on (that is, led by) the nose!"81 The next and
last wife to join the harem was Maimunah bint alHarith, whose wedding is generally believed to have
taken place in Shawwal of the Year 7 of the Hijrah
(March-April, A.D. 629). She was a young and come
ly widow of twenty-six who had intrusted her per
sonal affairs to her brother-in-law, the influential
cAbbas, uncle of Mohammed. She was, furthermore,
the aunt of Khalid ibn al-Walid, the recently con
verted general and future "Sword of Allah."82
This rapid growth of Mohammed's harem—the
addition within about two short years of seven in
mates beginning with Zainab bint Jahsh—increased
in proportion the jealousies of the numerous rivals
80 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 68-71; I$abah> IV, 584-87; cf. Muir, op. cit.> p. 372.

81 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 70.

82 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 94-100; Nawawl, pp. 224 f.; I^abah> I, 107.
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both old and new. Seclusion, by narrowing the inter
ests of the women, gave an added importance to the
affairs of the harem. To keep the peace, Mohammed
made an effort at an impartial routine. He allotted
each full-fledged wife her day or turn and so rotated
among them all. Since he could not take all of them
on his raids or pilgrimages, he cast lots among them
to determine the one or more who were to accompany
him. When it came to worldly goods, he strove not to
favor one above the other. But when it came to the
affairs of the heart, even he realized that there im
partiality was a vain hope; and, when hard pressed,
he openly acknowledged, as will be seen presently,
that Aishah was his best beloved. Only an incurable
optimist could hope for continual peace in the harem
under such circumstances. And peace Mohammed
did not always have.
Mohammed's harem, as already stated, was di
vided into two parties, reflecting social and political
status and ambitions.83 The group in power domi
nated by Aishah included from the start the quick
tempered Hafsah and the stout and aging Sawdah.
From these she had little to fear, since they lacked the
personal charm with which to bid successfully for the
affections of Mohammed. Sawdah, realizing how
matters stood between her and Mohammed, who, she
feared, was about to divorce her, eventually made a
virtue of necessity and yielded her "turn" or "day"
to Aishah. She hoped thereby to avert the divorce
83

See above, pp.
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and so still retain her position of rank in the harem, so
as to share with the rest of Mohammed's wives their
expected reward in heaven.84 To this group of three
was added later the young Jewess §afiyah. There is a
very human account of the curiosity of several of Mo
hammed's wives about the new rival on her arrival at
Medina with Mohammed after the expedition against
Khaibar. Among the curious women of Medina who
came out to see the prophet's new wife, who was re
puted to be very beautiful, were Aishah and Haf§ah
and also Zainab and Juwairiyah.
"I fear," said Zainab to her companion, "this
woman will get ahead of us with Mohammed."
"Nay," answered Juwairiyah; "she is not the kind
that finds much favor with husbands."
Mohammed had recognized Aishah among the
group. When she left, he followed her to ask her opin
ion of her latest rival.
"She is but a Jewess," was Aishah's short answer.
"Say not so, O Aishah, for she has become a good
Moslem," came Mohammed's gentle rebuke.
But Aishah and Hafsah could not apparently re
frain from taunting the newcomer with her racial
origin. It was Mohammed himself who, in the end,
coached her to retort: "How can you be above me
when Aaron is my father, Moses is my uncle, and
Mohammed is my husband!"85 This worked effective
ly when Haf§ah, jealous because Mohammed pre** Ibn Sacd, VIII, 31 f., 121 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 68, 76 f.
«*Ibn Sa^d, VIII, 80 f.; I&bah, IV, 668.
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ferred §afiyah's company to hers, once more taunted
her with being a Jewess.86 For some little time at least
§afiyah must have continued to find favor with Mo
hammed, since both Umm Salamah and Zainab were
jealous of her. The latter incurred Mohammed's dis
pleasure for several months for refusing the gift of a
camel to the Jewess in an emergency on one of the
pilgrimages.87 It was in connection with this episode
that §afiyah, fearing she had displeased Mohammed,
asked Aishah to help reinstate her in his favor. In re
turn she yielded her "turn" to Aishah for that day.
Aishah, wearing her gay saffron-colored and per
fumed outer garment, went over to Mohammed's
tent and sat by his side.
"What is it you wish, O Aishah?" he asked. "It is
not your turn today."
"That is the gift of Allah given to whom he
pleases," she answered confidently and then told her
story, which had the desired effect of reconciling him
to §afiyah.88 In the long run, however, Juwairiyah's
estimate of §afiyah's charms seems to have been
justified, for in his later days Mohammed lost interest
in her as he seems to have done in all of his wives
excepting Aishah, Umm Salamah, and Zainab.89
Aishah seems to have had little or no difficulty in
86

Ifabah, IV, 769 f.

*7 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 67; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 131 f., 261, 337 f.
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securing the co-operation of any one of the three in
her group—Hafsah, Sawdah, and §aflyah—for any
plot, harmless or otherwise, either against a member
of the group itself90 or against a rival in the harem
opposition party. There is, for instance, the wellknown episode of Mohammed and the honey. In this,
according to some accounts, Aishah, Sawdah, and
§aflyah ganged up against Hafsah;91 but, according
to others, it was Aishah and Hafsah who plotted
against either Zainab92 or Umm Salamah.93 The es
sentials of the playful plot in all three versions are so
similar that the different details in the various ac
counts must be taken as supplementary. Further
more, since Hafsah was never a favorite with Mo
hammed, and since Zainab and Umm Salamah were a
close second to Aishah,94 the plot was in all probabil
ity directed against one of them and not against
Hafsah. Mohammed seems to have been in the habit
of stopping for a short visit with each of his wives
before he retired to the apartment of the one whose
"turn" it was for the night. One day he tarried unu
sually long at the house of either Zainab or Umm
Salamah, enjoying a treat of honey, of which delicacy
he was very fond. Aishah took jealous note and
coached her group to ask him, as he came to them on
90

Cf. above, pp. 11 f.
Ibn Sacd, VIII, 59; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 59; Bukhari, III, 462 f.

93 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 76; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 221; Bukhari, III, 358,462, and
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that day's rounds, if he had eaten maghajtr, the
strong-smelling gum of thecurfut tree. They followed
up his expected "No" with, "Why, then, have you so
strong a breath?"
"Zainab (or Umm Salamah) gave me some honey
to drink."
"The bees that made that honey must have de
voured the curfut" they persisted.
Mohammed, who was very sensitive about per
sonal odors, refused honey the next time it was of
fered to him. Sawdah, fearing they had carried the
joke too far, remarked that they were depriving Mo
hammed of his favorite honey. But Aishah, apparent
ly concerned only about the disclosure of her part in
the plot, ordered the considerate Sawdah to keep
quiet.95
More lively and even stormy scenes involved
Aishah and the second group of wives in Moham
med's harem. Despite Mohammed's genuine effort to
deal fairly and impartially with all his wives, all the
Moslem community knew that Aishah was his favor
ite. Members of the community, thinking to please
Mohammed, picked on Ajshah's "day" as the best
time to send any gift they had for him. Mohammed,
whenever possible, distributed these gifts, which were
frequently household provisions, among his harem.96
Still the other wives, particularly those in Umm
Salamah's group, resented the pointed discrimination
on the part of the gift-making public. They commis95 Cf.

above, p. 44, n. 91.

96 Cf.

below, pp. 49 f.
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sioned Umm Salamah to appeal to Mohammed to put
a stop to this practice by asking the Moslems to send
their gifts to the different apartments. She broached
the subject to him, but he received it in silence. Her
group urged her to try again and again until she did
get an answer. She showed no reluctance to comply
with their request, but the only answer she finally
received was, "Trouble me not about Aishah. She is
the only woman in whose company I receive any
revelations."
"Allah forgive me for troubling you," answered the
subdued Umm Salamah.97
The rest of her group, however, were not content to
let it go at that. They sent his daughter Fatimah to
plead their cause. Having first forced from the re
luctant Fatimah that Zainab was responsible for the
new move, Mohammed completely floored his daugh
ter by asking, "Dear little daughter, do you not love
whom I love?"
"Yes, surely," was all she could think of to say.
And nothing the discontented wives could say would
induce her to try again. Zainab now decided to take
up the matter in person. Disregarding Aishah's pres
ence, she loudly protested the partiality shown the
favorite. Mohammed and Aishah watched each other
for a reaction. Meanwhile, Zainab, perhaps sensing
failure, lost control of herself and heaped abuse and
insult on Aishah. "Defend yourself," came Moham
med's encouragement to Aishah. Defend herself she
57 Bukharl,
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did with a vengeance and soon had the discomfited
Zainab reduced to silence. Mohammed, watching the
performance, closed the incident with this admiring
pronouncement on his victorious favorite: "She is in
deed the daughter of her father!"98
Still another incident is recorded in which Aishah
came out the victor in a vituperative battle with
either Zainab or Umm Salamah, most probably the
latter; for it was she and not Zainab who generally
sought to identify herself with the family of Fatimah
and cAli," both of whom became involved in this
affair. Outraged at Mohammed's display of affection
for Aishah in her presence, the proud Makhzumite,
who had in the days of her courtship warned Mo
hammed of her jealousy, exclaimed indignantly, "I
see that the rest of us are as nothing in your pres
ence." She proceeded to vent the rest of her wrath on
Aishah, abusing her roundly. Mohammed tried to
calm her but failed. He, therefore, ordered his favor
ite to answer her in kind, and in this she did not dis
appoint him. The disgruntled Umm Salamah betook
herself to Fajimah and CA1I, between both of whom
and Aishah not much love was lost. She told them
not only of the abuse she had received but of some
that Aishah had apparently heaped on them also.
cAli, so the story goes, sent Fafimah to protest to her
father.
98 See preceding note and Ibn Hanbal, VI, 88, 93, 150 f.; Ibn Sacd,
VIII, 123 f.
99 Ibn
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"By the Lord of the Kacbah," swore Mohammed,
"Aishah is your father's best beloved!" The timid
Fatimah reported her failure to cAlI, who now went in
person to Mohammed.
"Was it not enough for you," he asked, "that
Aishah should have insulted us, but you must needs
tell Fatimah that she is your best beloved?"100
Mohammed's answer is not recorded. But shortly
after the episode, he had the door between the harem
proper and the adjoining apartment of Fatimah and
C A1I sealed. 101
It was only in defense of the faithful Khadijah that
Mohammed once rebuked Aishah. Growing jealous
of his tender memory of the long-departed Khadijah,
Aishah referred to her as "that toothless old woman
whom Allah had replaced with a better." She drew
on herself a quick rebuke from a displeased and agi
tated Mohammed, who exclaimed,4'Nay, indeed, Al
lah has not replaced her by a better. She believed in
me when I was rejected; when they called me a liar,
she proclaimed me truthful; when I was poor, she
shared with me her wealth; and Allah granted me
her children though withholding those of other
women."102
A more serious situation developed which led Mo100 Ibid.,

p. 130.

101 Lammens,
102 Ibn

Fatima et les filles de Mahomet (Rome, 1912), pp. 47 f.

Hanbal, VI, 117 f. and 154; l$abahy IV, 541 f. For an account
of Khadljah's role in the life of Mohammed see Abbott, "Women and the
State in Early Islam," Journal of Near Eastern Studies (JNES), I (1942),
121-23.
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hammed to separate himself from all his wives for an
entire month, at the end of which he gave them a
choice between Allah and his prophet or the world
and its pleasures. Major as the crisis was, the tradi
tions give it no specific date and differ widely as to its
immediate cause. There is first a group of traditions
which indicate that Mohammed's wives plagued him
for more worldly goods than were within his reach.
An amusing anecdote is related of how one day
Mohammed was besieged by his wives, who loudly
clamored for clothes. When presently cUmar was
announced, they fled so hastily behind the htjab> or
curtain, that Mohammed could not help laughing at
their plight. cUmar took them to task for being more
afraid of him than of Mohammed, and they answered
from behind the curtain, "You are rougher and harsh
er than the Messenger of Allah." I 03 Did these women,
confined to their apartments, seek consciously or un
consciously some sort of tangible compensation for
the loss of their liberty in the demand for more
worldly goods? At any rate, demands for worldly
goods are not incompatible with the phraseology of
the "Verse of the Choice."104
There is another group of traditions which associ
ate the crisis with the jealous Aishah. One day while,
in Aishah's house, Mohammed, it seems, had either
received a gift or had ordered an animal butchered.
He asked Aishah to divide it among his wives, and he
103

Ibn Sa cd, VIII, 130 f.; cf. Stern, op. cit. y p. 114.
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Cf. Ibn Sacd, VIII, 129 ff.; Baidawl, II, 127.
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sent Zainab her share. Not being satisfied with it,
Zainab returned it, whereupon Mohammed asked
Aishah to add to it, and he sent it back to her. This,
according to some of the versions, was repeated thrice.
Aishah, now indignant, remarked to Mohammed,
"This contemptuous woman is causing you to lose
face!"
"You (women)," answered the angry Mohammed,
"are (in truth) more contemptuous of Allah than of
me! I shall not visit you for a month."105
There is still a third group of traditions which in
volve Mohammed's conduct with Mary the Copt.
According to one version, Hafsah caught Mohammed
and Mary in her own apartment, but on Aishah's
day.106 She let Mohammed know that she had seen
them, and he begged her not to tell Aishah, promising
in return to forego Mary's company thereafter.
Haf§ah promised but broke her word. She hastened
to tell Aishah the good news that Mohammed had
forsworn Mary's company, for the entire harem were
jealous of the fair and curly-headed Coptic concubine.
According to a second version of this episode of Mo
hammed and Mary, the incident took place on
Hafjah's day, making her the chief injured party.107
In both versions, however, it was Aishah who took
Mohammed to task for the indiscreet infringement of
105 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 136 f. I have not seen this story elsewhere.

106 Ibid.,

p. 134; Tabari, Tafstr (30 vols.; Cairo, 1321/1903), XXVIII,

91.
107 Ibn

Sa^, VIII, 133 f.
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the harem rules. Soon the entire harem was up in
arms, and Mohammed, exasperated, retired from all
his wives.
This episode of Mary the Copt may or may not
have been the immediate occasion that precipitated
this major harem crisis. But there can be little doubt
that it was contributory to it, since Mohammed's
wives were not likely to make an issue of an affair that
involved Mary and Mohammed after a crisis which so
humiliated them and which, ending with the "Verse
of the Choice, 0 placed more drastic regulations on the
entire harem, subduing, in a measure, even such bold
leaders as Aishah, Hafsah, and Umm Salamah. Aside
from Mary's connection with the crisis, there are
other bits of information which tend to place the inci
dent in the Year 7 or after. The crisis took place when
a Ghassanid invasion was expected, and this is gen
erally believed to have been comparatively late in the
Medinan period, and the cause of Mohammed's ex
pedition to Tabuk in 9/630. 108 Some of the traditions
do indeed assign the "Verse of the Choice" to the
ninth year of the Hijrah.109 The number of Moham
med's wives at the time of the choice was generally
taken for granted to be nine.110 A list of nine wives
would have to include §aflyah; it would also have to
include Maimunah, unless Raihanah is to be counted
as a full-fledged wife instead of a concubine. The one
known list of those of Mohammed's wives who were
108

Cf. Muir, op. cit pp. 439 f.
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given "the choice" does actually include both $afiyah
and Maimunah. A tribal woman with whom Moham
med was contracting a marriage supposedly in the
Year 8, elected to leave him at the time of "the
choice." Unfortunately, however, both of the preced
ing traditions can be questioned, the first because it is
a singleton tradition 111 and the second because of
some uncertainty as to the identity of the woman in
question and as to the real motive of her separation
from Mohammed. 112
From the traditions giving Omar's and others' ac
counts of Mohammed's withdrawal from his wives,113
it is apparent that these women did not hesitate to
speak their minds in answer to or in argument with
Mohammed. It is equally clear that they considered
it their right to demand worldly goods from him.
Furthermore, these accounts seem to have confused
at least two or perhaps even three separate occasions,
compounding them into one episode. They contain
definite indications that c Umar had been informed on
some previous occasion(s) of the conditions prevailing
in Mohammed's harem by his own wife in defense of
her own similar conduct and that the information had
been openly confirmed by his daughter Hafsah.
Much displeased and a little alarmed, he gave his
daughter some stern advice: "Do not be excessive in
111 Cf.
Jia

Stern, op. cit. y p. 118.

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 138 and 100-102.
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your demands on Mohammed or contradict and talk
back to him, or shun his company; ask me for your
needs; and do not be jealous of your (rival) neighbor
and companion, Aishah, who is fairer and more be
loved of Mohammed than you are."114
Either on that or on another similar occasion,
c Umar proceeded to see Mohammed. He found him
depressed and asked the cause of his troubles. Mo
hammed answered that his wives had been pestering
him for things beyond his ability to provide. cUmar
then told of his own experiences with his wife and of
the advice he had already given Hafsah, adding that
the prophet surely could handle his wives with firm
ness. Mohammed was somewhat amused, and his
good spirits began to return. But cUmar was not con
tent to let matters rest there. He headed for Hafsah's
house and on the way met Abu Bakr and told him of
his interview with Mohammed. Then each went to
caution his daughter not to ask Mohammed for things
but to let him, her father, know of her needs. cUmar,
either alone or accompanied by Abu Bakr, according
to one version, now went the rounds of the harem,
admonishing each wife in turn until Umm Salamah
undertook to speak up to him.
"O cUmar," she protested, "must you interfere
even in the harem affairs ? Whom then should we ask
for our needs if not the prophet?" Rebuffed in his
self-imposed mission, cUmar departed, while Umm
Salamah won the admiration and gratitude of the
1x4

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 131 f.; Bukhari, III, 442 f.
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rest of the "sisterhood," who were too timid to dare
cross words with this fiery man.115 The episode seems
to have passed, with the wives still holding their own.
When presently the real crisis actually developed,
the news of it was brought to cUmar by his ansar
"brother/' Aws ibn Khawlayy, whose business it was
to keep cUmar informed of any report or event of im
portance. To Aws and the crowd around the mosque,
the rumor of mass divorce threatened a graver result
than an expected Ghassanid invasion. Part of the
gravity is to be explained by the effect such a move
would have on the relationship between Mohammed
and his politically powerful fathers-in-law, Abu Bakr
and cUmar, and, if Mainunah was involved, there
would also be her nephew, Khalid ibn al-Walld, to
reckon with. cUmar hastened to Haf§ah, whom he
found in tears.
"Did I not warn you against this?" cried this Job's
comforter. "Are you divorced?" he demanded impa
tiently.
"I do not know," she answered, still crying. "He is
alone in the loft.""6
Even Umm Salamah is said to have been reduced
to tears now."7 cUmar went next to the mosque, pass
ing through the assembled crowds waiting to know
the facts and the final outcome of the matter. When
c Umar was first announced, Mohammed silently ig115 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 129 and 137; Bukhari, III, 359.

116 Bukhari,

III, 443; I$abah> IV, 522.

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 133.
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nored the fact. Again he was announced and again
ignored. On the third request Mohammed gave per
mission for him to enter. This time cUmar did not ask
what the trouble was but went straight to the point:
"Have you divorced your wives ?" he asked.
"No," came the brief answer.
"Allah Akbar, God is most great/' sang out cUmar
in his rich and sonorous voice. The waiting crowds
and anxious wives knew that a serious social and
political crisis had been averted."8 cUmar, in all prob
ability seconded by Abu Bakr, who on occasion could
be harsh enough to the point of striking Aishah/19
seized the opportunity once more to ingratiate them
selves with Mohammed and to admonish their daugh
ters and the harem in general.120 Mohammed, in the
meantime, remained alone in his loft for the comple
tion of the month. He then resumed his harem
rounds, beginning with Aishah, who received him
with:
"I but spoke a thoughtless word and you lost your
temper with me. Did you not say," she added im
pudently, "that you would stay away for a month,
and here it is only twenty-nine days!"
"This month," Mohammed answered, "has twen
ty-nine days only."
But Aishah soon found out that the matter was not
to be so easily dismissed. Mohammed had a serious
Xl8

I b i d pp. 132 f., 136; Bukhari, III, 445.
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proposition to make to her and advised her to consult
her parents before making her decision. It was then
that he repeated to her the "Verse of the Choice":
O Prophet, say to thy wives: If ye desire the life of this world
and its adornment, then come, I shall make a provision for you
and send you forth honorably; but if ye desire Allah and his
Messenger and the future abode, then Allah has prepared for
those of you who do well a mighty reward. 121

"I need not to consult my parents/' she answered
without any hesitation. "You know they would never
advise me to leave you. I desire Allah and his Mes
senger/' She requested him, however, not to reveal
her decision to the rest of his wives when he proposed
the same choice to them. Mohammed refused to com
ply and saw to it that the rest of the harem knew of
Aishah's choice. One after another, all followed in the
footsteps of the favorite and chose Allah and his Mes
senger.122
This was undoubtedly a good time to introduce
new harem regulations, calculated to subdue the in
mates. The nature and extent of these are to be found
in a group of verses that follow the "Verse of the
Choice":
O wives of the Prophet, whoever of you commits a manifest
indecency, for her the punishment will be doubled twice over; for
Allah that is easy.
But to whoever of you is obedient to Allah and his Messenger,
and acts uprightly, we shall give her reward twice over, and we
have prepared for her a noble provision.
121

Surah 33:28-29; Bell, op. «7., II, 413.
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O wives of the Prophet, ye are not like any ordinary woman; if
ye are pious, then do not be too complaisant of speech lest he in
whose heart is disease grow lustful, but speak in reputable fashion.
Remain in your houses and do. not swagger about in the
manner of the former paganism. Observe prayer and give alms
and obey Allah and his Messenger; Allah simply wishes to take
away the pollution from you, O people of the house, and to
purify you thoroughly.
And call to mind the signs of Allah and the wisdom which are
123
recited in your houses

It is to be noted that, in connection with the harem
crisis, Mohammed's wives are referred to generally as
his "wives" or his "women" and not as the "Mothers
of the Believers." It is highly improbable that they
had before then acquired that title and dignity and,
as most commentators believe, the consequent pro
hibition of remarriage even after Mohammed's death.
The revelations concerned are to be found in the first
and last part of Surah 33:6 and 53, respectively:
The Prophet is nearer to the believers than themselves, and
his wives are their mothers
It is not for you to insult the Messenger of Allah, or ever to
marry his wives after him; verily that is grievous in the sight of
Allah.

The "Verse of the Choice" means nothing at all if
it does not mean that those who "desired the world
and its adornment" were free to marry again after
being divorced by Mohammed. The title and the pro
hibition were most probably more closely associated
with the harem crisis than with the earlier occasion of
Surah 33*-3°-35; Bell, op.

II, 414.
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the institution of the hijab, or seclusion. With threats
and rumors of divorce, there doubtless were some men
who had eyes on some of the harem beauties so in
volved. Or the occasion for these verses may have
come even later when Mohammed's advancing age and
failing health led some ambitious men, in anticipa
tion of his death, to cast eyes on those of his wives as
appealed to them.124 There are traditions that indicate
that Aishah's cousin, Talhah ibn cUbaid Allah, had
such designs on her. This was the same Talhah who
had been among the earliest converts to Islam, ably
active in its wars, and highly esteemed by Moham
med, Abu Bakr, and cUmar. It was he who had ac
companied Aishah with Abu Bakr's family on their
journey from Mecca to Medina. It was again he who,
in the preliminaries of the Battle of the Khandaq
(5/627), came gallantly to Aishah's rescue when
c Umar saw fit to take her severely to task for daring
to venture out alone in order to explore the situation
herself.125 Ties of blood, political ambition, and the
lovely Aishah's personal charms may well have
turned Talhah's thoughts and eyes toward this be
loved wife of Mohammed. Tradition relates that he
was heard to say that he would marry Aishah in the
event of Mohammed's death, and that when Moham
med heard this he received the revelation prohibiting
the remarriage of his wives.126 It is interesting to note
"4 Cf. Ibn Sacd, VIII, 145.
"s Ibn Hanbal, VI, 141; Ibn Sacd, III1, 3; Tabari, I, 1478.
146 Ibn
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that Talhah later married Aishah's younger halfsister, Umm Kulthum, whose hand Aishah had
guardedly refused to cUmar, caliph though he was at
that time, because of his well-known severity toward
the women, his own wives included.127
A number of ordinances, some either relieving Mo
hammed of tiresome harem restrictions or releasing
him from some oaths, others regulating and restrict
ing further the women's conduct, and still others
threatening them with divorce, belong most probably
in this period of the crisis or soon after; though again
traditionists and commentators are not agreed as to
the specific time or reason for their issuance."8 These
are to be found in Surah 66:1-5, which reads as fol
lows :
O Prophet, why doest thou make prohibited what Allah has
made allowable for thee, out of desire for the approval of thy
wives ? Allah is forgiving, compassionate.
Allah hath made legal for you the annulling of your oaths;
Allah is your patron, and He is the Knowing, the Wise.
(Recall) when the Prophet made a story secret to one of his
wives; then when she announced it and Allah made that appear
to him, he made known part of it and avoided part; then when he
told it to her, she said: "Who gave thee this information?" He
replied: "It was told me by the Knowing, the Well-informed."
If ye two repent towards Allah, then your hearts are well in
clined, but if ye back each other up against him, then Allah is his
patron, and Gabriel, and the upright among the Believers; and
beyond that the angels are backing (for him).
It is possible that if he divorce you, his Lord will give him in
exchange wives better than you, Moslems, believers, devout,
"7 Ibn Sacd, III1, 152; cf. below, p. 88.
138 Cf., e.g., Ibn Sa c d, VIII, 129-39; Baidawl, II, 340 f.
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repentant, given to worship and fasting, both women who have
been already married and virgins. 129

Still another group of verses concerning Moham
med's wives and providing this time for special mar
riage privileges for the prophet belong most probably
to a somewhat later period. They are to be found in
Surah 33:49-52 and read as follows:
O Prophet, We have made allowable for thee thy wives to
whom thou hast given their hires, those whom thou hast taken
into thy possession from the spoil which Allah has given thee as
property, the daughters of thy uncles or thy aunts either on the
father's or the mother's side who have emigrated with thee, and
any believing woman, if she offer herself to the Prophet, and the
Prophet wish to take her in marriage; (this is) special for thee
and does not apply to the believers—
We know what We have laid upon them as a duty in the matter
of their wives, and those whom they have taken into their pos
session—in order that there may be no blame upon thee; Allah
is forgiving, compassionate.
Thou mayest leave them in hope, or take them to thyself as
thou wiliest, and if thou desirest any of those whom thou hast
set aside, there will be no blame upon thee; that is the most ap
propriate way to ensure their comfort, and freedom from grief,
and the contentment of all of them with what thou hast given
them; Allah knoweth what is in your hearts; Allah hath become
knowing, clement.
Women are not allowable for thee beyond (that), nor mayest
thou substitute for them (other) wives, even though thou admirest their beauty; except those whom thou hast taken as
slaves; Allah hath become of everything watchful. 130

There are some commentators who see in the last of
these verses a check on the size of Mohammed's
139

For translation see Bell, op. cit. y II, 589 f.
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harem. But there are others who interpret it as limit
ing the classes of women from whom Mohammed's
wives may be drawn to the classes enumerated in the
preceding verses.131 The term "wife" has been applied
so far to Khadijah and to the women of Mohammed,
other than concubines, for whom he provided a per
manent home in the harem quarters in the court of
the mosque at Medina. It is clear from the above
verses and from a large and confirmatory body of tra
ditions that Mohammed contracted marriages that
were either never consummated or were of a tem
porary type.132 The exact nature of these marriages
is difficult to ascertain. The most that one can, with
safety, say about them is that, since they mostly
concerned tribal women, they were probably loosemarriage types current among the tribes and that
Mohammed indulged in them largely as a bid for the
support of the tribesmen.
But, whatever their nature, these marriages were
an added source of vexation and jealousy to Aishah
and, doubtless, also to her "sisters." It is in connec
tion with Surah 33:49, that is, the first verse in the
group last cited, that Aishah is reported to have said,
"Verily, thy Lord hastens to do thy pleasure." 133 It
is, therefore, not surprising to find her scheming to
x*x Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 145; Baidawi, II, 132 f.

^For a full discussion see Stern, op. cit., pp.
cit.y II1, 476-81.

151-57;

Caetani, op.

133 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 112 and 141; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 158. But cf. Tor
Andrae, Mohammed, trans. Menzel (New York, 1936), p. a 16.
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frustrate some of these marriages if and when she
could.134 Two or three stories are told of how the regu
lar wives counseled new arrivals to refuse Moham
med's attention, adding that he would think all the
more highly of them for their spirited reluctances to
yield readily to his caresses. These were taught to say
to Mohammed, "I take refuge with Allah from thee."
The repeated use of the phrase would have undoubt
edly roused Mohammed's suspicion, unless one is to
assume that it was a technical formula of divorce or
one implying unwillingness, for the time being at
least, to consummate a marriage. But there are no
other instances where it was used. Therefore, the sug
gestion that it was probably a pre-Islamic formula
known to some, but not all, of the tribes is highly
speculative. A more likely alternative is that Aishah
was the inventor of the phrase and that its use was
limited to one instance only, that is, in connection
with Mohammed's marriage to Asma, the daughter
or sister of Nucman ibn Abl al-Jaun of the princely
house of Kindah.135
Asma's marriage, suggested by Nucman at the time
of the delegation from Kindah, is said to have taken
place in Rablc I, 9/June-July, 630. Mohammed had
sent a special escort to bring her to Medina from her
home in Najd. She turned out to be as beautiful as
Nucman had said she was. Aishah and the harem were
disturbed, not only because Mohammed's tribal mar134 Cf.
x»

Tabarl, III, 2433.
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riages were increasing but because this particular one
brought on the scene a beautiful scion of a proud
princely house. Aishah and Hafsah came to help with
the wedding toilet, to prepare the henna, and to comb
and arrange the bride's hair. And in this friendly and
"sisterly" atmosphere they instructed her to use the
above formula. According to another version, it was
"some women" who emphasized her royal descent
and advised her to use the formula. The unsuspecting
Asma fell into the trap. For royal descent or not, Mo
hammed took her at her word, conceded the refuge
with Allah, and ordered that she be sent back to her
people. Afterward she bewailed her fate and com
plained that she had been the victim of deceit.136
Harem jealousies sometimes motivated Aishah into
spying on Mohammed's movements, shadowing him
at times in person. One night she followed him to the
cemetery and was a little ashamed of herself when she
realized that Mohammed wished only to be alone and
to pray.137 Mohammed, at times, playfully chided or
gently rebuked his young wife for this trait in her
character.138
Aishah seemingly continued to suffer pangs of jeal
ousy to the end of Mohammed's life, if we are to be
lieve an incident placed shortly before his last illness.
136 Ibn Sa c d, VIII, 102-5; I$abah, III, 1153 f., IV, 442-45; cf. also
Stern, op. cit., pp. 132-34, 152; Caetani, op. citII1, 230 f., 478.
137 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 76, 151, 221; Ibn c Abd Rabbihi, c Iqd al-Farid (3
vols.; Cairo, 1293/1876), I, 394.
138

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 115; Bukhari, III, 452; Yacqubl, II, 96.
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Mohammed, returning from a funeral, found her com
plaining of a headache. His own head was throbbing
too, and his mood was not a happy one.
"It would not be to your disadvantage," he said,
"if you were to die before me so that I myself could
wash and shroud you and pray over you and bury
you."
"May that happen to another," she was quick to
answer. "But that, I see," she added, "is what you
wish for. You would then surely return to my apart
ment and there amuse yourself with some of your
women."139
Despite Aishah's enviable position in Mohammed's
harem, at least from her rival's point of view, she her
self was not altogether content with her lot as a
woman and wife. Motherhood, always eagerly hoped
for, was denied her.140 Traditions record a somewhat
pathetic scene where the young wife, pointing out to
Mohammed that all his other wives had a kunyah or
mother designation, asks him to give her a kunyah
too, that is, designate her as the "Mother of So-andso." Mohammed then gave her the only kunyah she
ever had, namely, "Umm cAbd Allah," or "Mother of
c Abd Allah." 141 This c Abd Allah was her young neph
ew, the son of her sister Asma and Zubair ibn alIJ9 Ibn Sacd, IP, 10, 24; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 228; Ibn Hisham, p. 1000;
Tabari, I, 1800.
x4°
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c Awwam,

and generally believed to have been the
first Moslem child to be born at Medina.142 Between
her and her "son," cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair, there
grew so strong a bond of affection that there were
those who quoted her as saying that she loved him
more than she loved anyone else excepting Moham
med and her parents.143
As a wife, Aishah did not hesitate to make use of
the fact that she was the only virgin bride of Moham
med. She developed an outlook that reflected the
general attitude of a polygamous society much given
to divorce and remarriage for both sexes. Once when
Mohammed stopped in for a visit she asked where he
had been that day.
"With Umm Salamah, O Fair One," he answered.
"You never seem to have enough of her company,"
said Aishah. Mohammed smiled and said nothing.
"Tell me," continued she, "if you were to come
upon two camels, the one already pastured and the
other not, which would you feed?"
"The one that has not been pastured," answered
the unsuspecting Mohammed.
"I am not," she drove her point home, "like the
rest of your wives. Every one of your women has been
married before, except I." Again Mohammed just
smiled and said nothing.144 Little did this young
*42 Tabari, I, 1263 f.; Nawawl, pp. 341 f.; Ibn cAsakir, Tartkh al-Kabir
(Damascus, 1329
/i911
), VII, 396.
x«
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Aishah, with her zest for a full life, then know that she
was destined to outlive her one aged husband by
nearly half a century to be spent in childless widow
hood in a still much-married society.
It is easy enough to overemphasize the jealousies
and discords inherent in the harem system, even to
the point of leaving the impression that harem life,
for the women at least, is one bitter and continuous
competitive struggle devoid of any peace or friend
ship. It is equally easy to paint the master of the
harem as a sensualist utterly lacking in finer family
sentiments. To do this is to picture the harem system
at its very worst. But no human social institution,
good or bad, is ever always and everywhere at either
its best or its worst. Monogamous society at its worst
is not free from the prostitute or the kept mistress or
the proverbial "cat-and-dog" family life. Polygamous
society at anywhere near its best is not void of peace
and family tenderness. We have already seen in
stances of comradeship if not friendship in Moham
med's harem, and the traditions are not lacking in
references to some intimate and affectionate scenes
between Mohammed and several of his wives. He re
sponded readily to their request for spiritual instruc
tion and taught some of them short individual
prayers.145 He was solicitous for their comfort and
was not above attending to some-of his personal needs
I4 5 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 77,134,146 f.; Zaid ibn C A1I, Majmu c atal Fiqh, ed.
Griffini (Milan, 1919), p. 43; cf. cIqd> I, 331.
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or helping them in their simple household duties.146
Aishah, as the favorite, doubtless enjoyed more of his
personal attention than any of the others. Numerous
traditions, usually traced back to Aishah herself, give
some glimpses of Mohammed and Aishah as lovers.
"I know," he one day said to her, "when you ^re
pleased with me, and when you are annoyed or an
gered."
"How do you know that?"
"When you are pleased, you say, 'O, Mohammed!'
or 'by the Lord of Mohammed' but when you are
angered you say, 'O, Messenger of Allah!' or 'by the
Lord of Abraham.' "I47
On her part she too was sensitive to his moods.148
One day when Mohammed was busy mending his
sandals and Aishah was occupied with her spinning,
she saw his countenance light up. After gazing at him
for a moment in either surprise or awe, she readily
recited a flattering verse befitting his bright counte
nance. Mohammed rose and kissed her on the fore
head, saying, "O, Aishah, may Allah reward you well.
I am not the source of joy to you that you are to
me."149 On another occasion she readily consigned to
the lower regions those who troubled or annoyed
him.150 She was concerned for his physical comfort
146

Ibn Sacd, Ia, 90 f.; Bukharl, III,

489;

cf. Dermenghem, op. «/., pp.

165 f.
147

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 47, 55; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 30, 61, 213; Bukharl, III,

45a.
Cf. Ibn Hanbal, VI, 159.
149

Abu Nucaim, II, 45 f.

150 Ibn

Hanbal, VI, 175.
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and health, as seen, for instance, in her cautioning
him against exposure to the Meccan sun.141 She goodnaturedly took him to task if she thought he was
pampering himself too much; but when he was sick
she nursed and doctored him.IS2 She delighted in
waiting on him and in anointing his hair with his
favorite perfume.1" She rejoiced in such intimacies
as washing in the same bowl and drinking, lover-like,
out of the same cup.154 Woman-like, she teased her
beloved'55 to declare his love.
"What is your love for me like?"
"Like a (firm) knot in a rope."
"And what is that like?"
"Always the same."156
Mohammed, it is believed, had premonitions of his
approaching end. He was at Maimunah's house when
he first realized that the sickness which had overtaken
him was more than a passing ailment.157 Some of his
wives visited him while he was yet in Maimunah's
house. Presently he began to ask where he was that
day, where he was to be on the morrow, and where on
the day after. The harem realized that he was trying
151 Baladhuri,

Futuh aUBuldan, ed. de Goeje (Lugduni Batavorum,

1886), p. 43.

Ibn Sacd, II2,11,15, 29> Ibn Hanbal, VI, 215 and 67; Abu Nucaim,

II, 5o.
x"

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 186 and 272.
Ibn Sacd, VIII, 43; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 123 and 64.
Ibn Hanbal, VI, 210.
Sacd,

II2,

Ibn
Zainab instead).

*s6 Abu Nucaim, II, 44.

10, 24, 29 f., 31; Tabari, I, 1800 f. (but p. 1799 has
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to figure out the day of Aishah's "turn." Their sur
mise was confirmed when he asked, as a special favor,
that he be allowed to retire to and stay in Aishah's
apartment.158 It was therefore in her house that he
lived his few remaining days, as it was in her arms
that he breathed his last (Rablc I, 11/June, 632).
The young wife did not spare herself in nursing him.
His death agony left a lasting impression on her.
When she realized it was all over, she gently placed
his head on a pillow and herself joined the weeping
women.159 Later she expressed a wish that she and
the rest of his wives be allowed to wash the body and
prepare it for burial, but in this she was overruled by
the men of the family.160 These first prayed over the
body, and then Mohammed's wives performed the
same rite.*61 Abu Bakr settled the question of the bur
ial place by recalling that Mohammed had said that a
prophet is buried where he expires.1®2 So came Aishah
to share her living-quarters with the dead Moham
med, while her apartment at Medina came in time to
be a most sacred spot in all Islam, second only to the
Kacbah at Mecca.
This is as good a place as any to raise the question
*s8 Ibn Sacd, II3, 30; Bukharl, III, 189; Tabari, 1,1801; Ibn Hanbal,
VI, 219.
xs9 Ibn Sacd, II, 30; Ibn Hisham, 1011 f.; Tabarl, 1,1812-14; Bukharl,
III, 187; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 219.
160

Ibn Sacd, 11% 60; Xabarl, I, 1831.

161 Ibn
162

Sacd, II3, 46 f., 68-70; Takari, I, 1805.

Ibn Sacd, II2, 71

but see ibid. y p. 35.
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of Aishah's early influence directly on Mohammed
and indirectly on the political course of early Islam.
The Moslem traditions, resentful for the most part of
women leadership, have if anything understated
Aishah's influence except perhaps in the decidedly
major role she played in the Battle of the Camel.
Western scholars, on the other hand, much impressed
—and rightly so—by her role in that battle, have
yielded to the temptation to place her earlier influ
ence near that high level, especially where the inter
ests of her father were concerned. These seem to for
get the tender age at which Aishah entered Moham
med's harem and the fact that she was but eighteen
years old at the time of his death. They seem also to
have failed to realize that of the two, that is, Mo
hammed and Abu Bakr, the first was by far the
gentler with her and the more considerate of her
wishes. It is, therefore, not likely that Aishah deliber
ately did anything contrary to Mohammed's desires
primarily in the interests of her father and his two
political aids, cUmar ibn al-Khatfab and Abu
c Ubaidah c Amir ibn c Abd Allah ibn al-Jarrah, the
trio christened by Lammens as "the Triumvirate.,,
Had Aishah, that early, been indeed the masterintriguer and accomplished spy that, for instance,
Lammens, and following him Caetani and others,163
would have one believe she was, then it is difficult to
see why both Abu Bakr and cUmar failed to find
x6* "Le Triumvirat,' " op.«/., pp. 120-23,128,131 f.; Caetani, op. cit.,
Ill1, 125 f., n. 4; V, 480 n. 1.
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further outlets for her talents. For the fact of the
matter is that few events of any political significance
are associated with her during their successive cal
iphates. To assume that there was no need for her
talents in their time is to oversimplify the momentous
years that followed the death of Mohammed—years
in which everyone that was, or thought he was, some
body in the new community strove to climb into the
fast-moving and much-promising political wagon.
Among the would-be climbers were several of Aishah's friends and relatives, a few of whom were not
only ambitious but clever and calculating. These
were not men to overlook the possible influence, for
or against them, that a clever and intriguing Aishah
could have exerted, even if but indirectly, over either
Abu Bakr or cUmar or both.
Inasmuch as Lammens has gone as far as, if not
indeed farther than, most Western scholars in paint
ing a picture of an actively intriguing Aishah this
early in her career, it became necessary to examine
his materials very carefully.164 This examination re
vealed that, while Lammens was careful to emphasize
that Aishah was Mohammed's best beloved, he had a
tendency to forget that she was not his only beloved.
It could, therefore, not have been so simple a matter
for Aishah, best-beloved though she was, to greatly
influence, let alone dominate, Mohammed. It seems
that even for such private activities as following Mo
hammed's example of temporary seclusion for prayer
i64

See preceding note.
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or visiting her sick father, she had first to ask and
secure Mohammed's permission.1®5 Lammens, fur
thermore, credits Aishah with a "mania for spying"
and cites as proof an incident where she listened in on
a conversation between Mohammed and cUthman ibn
cAffan and an incident or two where she followed Mo
hammed to determine his destination. He discredits
harem jealousy as the main motive for this activity of
hers and prefers to see in it proof of determined po
litical intrigue on her part.166 That Father Lammens
should fail to estimate correctly the great motive
powers of harem jealousy is perhaps understandable.
But that he should be so readily satisfied with an inci
dent or two of this sort as proof of a "mania" for
political spying is difficult to understand. He may
have had in mind other instances similar to those he
does mention, for a few others can be found. There
was, for instance, the time when Aishah, sensing that
something had disturbed Mohammed, followed him
to the door and listened to a speech he made out
side.1®7 There was also the occasion of the news of the
death of Jacfar ibn Abi fjilib (8/629) when she was
peeping through the (curtain) door, watching Mo
hammed handle the situation and strive to calm the
weeping women.168 Again there was the time when
l6 slbn

Hanbal, VI, 65, 84, 226.

166

"Le 'Triumvirat,' " op. citp. 122 and n. 2.

167

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 159.
Ibidpp. 58 f.; Ibn Sacd, IV, 27.
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she heard Mohammed talking to his court poet,
Hassan ibn Thabit.'6'
Do such incidents as the above, however, neces
sarily prove a mania for spying and political in
trigue? To be in a position to answer this question,
one must look not at Aishah only but at Aishah and
her surroundings. What, then, are the surroundings
in which one finds the true daughter of Abu Bakr and
the jealous beloved of Mohammed? She was, to be
gin with, subject to the hijab, or seclusion. She lived
in a small one-room apartment in which Mohammed
frequently received his friends. This same apartment
opened onto the court of the mosque, where most of
Mohammed's interviews and speeches took place
within seeing and hearing distance. Under these cir
cumstances what would anyone in Aishah's position
do? Sit in the corner of the apartment and stay put?
Go blind and deaf to the scenes of life surrounding
her—scenes in which her own Mohammed played the
major leading role? Take away the hijab from this
view of Aishah and her surroundings, and all these
"spying" episodes of listening or peeping from behind
the curtain appear in their true light. They are not
the doings of a redoubtable intriguer but the normal
reactions of a young and lively woman abnormally
restricted by recent seclusion. That Aishah was at
times in a position to pass out information, conscious
ly or otherwise, of political significance to her father
is very likely; but that she deliberately set out to spy
169 Aghartty IV, 6.
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on Mohammed with that aim in view is highly im
probable.
It is indeed significant that Lammens himself cites
but one specific instance of what he might call the
fruits of Aishah's espionage. The episode, as the early
sources at my command give it, was as follows: Mo
hammed had decided, apparently without consulting
Abu Bakr, to undertake an expedition against Mecca.
Keeping his destination secret, he gave orders to pre
pare for the march. Abu Bakr, no doubt sensing that
something was in the air, called on Aishah, whom he
found busy preparing provisions for the march.
"O daughter, did the Messenger of Allah order
these preparations?"
"Yes, get ready yourself," came her brief answer.
"Where do you see him headed for?"
"By Allah, I know not," was the unenlightening
response. Presently Mohammed himself told the peo
ple what Abu Bakr wished to know, namely, that the
expedition was to be against Mecca.170 Lammens, dis
regarding this oft-repeated account, prefers a ques
tionable one which depicts Aishah as divulging to
Abu Bakr Mohammed's secret plan to attack Mecca.
He, furthermore, uses the incident as a typical exam
ple of how Aishah was given to rob Mohammed of his
secrets to satisfy the curiosity of her father!171
x7°Ibn Hisham, p. 808; Tabari, I, 1625; WaqidI, Kitab al-Maghazt
y
trans. Weldhausen (Berlin, 1882), p. 325; Tor Andrae, op.
p. 230.
171 "Le Triumvirat/ " op. ctt., p. 128. His sources are Ibn Hisham (p.
808) and Muntakhab Kanz al-cUmmal (IV, 149), a sixteenth- or postsixteenth-century work (cf. Brocklemann, Geschichte, II, 384 f. and 151,
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Other incidents generally accepted as reflecting
Aishah's intrigue and influence in the political inter
ests of her father are those associated with Moham
med's last sickness and death. Here, before going any
further, one must again look at Aishah's surround
ings. It is true that Mohammed spent his illness,
about a fortnight's duration at the most, in her apart
ment. This, however, does not mean that Aishah and
No. 153). However, the passage in question is no doubt that to be found
in the original and unabridged sixteenth-century work of MuttaqI, Kanz
al-cUmmal (Hyderabad, 1894-97), V, 302. This late work of compilation
from the Hadith states that Mohammed confided his destination to
Aishah but ordered her not to reveal it to anyone—a detail likewise found
in the sixteenth-century biography of Mohammed, Al-Slrah al-Halabiyah
(3 vols.; Cairo, 1911), III, 86. The Kanz al-cUmmal then describes Abu
Bakr's visit to Aishah, who is led to reveal Mecca as Mohammed's desti
nation—a detail not confirmed by the Al-Strah al-Halabiyah^ which at this
point follows the earlier accounts. MuttaqI credits the account he reports
to Ibn Abi Shaibah, who in turn received it from one Yazld ibn Harun.
Abu Shaibah Ibrahim ibn cUthman was a judge in Wasit and a rawty or
traditionist, who died in the reign of Harun al-Rashid. As a traditionist
he was specifically characterized as "weak," that is, unreliable. Yazld ibn
Harun received traditions from him. This in turn casts reflections on
Yazld as a reliable traditionist (cf. Ibn Sacd, VI, 267). Abu Shaibah had a
son, Mohammed, who, so far as I can find out, did not go in for traditions.
Mohammed's two sons, Abu Bakr cAbd Allah and Abu al-Hasan cUthman, and a grandson, Mohammed ibn cUthman (d. A.H. 297), were traditionists of the Kufan school (cf. ibid.y p. 288; Wiistenfeld, Die Geschichtschreiber der Araber [Gottingen, 1882], p. 29, No. 86). MuttaqI does not
specify which of these three is the Ibn Abi Shaibah of his account. How
ever, judging by the fact that Yazld ibn Harun is the immediate informant
and also by the works attributed to Abu Bakr cAbd Allah (d. A.H. 235),
the latter is most probably the Ibn Abi Shaibah in question (cf. Fihrist,
pp. 34 and 229; Mohammed Shafic, Analytical Indices to the Kitab al-clfyd
al-Farid [Calcutta, 1935], I, 454). The account, then, which Lammens
preferred turns out to be late, based on unreliable traditionists, and
originating from the Kufan school, which school, generally favorable to
CA1I, had not much love for Aishah.
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Mohammed had anything like the privacy that might
on first thought present itself to a modern Western
mind. In the East of even today a sickroom is the
scene of an almost continuous stream of all sorts of
visitors by day, while close relatives stay and take
turns as helpers by night. There is no reason to be
lieve these customs were any different in the time of
Mohammed. As long as Mohammed could still move
about or sit up in comfort, he met his visitors or
talked to the large crowds in the court of the mosque
from the threshold of Aishah's apartment. When he
took a turn for the worse and his temperature
mounted higher and higher, the "family members"
were there to render service as best they knew how.
But Mohammed did have his few moments of relief
from both visitors and pain. It must have been dur
ing one or more of these that he expressed a desire to
see some of his friends. According to what is obvious
ly an Umayyad version of such an episode, Moham
med's desire met with either suggestions from Aishah
or with a collective inquiry from Aishah and others as
to whom he wished to see. "Shall we call Abu Bakr ?"
they suggested. Mohammed made no answer.
"Shall we call cUmar?" Again no answer.
"Shall we call CA1I?" Still no answer.
"Shall we call 'Uthman?"
"Yes," at last spoke Mohammed. So they sent for
cUthman, with whom Mohammed had a private con
versation, during which cUthman's countenance reg
istered a visible change.171
173

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 52, 214 f.
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But according to what is as obviously an cAbbasid
version of this or a similar occasion during Moham
med's illness, Mohammed expressly called for CA1I,
but Aishah ignored the request and suggested instead
her father Abu Bakr. Next Hafsah suggested cUmar,
and Maimunah suggested cAbbas. Though all three
were called, yet CA1I was not. Mohammed noted the
latter's absence but said nothing.1" One wonders why
Fatimah and Umm Salamah failed to see that CA1I
was called! It is clear that neither of these late and
partisan accounts are telling the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth. It is equally clear
that one cannot tell with absolute certainty just what
actually took place on such occasions. But the most
likely probabilities are that Mohammed himself indi
cated whom he wished to see at the same time that
the leading members of his harem, Aishah included,
strove to have some of their own folks on hand.
Another important incident of the sickroom in
which Aishah is generally credited with watching out
for the political interests of her father is Moham
med's delegation of Abu Bakr to lead in the public
prayer in the mosque. Here again the traditions give
different versions of the story. In all versions it was
Mohammed who wished Abu Bakr to lead in prayers.
According to most versions, Aishah, though not al
ways suggesting anyone else, tried to persuade Mo
hammed to excuse Abu Bakr from that duty on the
plea of his weak voice and tender disposition which
173

Ibid. y I, 356; Tabari, I, 1810 f.; Bukhari, I, 175.
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would cause him to break down and weep.174 Accord
ing to one version, Aishah suggested "some one other
than Abu Bakr";175 but, according to others, she
definitely suggested cUmar.176 According to still
others, she enlisted the aid of Hafsah to excuse Abu
Bakr and to suggest cUmar. Mohammed lost pa
tience, called them "Joseph's companions," and in
sisted that Abu Bakr lead the prayers. Hafsah then
remarked to Aishah, "I never get anything good
through you."177 According to a number of tradi
tions, Aishah's real motive for all this was not the
reason she gave Mohammed but rather a desire to
spare her father the disfavor of the public, who, she
felt, would resent Abu Bakr or anyone else who re
placed Mohammed in the leadership of prayers.178 In
one version she is represented as saying she would
rather have cUmar than her father exposed to this
public disfavor.179
There is, on the other hand, a tradition which
would seem to indicate that it was not so much what
x*4 Tabari, I, 1811; Ibn Sacd, III, 126; Bukharl, I, 185; Ibn Hanbal
IV, 412; V, 361; VI, 96, 159.
I?s

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 229.

176 Ibid,,

I, 356; VI, 270; Ibn Sacd II2, 18 f.; Bukharl, I, 176, 185 f.

177 Ibn

Sacd, III1, 127; Ibn Hanbal, I, 209, VI, 202, 224; Bukharl, I,
176, 187, IV, 426.
178 E.g., Ibn Hisham, p. 1008; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 34; Bukharl, I, 185 f.,
Ill, 187 f.; cf. also reference in n. 176 above, and Muir, op. cit.y p. 486,
n. 4.
I7'

Ibn Sacd, IIa, 24.
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Mohammed wished or what Aishah said as what
and Abu Bakr themselves felt and said about
the matter that finally settled the leadership of the
prayer on Abu Bakr. Mohammed sent word to Abu
Bakr to lead the large crowd gathered in the mosque
in prayer. Abu Bakr turned to cUmar and asked him
to lead instead, but cUmar replied, "You are worthier
of that (leadership than I)." That seems to have set
tled the matter, and Abu Bakr lead the congrega
tion.180 Other traditions add that Abu Bakr did ac
tually break down and was overcome by weeping and
that someone came to inform Mohammed and to ask
who should then lead, when Hafsah took it upon her
self to send word that her father, cUmar, should lead.
No sooner did Mohammed hear Omar's voice raised
in prayer than he, much disturbed, gave orders to
stop him and have Abu Bakr lead.181 But, according
to still another version, Mohammed gave orders to
have "someone" lead. The messenger told cUmar to
lead, which he did until Mohammed sent to stop him.
c Umar had understood that the messenger came to
him expressly on Mohammed's order. The messenger,
in turn, explained that, seeing Abu Bakr was absent,
he judged cUmar worthier of the leadership than any
of the others.182
What is one, as far as Aishah was concerned, to
c Umar

180

Ibid.) p.

181 Ibn
l8a

19;

Ibn Hanbal, II,

52;

Bukhari, I, 179.

Sacd, II2, 21,11. 11 ff.

Ibid.) pp. 20 f.; Ibn Hisham, p. 1009.
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make of all these varied and in several instances con
tradictory traditions? The answer is linked with yet
another question, namely, what significance, if any,
did the leadership in prayer have? Did it actually
have in the Year n the all-important significance of
political successorship that these traditions and later
practices give it? If it did not, which is a possibility,
then Aishah's fears and actions have no political sig
nificance. If it did, which is again possible, then
Aishah's actions were decidedly detrimental to her
father's interests, not because she wished cUmar to
succeed Mohammed, but because she had so woefully
underestimated her father's abilities and misjudged
the outlook and temper of the people. Again regard
less of whether this leadership in prayer had or had
not a political significance, Aishah's wishes concern
ing her father were neither granted by Mohammed
nor carried out by Abu Bakr. Is this, then, the re
doubtable intriguer who enjoyed the confidence of
her father and who completely dominated the sickly
and infirm Mohammed?183 Lammens' exaggerated es
timate of Aishah's political influence in the last years
of Mohammed's life is but a reflection of his clearly
exaggerated estimate of the power of the "Trium
virate" over Mohammed himself.
We have followed the child Aishah and seen her as
the carefree and playful girl-wife of Mohammed. We
have watched her as she grew into the lovely and bexl*

Cf. Lammens, "Le 'Triumvirat,' " op. cit. y pp. 122 f. and 117,11.4.
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loved but jealous and aggressive first mistress of his
harem. That all-engrossing role was ended with the
death of the prophet. Compelled to lifelong widow
hood, the young, active, and intelligent "Mother of
the Believers" will turn her energies and talents more
and more into political channels, until, for a time at
least, she will come to dominate the political situation
with spirit and energy second to none.

oi.uchicago.edu

Mother of the Believers

I

T

HE political atmosphere, tense enough dur
ing Mohammed's last illness, reached a cli
max with his death. The Medinans, resent
ing their secondary role, thought this was their
opportunity to assert themselves against the Meccans who had entrenched themselves too well in the
city so hospitable to the prophet. The Hashimites,
centering their hopes on CA1I, largely because he was
Mohammed's son-in-law, aspired to the heirship of
the prophet, hoping thereby to supplant the aristo
cratic clans of the Umayyads and Makhzumites as
leaders of the Arabs. But Abu Bakr and cUmar, for
long Mohammed's staunchest supporters a:nd out
spoken counselors, were bent on retaining their ad
vantageous position. How they succeeded in doing
this by bold, well-timed, and united action is to be
read in any good history of early Islam.
What part, if any, Aishah played in the eventual
election of her father is nowhere clearly defined. The
traditions credit her with contradictory statements.
According to some of these, she claimed that Mo-
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hammed left no successor but added that, had he
done so, he would have certainly appointed either
Abu Bakr or cUmar." Such a statement is a very
probable one as coming from Aishah and is in keeping
with her reactions to Mohammed's appointment of
Abu Bakr or cUmar to the leadership in prayers, as it
is also in keeping with the respective rank generally
accorded these men in Islam.2 But, according to an
other group of traditions, she is made to state that
Mohammed had said his successors were to be Abu
Bakr, cUmar, and Abu cUbaidah.3 It is very improb
able that Aishah, or anyone else for that matter,
would have voiced so cut and dried a solution of im
posed succession to the still election-minded demo
cratic Arabs. Such statements are more likely to have
been made by Aishah, if at all, after the election of her
father either in further justification of that event or
in support of Abu Bakr's appointment of cUmar as his
successor or even in support of the teamwork be
tween cUmar and Abu cUbaidah. It is perhaps perti
nent to note here that Aishah is not associated any
more definitely or positively with the succession of
1

Ibn Hanbal, Musnad (6 vols.; Cairo, 1313/1895-96), VI, 63.

aE.g.,

Bukhari, $ahth, ed. Krehl (4 vols.; Leiden, 1862-1908), II,
419 f.; cf. Wensinck, A Handbook of Early Mohammedan Traditions
(Leiden, 1927), p. 234 for other references.
3 E.g., Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat (9 vols.; Leiden, 1905-40), III1, 128; Abu
Zakariya Yafrya al-NawawI, Kitab Tahdhib al-Asma ("Biographical Dic
tionary"), ed. Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 1842-47), pp. 664-66; cf. Henri
Lammens, "Le Triumvirat'...," MFOEy IV (1910), 113-44; TirmidhI,
$ahth (13 vols.; Cairo, 1931-34), XIII, 126.
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cUmar

than this type of traditions implies. Negative
ly, her influence was doubtless felt in her effective
challenge of cAll's claims to the succession based on
supposed statements of Mohammed made in his last
illness to and in favor of CA1I. Her point was that she
had been with Mohammed to the last and had not
heard him make any such statements.4
The young widow had her own immediate prob
lems to face and adjustments to make, now that Mo
hammed was no more. She, together with the rest of
Mohammed's widows, went through a period of
mourning, and all of them seem to have continued to
live in their small mosque apartments.5 Mohammed,
it is believed, made no specific provisions for his wid
ows, and the little he left was to go for charity. This
need not mean that the prophet's wives were left
destitute. Some of them had means of their own, and
others had ways of earning some money. Further
more, neither their families nor, failing these, the
Moslem community would leave these Mothers of the
Believers in any real want. Nevertheless, they, like
Mohammed's daughter Fafimah, expected to be
heirs to some of Mohammed's sources of revenue.
Abu Bakr decided the question adversely in Fatimah's case and won her bitter resentment and public
denunciation. She refused to speak to him, while her
husband, cAli, took the oath of allegiance to Abu
Bakr only after her death, which took place a few
« E.g., Ibn Sa^, IIa, 49; Bukhari, III, 191 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 32.
5

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 159 f.; for the apartment cf. ibid.> pp. 117-20.
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months after that of Mohammed.6 Aishah in all prob
ability approved and upheld her father's decision, for
when the rest of Mohammed's widows sent cUthman
to Abu Bakr to ask for their inheritance, Aishah
chided her "sisters" and reminded them that Mo
hammed had said what he left was to go to charity in
the service of the community and its leader. Her
"sisters" therefore refrained from further action.7
Aishah herself was well taken care of by her father,
who had allotted her some lands in the cAliyah quar
ters of Medina and in the district of Bahrain.8
Abu Bakr's reign (A.H. 11 -13/A.D. 632-34), how
ever, was too short to allow Aishah to establish her
self as a major factor in the politics of the day. Yet, in
their personal relationships, father and daughter
seem to have drawn very close together, for it was she
who nursed him during his last illness as she had
nursed Mohammed. It was to her that he intrusted
his last wishes concerning the disposal of some small
public funds and property, as it was also to her care
that he committed the interests of her brothers and
sisters, charging her to share what she had received
from him with these, the rest of his children.' Abu
6 Ibid., II2, 82; fabarl, Tarikh ("Annales")> ed. de Goeje (15 vols.;
Lugduni Batavorum, 1879-1901), I, 1825/.; cf. Lammens, Fatima et
filles de Mahomet (Rome, 1912), pp. 112-14.
7 Baladhurl, Futuh al-Buldan ed. de Goeje (Lugduni Batavorum,
y
1886), p. 30.

8 Ibn Sacd, IIP, 138.
' Ibid., pp. 136-40, 149; Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, cIqd al-Farid (3 vols.;
Cairo, 1293/1876), II, 4, 252 f.
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Bakr, therefore, seems to have sized her up as the
most able and dependable of his offspring. Touching
details are told of her grief at the time of his passingaway. She and the rest of the women wailed loudly
when at last the end came. But cUmar thought such
expression of grief—said to have been condemned by
Mohammed—was ungodly. He, therefore, took im
mediate steps to stop it, though this involved physical
rough handling of Abu Bakr's wailing sister.10 Aishah,
nevertheless, continued to indulge in this custom,
though eventually she conceded cUmar's view on the
matter to be correct." The departed caliph was, in
accordance with his own request, buried in the floor
of Aishah's apartment close to where Mohammed had
been laid." Standing at the tomb, she paid her trib
ute to her father in terms of glowing praise.13
Bereft of husband and father in such quick succes
sion, Aishah was from now on to rely largely on her
own resources for whatever influence she might wish
to exercise in public affairs. Her relationships with
cUmar seem to have been for the most part cordial
and co-operative. To start out with, she must have
well pleased cUmar, the strict financial steward, when
she carried out her father's wishes in relinquishing
two milch camels to the state and also in replacing
some funds said to have been drawn by him from the
10 Ibn

Sacd, III1, 148; Tabari, I, 2131 f.
"Ibn Sacd, III1, 251, 263.
12

Ibid. y p .

149.

liC Iqd I I , 8 .
y
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state treasury.14 Nevertheless, she did not hesitate to
demand from cUmar some property that she felt be
longed to the family. Her half-brother, cAbd Allah,
had married the beautiful cAtikah bint Zaid, for
whose company he neglected his private and public
affairs so much that Abu Bakr had ordered him to
divorce her. cAbd Allah complied, but his grief was
so great that his father took pity on him and allowed
him to take her back before the divorce was final.,s
cAbd Allah died before his father as a result of wounds
received in the siege of Ta'if, but not before he had
settled some property on cAtikah on condition that
she should not remarry after his death. cUmar, who
wished to marry her, suggested she return the prop
erty to the family of Abu Bakr and so be free to re
marry. But perhaps cAtikah was not so ready to part
with any of her wealth, since it was after her marriage
to cUmar that Aishah claimed and probably received
the property involved.16 The marriage is reported as
taking place in A.H. 12 (A.D. 633), that is, in Abu
Bakr's reign.17 Aishah's demand for the return of the
property probably took place early in cUmar's calIbn Sacd, III1, 138; Baladhurl, Ansab, V (Jerusalem, 1936), 88.
Js Kitab al-Aghanl (20 vols.; Cairo, 1285/1868), XVI, 133; Ibn Hajar,
Kitab al-I§abah (Calcutta, 1873), II, 696 f.; IV, 685 f.; see £/, I, 505, art.
"cAtika."
16 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 193-95; Aghant, XVI, 134; cf. Caetani, Annali dell'
Islam (10 vols.; Milan, 1905-26), II2, 1236 f.
17 Tabari, I, 2077; Ibn al-Athlr, Al-Kamilft al-Tarikh ("Chronicon"),
ed. C. J. Tornberg (14 vols.; Upsaliae et Lugduni Batavorum, 1851-76),
n, 307.
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iphate. The incident is significant in that it is illus
trative of Aishah's energy in looking after the family
interests.
cAtikah's subsequent history shows her to have
been a determined woman. It also throws some light
on cUmar's harem; for it shows him to have been not
only harsh with his wives but also jealous of any at
tention paid them. When Abu Musa al-Ashcari pre
sented cAtikah with a small Persian carpet, cUmar's
rage would not be appeased until he had struck
cAtikah with it and had Abu Musa belabored and
then brought into his presence, when, throwing the
offending carpet at his head, he berated him soundly
for daring to make a present to any of his wives.18
cAtikah, nevertheless, seems to have had her own way
in some respects with the stern cUmar, for despite his
disapproval she persisted in attending public prayers
at the mosque and was present there at the time of
his assassination.19 When her period of waiting was
over, she married Zubair ibn al-cAwwam on condition
that she never be beaten and that she be permitted to
continue her attendance at the mosque. The condi
tion, however, did her no good, for Zubair tricked her
into giving up the mosque-going habit. He saw to it
that she was somewhat roughly handled on one occa
sion, whereupon she herself, bewailing the ill-bred
public, preferred to pray at home.20 When Zubair fell
11 Ibn

Say, III', 222.
»Ibid., VIII, I J.
9

»

I$abah, IV, 687.
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in the Battle of the Camel, the people of Medina be
gan to say, "Let him, who wishes to be a martyr,
marry cAtikah." Her fourth husband was Husain ibn
cAli, who was martyred at Karbala."
A love affair of cAbd al-Rahman, Aishah's older
and only full brother,22 gave cUmar a chance to please
the son of Abu Bakr at the same time that it de
manded some of Aishah's attention. cAbd al-Rahman, while in Syria, had chanced to see a Ghassanid
maid, Laila bint al-Judi, to whom he had promptly
lost his heart. cUmar arranged it so that she fell to
cAbd al-Rahman's lot after the fall of Damascus.
The young man became so enamored of her that
Aishah saw fit to caution him. Later, he came so to
hate the girl that Aishah once again took him to task
for going to such extremes of love and hate. Laila in
her distress had turned to Aishah for help, and the
latter persuaded her brother to send the unhappy
girl back to her people.23 Aishah's influence in the
marital affairs of this brother was not limited to a
negative role, for it was she who had arranged his
marriage to Quraibah, the divorced wife of cUmar ibn
al-Khattab and the beautiful sister of the equally
beautiful Umm Salamah who had so won the heart of
Mohammed. cAbd al-Rahman was made to feel that,
were it not for Aishah, the hand of Quraibah would
have been refused him. He, therefore, offered to di31 Ibn

Sacd, III1, 79; Aghanly XVI, 136.

32

Ibn Sacd, II3, 30; III1, 120; Tabari, I, 2134; Nawawi, pp. 377 f.

33

Aghanty XVI, 94 f.; Baladhuri, Futuh, pp. 62 f.; I§abah> II, 979.
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vorce Quraibah, but she chose to stay with her hus
band.14
cAbd al-Rahman does not play the leading role
that one would expect from the oldest son of Abu
Bakr and the full brother of Aishah. He did, it is true,
get a wrong start in the new community. He had op
posed the new faith and fought against his father and
his father's prophet in the battles of Badr and Uhud
and was converted to Islam only at the time of the
Treaty of Hudaiblyah.*5 In traditions, usually traced
back to Aishah, cAbd al-Rahman appears at the sick
bed of Mohammed, who had wished to have him,
together with Abu Bakr, draw up his will.26 He does
not seem to have distinguished himself in the cause of
Islam until in the reign of his father when he accom
panied Khalid ibn al-Walid on the expedition against
Musailimah and fought valiantly at the Battle of
cAqrabah.27 His wrong start, however, was not in it
self sufficient to relegate him to the secondary role he
plays in politics and the affairs of state. His main dif
ficulty was a fault of character, for he was self-indul
gent and on the whole easygoing.28 Abu Bakr must
have been well aware of this when he passed him over
to intrust the welfare of his family to the more capa** Malik ibn Anas, MuwattP (Cairo, A.H. 1339), II, 37 f.; cf. Ibn Sacd,
VIII, 191 f.; Tabarl, I, 2733; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 415 I$abahy IV, 751 f.
Nawawl, pp. 377 f.; I$abah> II, 978.
26

Ibn Sacd, III1, 127 f.

37

Nawawl, p. 377; I$abah, II, 979.

38 Cf.

Lammens, "Le 'Triumvirat/ " op. cit.y p. 123 and n. 4.
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ble and energetic Aishah. In the years to come
brother and sister would have some differences of
opinion in family matters; but to the end of cAbd alRahman's days Aishah would rush to his support
against any outsider. cAbd al-Rahman's weakness
was, in a measure, cUmar's opportunity; for there
were those who believed that, had Abu Bakr's sons
(but Mohammed was yet too young) been like
Aishah, "neither much nor little would have befallen
cUmar."29
An incident indicative of the good will and co
operation existing between cUmar and Aishah con
cerned her young charge and half-sister, Umm Kulthum. Some time, presumably in the Year 17 (A.D.
638), cUmar, who was then in his sixties, asked Aishah
for the hand of this sister, who was hardly more than
a baby, having been born in the Year 13, soon after
the death of Abu Bakr.30 Aishah readily consented to
the proposal, which, considering Umm Kulthum's
tender age, could have involved no more than a
promise to reserve her for cUmar until she became of
marriageable age. The traditions at this point tell a
curious tale full of improbabilities. According to
these, Umm Kulthum herself protested the arrange
ment, threatened to wail at the tomb of Mohammed
if Aishah forced her hand, and brazenly proclaimed
she had no use for the harsh and stingy cUmar, caliph
though he was, but wished for a youth that would
39 Cf.

Lammens, "Mocawia Ier," MFOB, II (1907), 112, n. 4.

Ibn Sacd, IIP, 138, 149; Tabari, I, 2135.
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shower her with this world's goods.31 Aishah was in a
dilemma. She confided her troubles to either cAmr
ibn al-cA§32 or Mughirah ibn Shucbah,33 who under
took to dissuade cUmar from marrying Umm Kul
thum. The argument put before cUmar was: Umm
Kulthum was too young and raised by Aishah in ten
derness and ease. You, on the other hand, are harsh;
we fear you and are unable to change a single trait of
your character. What if she should disagree with you
or disobey you in anything and you overpower or as
sault her? You will then have treated the children of
Abu Bakr in a manner unbefitting to you. Let me
lead you to a better match. There is Umm Kulthum,
the daughter of cAli and Fatimah. By marrying her
you become related to the Messenger of Allah. cUmar
saw the double point of this argument. It was now his
turn to be in a dilemma. "But what of Aishah ?" he
asked. "Leave that to me," said his adviser. So the
proposed marriage was called off, and cUmar married
Umm Kulthum the daughter of cAlI.
It is inconceivable that a child of four could, by her
threats, have forced Aishah's hand in the matter. If
Umm Kulthum indeed uttered the protests she is
credited with, she must have done so toward the end
of Omar's reign when she would have been about ten
years of age and capable, with perhaps some tutoring,
** Tabarl, I, 2734; Ibn cAsakir, Tartkh al-Kabir (Damascus, 1329
/
1911
), VII, 79 f.; cf. Lammens, "Le Triumvirat,' " op. cit.y p. 120 n.
33Tabari, I, 2734; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 42; Ibn cAsakir, VII, 79 f.
w cIqdy III, 275 f.; Aghant, XIV, 144.
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of taking such an attitude. In that case Omar's and
Aishah's agreement, if it was in any way connected
with the marriage of cUmar to the daughter of CA1I
in the Year 17,34 must have been in good standing for
several years. The Agharii version of this story dif
fers considerably from the rest. It does not record
Umm Kulthum's reactions and protests. According
to it, it was Aishah, who, though she had given her
consent to Omar's proposal, was nevertheless con
cerned about the fate of her little sister and wished for
her an easier life than she was likely to have with
c Umar. When Mughlrah broached the subject to
c Umar, the latter immediately suspected Aishah's re
luctance and released her from her promise.35 There
is nothing improbable about this version of the story.
Furthermore, it is in keeping with Aishah's two con
stantly dominant objectives, namely, timely but con
trolled co-operation with the strong powers that be
and the welfare of the members of her family both
individually and as a clan.
Aishah does not seem to have in any way opposed
Omar's generally severe attitude toward the women,
his attempt to restrict them to their homes, and his
efforts to keep them from attending at the mosques.
She is, on the contrary, credited with saying, "Were
Mohammed to see what we today see of the women
and their behavior or condition, he would prohibit
them from going to the mosque."36 The "today" of
34Tabari,

I, 2529; Ibn al-Athir, II, 419.

" Aghanl, XIV, 144 f.

*6 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 69 f., 91.
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the tradition, however, is indeterminate. Aishah may
have expressed such an opinion at the time that
cUmar was trying to put his views across on this mat
ter. Or, again, she may have been led to such a state
ment later in her life when she watched the foreign
slave women "invade" the aristocracy of the Hijaz
and color the whole moral tone of Islamic society.
Neither Aishah nor the rest of the Mothers of the
Believers seem to have made any serious protest
against cUmar's decision to prohibit them from going
on the pilgrimage to Mecca. Yet, there must have
been some considerable, but seemingly unrecorded,
discontent with this deviation from the practice of
Mohammed, for in the last year of his reign cUmar,
on the specific request of Mohammed's widows, al
lowed them to resume the pilgrimage. Zainab had
died a few years before, and the aged Sawdah pre
ferred not to go. The rest, veiled and strictly se
cluded, made the journey as the special charges of
cAbd al-Raljman ibn cAwf and cUthman ibn cAffan.37
But if Aishah gave no more than silent consent to
cUmar's policy in these matters of the mosque and the
pilgrimage, she had nothing but praise for the finan
cial provision he made for her and her "sisters." "He
sent us," she asserts, "our share of everything, even
to the heads and shanks (of slaughtered beasts)."38
In the matter of income from the confiscated prop
erty of the Jews of Khaibar, cUmar gave MohamM Ibn Sa°d, VIII, 150 f.; cf. ibid., III1, 247.

** Ibid., IIP, 218; cf. ibid., p. 207.
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med's widows choice of payment in land or in pro
duce.39 When, as a result of the great conquests that
brought in tremendous revenues, cUmar, in A.H. 20
(A.D. 641), initiated state pensions, he placed the
Mothers of the Believers at the head of the list, al
lowing each, according to some versions, an annual
pension of 12,000 dirhams.40 According to others, the
sums allowed each widow or groups of them differed
from Aishah's 12,000 to §afiyah's and Juwairiyah's
5,000 or 6,000 dirhams. The discrimination was based
on the status of each wife and her favored position
with Mohammed.41 Those thus discriminated against
protested that Mohammed himself had made no dis
tinctions among his wives. cUmar then allowed each
widow the sum of 10,000 dirhams, except Aishah,
whom he placed first with the sum of 12,000 in rec
ognition of her having been the best beloved of
Mohammed.42 According to some, Aishah refused to
acceptthe extra 2,ooo;43 but cUmar must have insisted
on it, since later one of her complaints against cUthman was the reduction of her pension to the figure
allowed the rest of Mohammed's widows.44 Aishah,
39 Baladhurl,

Futuh, p. 28; cf. Caetani, op. «/., IV, 362 f.

4° Ibn Sacd, III1, 213, 216; Baladhurl, Futuh, p. 451; cf. Caetani, op.
cit.y IV, 388 ff.
41 YacqubT, Tarlkh, ed. Houtsma (2 vols.; Lugduni Batavorum, 1883),
II, 175; Ibn Sacd, III1, 219; Baladhurl, Futuh, pp. 454 f.
4* Tabari, I, 2413; cf. Baladhurl, Futuh, pp. 449, 454; Ibn Sacd, III1,
119.
43 fabari, I, 2413; Ibn al-Athlr, II, 392.

44 Yacqubl, II, 203 f.
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thus flattered and honored, would hardly be inclined
to question cUmar's expenditures from the treasury
for his family and self at this stage, though she seems
to have been so inclined at the beginning of his reign.45
It is clear from the preceding that cUmar was con
scious of Aishah's great prestige resulting from the
fact of her having been Mohammed's best beloved
and of being Abu Bakr's most distinguished and able
child. His avowed loyalty to Mohammed and Abu
Bakr, together with Aishah's friendly attitude to
ward his administration, led him to confirm her
unique position by placing her first in the state pen
sion system, ahead of all the believers and of the
Mothers of the Believers, including even his own
daughter Hafsah. The public could have hardly failed
to note the cordial relationship existing between the
caliph and the Mother of the Believers. Perhaps they
even sensed Aishah's tacit approval of cUmar's ener
getic and essentially just management of the affairs
of the new state. This may or may not have been the
reason why several of the foremost leaders went not
to Aishah but to Hafsah when they sought to induce
cUmar to relax somewhat his general severity toward
the people.46 It is certain that, when cUmar had
passed on, Aishah did not hesitate to pay him fre
quent and glowing tribute. "He was, by Allah," she
would say, "a good manager and an only one of his
kind; he was equal to every occasion."47 Neither did
** Ibn Sa c d, IIP, 222.

** Ibid., pp.

199, 222; cf.

ibid.) pp. 197,

206.

41

cIqd> I, 18.
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she hesitate to hold up the departed cUmar as a mod
el. Chancing to pass by an inert or sort of a halfdead fellow, she asked disapprovingly who or what he
was. On being told he was a Qur^an reader, she quick
ly remarked, "cUmar too was a Qur'an reader, but
when he read or spoke, he made one hear; when he
walked, he was brisk and quick of step; and when he
struck, he hurt." 48 That is, cUmar, in so far as he was
not a man of half-measures, was a man after Aishah's
own heart.
Aishah's continuing general prestige did not de
pend solely on cUmar's good will or actions. There
are indications that she made it her business to keep
informed and be abreast of the times. Though she did
not go on any campaigns of the reigns of Abu Bakr
and cUmar, yet she must have taken a keen interest
in their progress. One finds her, for instance, recount
ing some of the details of the Battle of Qadislyah.49
Neither was she slow to capitalize on her reputation
as Mohammed's favorite wife. For it was as such that
she claimed, or others tacitly conceded her, intimate
knowledge of Mohammed's ways, words, and char
acter. And already in the reign of cUmar, if not in
deed in that of Abu Bakr, as some would have it, she
had begun to be consulted on such matters as the
prophet's sunnah or practice and had ventured to
give fatwas or decisions on sacred law or custom.50
*8 Mubarrad, Kamil, ed. W. Wright (Leipzig, 1864), p. 325; cf. Ibn
Sacd, IIP, 208.
«»Tabarl, I, 2251, 2429.

so Ibn Sacd, IIa, 126.
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Zainab and Umm Salamah, Aishah's closest rivals for
the affections of Mohammed, were in line to share in
Aishah's prominence in this matter of traditions. But
Zainab died early (ao/64i),SI and Umm Salamah,
though far ahead of the rest of Mohammed's widows,
was to prove a poor second to Aishah.
It is difficult to get at details of personal relation
ships between Aishah and her "sisters" in this period.
We read of no stormy scenes stirred up by the
Mothers of the Believers now that Mohammed, the
main object of their jealousy, was no more. We hear
of no challenge to Aishah's favored position financial
ly or otherwise. In matters of public conduct and pol
icy, Mohammed's widows generally behaved and
were treated as a unit, being referred to collectively
as the "wives of the prophet" or the "Mothers of the
Believers." Though those that had families and rela
tives doubtless went visiting, the group for the most
time lived in the mosque apartments. They must,
therefore, have seen quite a bit of one another. A
few incidents associated with Zainab and her death
would seem to indicate that the "Mothers" lived
amicably, Mohammed's memory tending to draw
them together as his presence had tended to pull them
apart.
Mohammed, says Aishah, had told his wives that
she of the longest hand or reach would be the first to
follow him to the next world. She then relates how
after Mohammed's death, whenever they got toSI

Ibid., VIII, 8l, 78.
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gether in the - apartment of any one of them, they
stood against the wall and measured the reach of
their hands to determine which of Mohammed's wid
ows would be the first to depart this world. This they
continued to do until Zainab's death settled the ques
tion, but not without giving the rest of the "Moth
ers" some food for thought. For Zainab was short,
and her reach was not the longest. But Zainab, it
seems, was extremely charitable, and so her "sisters"
concluded that, by "the longest of hand," Moham
med had meant the most liberal hand in the cause of
charity. Zainab's departure gave them the opportu
nity to dwell on her charity and on her other ad
mirable qualities of industry, piety, and kindliness to
the needy. Aishah, remembering Zainab's generous
words on her behalf at the time of the scandal, was
foremost in praising and blessing her now departed
rival, whose entry into Mohammed's harem had
caused so much concern to her and to the new Moslem
community.52
All in all, though the reigns of Abu Bakr and cUmar
afforded Aishah little opportunity to exercise any per
sonal power in the conduct of public and political af
fairs, they were nevertheless conducive to the en
hancement of her personal prestige. cUmar's last acts
further sustained that prestige. Fatally wounded by
the assassin's knife, cUmar in his last days was much
concerned about his own final resting-place and about
«a Ibid.,

Cairo,

Abu Nucaim, Hilyat al-Awllya
f.; I§abahy IV, 600; Nawawl, p.

pp. 37, 78-81;

1932-38),

pp. 16-19, 26, 32

II,
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the choice of his successor. Anxious though he was to
be buried beside his friends, Mohammed and Abu
Bakr, whose tombs occupied a section of Aishah's
apartment, cUmar would not force Aishah's hand in
this matter, but instead asked it of her as a great
favor. That he was not any too sure of her favorable
response would seem to be indicated by his specific
desire to be buried in the Moslem cemetery should
Aishah see fit to refuse his request. Though Aishah
had thought of saving the space for her own tomb, she
now willingly relinquished it in the dying caliph's
favor.53 The small and humble apartment thus came
to house the living Aishah and the dead Mohammed,
Abu Bakr, and cUmar. And Aishah was conscious, at
first at least, not only of the mortal remains but also
of the spirits of these men. She felt at home, she tells
us, as long as only her husband and father shared her
apartment; but, when cUmar came to keep them com
pany, she felt she was in the presence of a stranger.
Thereafter she had a wall partition built between the
tombs and her own section of the apartment.54
c Umar's last major political act was the appoint
ment of an elective council of six to chose his succes
sor from among its members. The six, all first-genera
tion Companions, were, furthermore, among the ten
who had won Mohammed's complete and uncondi
tional approval. They were: cUthman, cAli, Talhah,
« Ibn Sacd, III1, 245; Bukhari, II, 433; Tabarl, I, 2131, 2725; Nawawi,
pp. 495 f54 Ibn Sacd, III1, 264.
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Zubair, Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas, and cAbd al-Rahman
ibn cAwf. They were to meet in secret session and
make their choice within three days.55 It is not cer
tain where cUmar wished them to meet. According to
some, he had instructed them to meet in a house or in
the house of one of their members.56 But, according
to others, he wished them to meet in a place close to
Aishah's house (probably the treasury).57 According
to still others, he specified Aishah's own apartment as
the council's meeting place, provided she gave her
consent.58
Equal uncertainty prevails as to where the council
did actually meet. Some have it in the house of
Miswar ibn Makhramah; others, in the house of cAbd
al-Rahman ibn cAwf, the chairman of the council; and
still others place it in the dar al-mal, or treasury.59
But again there are those who believed the meeting
actually took place in Aishah's own apartment.60 In
that case cUmar gave a final boost to Aishah's mount
ing prestige; that and no more. For, regardless of the
sslbid.y p. 245; Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 16, 18; Tabarl, I, 2778. It is
doubtful if this council was as official or exclusive as these traditions make
it out to be (cf. Caetani, op. citV, 82-89).
s6Ibn Sacd, III1, 265; Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 16; Ta^ari> I> 2779> Ibn
al-Athlr, III, 52.
s'Tabarl, I, 2778; cf. Muir, The Caliphate . . . . , ed. Weir (Edinburgh,
1915), P- 194.
s*cIqd, II, 257; Tabarl, I, 2778; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 51.
Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 20 f.; Tabarl, I, 2781, 788 8; Ibn al-Athlr, III,
53.
60 cIqdy

II, 258; Tabarl, I, 2781; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 53.
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meeting place, Aishah herself is nowhere credited, of
ficially or otherwise, with any role whatsoever in the
deliberations and final choice of the council. In the
meantime Aishah's full brother, cAbd al-Rahman,
took it upon himself to do some detective work and
to track down some of the (supposed?) plotters of
Omar's assassination. These, taken by surprise, fled
and, in their confusion, dropped a double-pointed
dagger which cAbd al-Rahman secured and which was
later used as proof of their guilt.61 Such actions em
phasize the cordiality that existed between cUmar
and the children of Abu Bakr.
That Aishah was keenly interested in the delibera
tions of the council and had her own preferences as to
the candidates is hardly to be doubted. Zubair and
Talhah were closely related to her by ties of blood and
marriage. The former was her brother-in-law and
father of her "son," cAbd Allah. The latter was her
cousin and one-time would-be suitor if she were free
to remarry,62 but probably now the husband of her
young sister, Umm Kulthum, whom cUmar had failed
to secure. The election of either of them to the caliph
ate would have been of immense advantage to the
clan of Abu Bakr, for whose welfare Aishah was al
ways on the lookout. Yet, there is no record that she
took any steps, at this point, to further their cause.
Given a choice between CA1I and cUthman, she would
61 Tabari, I, 2797; Ibn Sa c d, III 1 , 258; cf. Caetani, op. cit., V, 94; Delia
Vida, in EI, III, 984.

62

See above, p. 58.
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have undoubtedly preferred the latter, for resentment
still stirred in her heart against the ungallant role
thatcAll had played in the affair of the slander. Fur
thermore, she had reason to be better impressed with
cUthman and even to be grateful to him, for Moham
med himself was known to have shown more defer
ence to cUthman than to either Abu Bakr or cUmar.
Aishah was once led to ask Mohammed why he was so
particular and so socially proper in the presence of
cUthman. The answer implied that cUthman himself
was so much the gentleman that a casual reception
would tend to turn him away without his revealing
the object of his visit. Later glorifiers of cUthman
give Mohammed's answer thus: "And why should I
not show deference to one whom even the angels re
spect?"63
But Mohammed's courtesy to cUthman was not al
together a question of good manners. It had a prac
tical side. cUthman's early conversion, his honored
position as an aristocratic Umayyad, and his great
wealth which he did not stint in the early service of
Islam made him not only a worthy recipient of Mo
hammed's courtesy but deserving also of his grati
tude. His generosity ran the wide range from equip
ping an expedition to provisioning the impoverished
prophet's household.64 'Uthman's naturally aristo
cratic bearing did indeed savor of arrogance to those
of humbler origins, especially if they had reason to
•»Ibn Hanbal, VI, 62, 155, 167, 288; Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 10.

E.g., Baladhuri, An sab, V, 8, 10.
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view him as a dangerous rival. This is very well
brought out in an incident that took place soon after
Abu Bakr's election and one that is reported by cUthman himself. cUthman, it seems, failed to return
Omar's salutation. cUmar reported the insult to Abu
Bakr, who, taking him by the hand, confronted
c Uthman and asked him for an explanation. c Uthman denied that he had ignored cUmarJs greeting.
"Yes, by Allah, you did," put in cUmar. "It is indeed
your haughtiness, O children of Umayyah!" cUthman succeeded in convincing Abu Bakr that, being
deeply engrossed with thoughts on the recent death
of Allah's Messenger and the future salvation of his
people, he had been unaware of cUmar's passing-by
and of his salutation.65 Abu Bakr retained cUthman's dignified friendship to the end of his short
reign, when cUthman is found to be very helpful and
accommodating during the caliph's illness.66 Such,
then, are some of the personal reasons why Aishah
would prefer the election of cUthman to that of cAli.
It is a well-known fact of Islamic history that
c Uthman (23-35 /644 -56) lost no time in advancing
the interests of the already powerful Umayyadjs. The
most lucrative and the most important positions at
the disposal of the caliph were usually given to his
immediate relatives or to others of his clansmen,who
in turn seized this opportunity to feather their politi
cal nests. Criticism of cUthman's flagrant nepotism
was soon in the air. It slowly gathered momentum as
6*

Ibn Sa^, II3, 84 f.

"Ibid.,

Ill1, 143-
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the first six years or so of his reign passed and as the
caliph and his Umayyads showed no signs of mending
their ways.67 In these first years one hears little of
any direct dealing between Aishah and cUthman.
She, together with her aristocratic "sisters" of the
Makhzum and Umayyah—Umm Salamah, Maimunah,. and Umm Habibah—approached the new
caliph for permission to go on the pilgrimage. Since
c Umar had relented and had allowed them to resume
the pilgrimage, cUthman decided to grant their re
quest and graciously to accompany in person any of
Mohammed's widows who wished to make the pil
grimage.68
But if Aishah had cause to be reasonably satisfied
with cUthman's election and to be somewhat opti
mistic as to the nature of his rule, she, like a great
many of the leaders of the community, soon became
aware of his weakness and favoritism. She was to
seize upon these as her entering wedge into the field
of high politics. cUthman, some say, saw fit to reduce
her pension to the level of the rest of Mohammed's
widows.69 Aishah was not one to overlook such a blow
to her unique and privileged position. This, there
fore, could have been a likely factor in her eventual
and outspoken opposition to his administration. But,
even at that, it would have to be but one among many
factors. For cUthman laid himself wide open to criti6?

Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 25 f.

69

Yacqubl,

68

Ibn Sacd, III1, 151.

II, 203 f.; cf. Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbciten> VI
(Berlin, 1899), 126, n. 2.
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cism on various scores and from different sources, so
much so that even cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf, his best
friend and staunchest supporter and the one man
really responsible for his election to the caliphate,
came in time to regret the part he had played in that
election. Once when cUthman took seriously ill, he
had a deed of succession drawn up by his secretary,
who was told to leave vacant space for the insertion
of the appointee's name. Then with his own hand
cUthman wrote the name of cAbd al-Rahman ibn
cAwf, tied up the deed, and sent it by his freedman,
Hamran ibn Aban, to Uram Hablbah, daughter of
Abu Sufyan and Umayyad widow of Mohammed, for
secret safekeeping. But Hamran proved untrust
worthy, as he did later on another occasion;70 for he
read the deed on the way and took it instead to cAbd
al-Rahman himself, whose reaction is thus reported:
"What," he cried angrily, "I appoint him openly and
he appoints me in secret!" The news of the affair
spread, and the Umayyads were aroused. Hamran,
for his faithlessness, received a hundred strokes and
was sent away to Basrah. The relationship between
cUthman and cAbd al-Rahman was strained to the
point of unpleasant comparisons.71
Again, as cUthman's nepotism became apparent,
the people said to cAbd al-Rahman, "This is all your
doing!" Unable to escape the accusation and its im
plied guilt, cAbd al-Rahman answered, "I did not
think him capable of it. I swear to Allah I will not
70 Baladhuri,

Ansab> V, 57 f.

71

Yacqubl, II, 195 f.
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speak to him ever!" And cAbd al-Rahman was as
good as his word, for when cUthman visited him on
his deathbed in 32 (A.D. 652-53), cAbd al-Rahman
turned his face to the wall and would not speak to the
caliph. He further left instructions that cUthman was
not to pray over his body.72 Aishah and Umm Salamah, by far the most active of the Mothers of the
Believers, had nothing but warm gratitude and glow
ing praise for cAbd al-Rahman because of his great
consideration and liberal generosity to them and to
others.73 They, therefore, could hardly have failed to
see matters his way.
But cUthman, in his treatment of another Com
panion of the prophet, cAmmar ibn Yasir,74 gave both
women an excellent opportunity for open opposition.
cAmmar was Umm Salamah's uterine brother. His
character and honesty of purpose is said to have been
witnessed to by Aishah herself on the grounds that she
had heard Mohammed speak highly of him.75 cUmar
had appointed him to the governorship of Kufah,
but he was not strong or stern enough to retain the
office for long.76 He was, however, courageous enough
to challenge cUthman's misuse of the resources of the
7* Baladhuri, Ansaby V, 57; Abu al-Fida, Annals (Hafniae, 1789-94), I,
258.
73 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 135,307,317; Ibn al-jauzl, §ifat al-^afwah (4 vols.;
Haidarabad, 1936-37), I, 136 f.
7*

Ibn Sacd, III1, 176-89, VIII, 63; Ansaby V, 48-52.

7*

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 113; TirmidhI, XIII, 208, 259; Nawawl, p. 487.

76 Baladhuri,

Futuhy p. 279.
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Moslems, which on this particular occasion took the
form of misappropriating some jewels from the treas
ury. For his daring courage sAmmar was publicly
flogged until he was unconscious, and it was in that
condition that he was carried into the house of his
sister, Umm Salamah. The Makhzumite Hisham ibn
al-Walid, brother of the more famous Khalid ibn alWalid, protested cUthman's high-handedness and was
himself insulted. He too reported to Umm Salamah,
in whose house other Makhzumites gathered. cUthman sent to ask her, "What means this gathering?"
Her message came back, "Put aside this (conduct)
from you, O cUthman, and do not by your order force
on the people that which they abhor."77 When
Aishah heard of cUthman's treatment of cAmmar, she
was extremely angry. She took one of Mohammed's
hairs, a shirt, and a sandal of his and, holding them
for all to see, exclaimed, "How soon indeed you have
forgotten the practice isunnaJi) of your prophet, and
these, his hair, shirt, and sandal have not yet per
ished!" cUthman, angered to the point of speech
lessness, was nevertheless outmaneuvered and had to
take refuge for the time being in the mosque. So im
pressed and astounded were the people at the turn of
affairs that they could say or do nothing but marvel
and praise Allah. cAmr ibn al-cAs, himself a victim of
'Uthman's nepotism—for the latter had ousted him
from the governorship of Egypt in favor of his halfbrother, cAbd Allah ibn Sacd, better known as Ibn Abl
Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 48 f.
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Sarh—marveled and praised Allah the loudest.78
Aishah had now openly joined the opposition. She
had also discovered an effective propaganda tool in
the use of Mohammed's relics.79
Provincial affairs gave Aishah her opportunity to
play her hand against cUthman. The latter, early in
his reign, had been forced by public pressure to recall
his governor of Kufah, Sacd ibn Abi Waqqas, for his
refusal to repay into the Kufan treasury a sum of
money advanced him by the low-born but strict
treasurer, cAbd Allah ibn Mascud. cUthman replaced
Sacd in that turbulent city's governorship by his
('Uthman's) uterine brother Walld ibn cUqbah (2530/644-650/51), who, though he retained IbnMascud
as treasurer, tried, nevertheless, to misuse the treas
ury. Ibn Mascud would not oblige. Walld complained
to cUthman, who reminded Ibn Mascud that he was
their treasurer and that he was, therefore, not to op
pose Walld. The indignant Ibn Mascud threw down
the keys of the treasury with the retort, "I thought I
was a treasurer for the Moslems; but if I am a treas
urer for you, then I have no need of that (office)."80
He remained, however, in Kufah but definitely in the
ranks of the opposition and a thorn, therefore, in the
side of Walid. When cUthman, in his effort to issue a
* Ibid., pp. 48 f., 88 f.
79 Even in the Arab world of today, relics of the beloved dead are
cherished for long years and displayed on many an occasion of private and
ceremonial mourning.
80 Baladhurl,

Ansab> V, 30 f.
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standard text of the Qui°an, ordered all other texts
destroyed, Ibn Mascud refused to yield his. This, to
gether with Walld's persistent complaints of his dis
turbing influence in Kufah, led cUthman to order Ibn
Mascud to Medina. Arrived in the city, he went to
the mosque where the caliph was making a speech.
Soon the two came to sharp words, with Aishah tak
ing cUthman to task for his rough speech to a Com
panion of the Messenger of Allah. This probably en
raged cUthman all the more. At any rate, he ordered
Ibn Mascud thrown out of the mosque. His order was
carried out with such violence that among the physi
cal injuries suffered by Ibn Mascud were two broken
ribs. It was then that Aishah let go of herself and
spoke out her mind freely, or as the historian reports
with tantalizing brevity, "And then Aishah spoke and
she said plenty."81 Ibn Mascud was thereafter for
bidden to leave Medina lest he cause trouble wher
ever he went. He was, besides, subjected to financial
deprivations. Just before his death (A.H. 32 or 33)
cUthman attempted a reconciliation; but Ibn Mascud
said he had no need now of the caliph's favors. Like
cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf, he too left word that cUthman was not to pray over his body—a service which
was performed, some say, by cAmmar ibn Yasir.8*
In the meantime, matters at Kufah had not gone
any too well for Walid ibn cUqbah, whose fondness
81 Ya'qubl,
83YacqubI,

II, 196 f.; Baladhuri, Ansab> V, 36 f.

II, 197 f.; Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 37; but cf. Ibn Sacd,
III1, 113; Tabari, I, 2894; Nawawl, pp. 371 f.
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for his cups was soon to prove his undoing. cUthman
had repeatedly turned a deaf ear to complaints
against his intemperance on the pretext of demanding
proof and witnesses. Both were eventually found by
the determined opposition. The proof came in the
form of Walid's official signet ring, which they slipped
off his finger while he lay in drunken sleep. Finally,
men were found who were willing to testify that
Walld had misconducted public prayers while drunk.
The opposition, with its proof and witnesses, arrived
at Medina and this time confidently sought out the
caliph. But cUthman still balked. He scolded the
witnesses and dismissed the group. They went to
Aishah, who now accused cUthman of "withholding
punishment and intimidating witnesses." Again the
two came to sharp words, while the crowds mean
while gathered in the mosque. Exasperated, cUthman
demanded of Aishah, "What have you to do with
this ? You were ordered to stay at home." This raised
a new issue: did Aishah (and therefore women in gen
eral) have or have not the right to speak and take
action in matters of public affairs ? Moslem opinion
divided then and there on the question. Some sided
with cUthman, but others demanded to know who in
deed had a better right than Aishah in such matters.
Words flew back and forth until a free-for-all fight
developed with the ready-to-hand sandals for weap
ons. The crowd was in time quieted down, but the
scandal had reached such proportions that cUthman
was forced to depose his brother and to subject him to
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the legal punishment for drunkenness—a public flog
ging.83
c Uthman now appointed as his governor of Kufah
another kinsman, SacId ibn al-cAs (30-34/650/51654/55), who was to have no smoother sailing with
the stormy Kufans than had his predecessor. He fell
out with Hisham ibn cUtbah over the exact moment
of breaking the fast of Ramadan and appeased his
wrath by ordering Hisham beaten and his house
burned. Hisham's sister and some of his friends
brought the matter to cUthman's attention. The
caliph, perhaps not expecting his words to be taken
seriously, said to them, "Beat SacId as he beat Hi
sham, and burn his house as he burned Hisham's
house.,, Soon a fire was set to SacId's house in Medi
na. The news reached Aishah in time for her to plead
with the party to desist, and her request was hon
ored.84
Meanwhile the inexperienced and haughty SacId
was making more dangerous enemies in Kufah,
among them the restless and able leader Malik ibn
al-Harith, better known as al-Ashtar. Sacid succeeded
in securing an order from cUthman to send these
trouble-makers off to Syria, whence presently came
Mucawiyah's complaint that he did not relish these
trouble-makers any more than did SacId. According
to some accounts, cUthman ordered them back to
Kufah. Presently Ashtar headed a delegation to
83 Baladhuri,

Ansab, V, 33-35; Aghanl, IV, 180 f.; Tabarl, I, 2840-49.
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c Uthman,

demanding SacId's dismissal. It happened
that
himself was at Medina at the time. cUthman refused to take any action against SacId, where
upon Ashtar hastened ahead of SacId to Kufah and
took possession of the government in defiance of
c Uthman. He sent back word to Medina, demanding
that cUthman confirm his candidates for office—Abu
Musa al-Ashcari and Hudhaifah ibn al-Yaman—in
solently adding, "and keep away from us your Walld
and your SacId, and any of your kinsmen you may
fancy."85 Again cUthman had to yield.86 What part,
if any, Aishah played in this new development does
not seem to be recorded. It is perhaps worthy of note
here that her brother, cAbd al-Rahman, was one of
c Uthman's two messengers that carried a letter to
Ashtar calling that rebel back to obedience.87
Troubles were likewise stirring in the provinces of
Egypt, where the events involved Aishah's younger
and half-brother, Mohammed, the son of Abu Bakr
and Asma bint cUmais. Mohammed, born in the
Year 10 (A.D. 63a), was but a child at the time of his
father's death and the object, therefore, of Aishah's
care and affection. His mother was the widow of
Jacfar ibn Abi Talib at the time of her marriage to
Abu Bakr, and after the latter's death she married
her brother-in-law, cAlI ibn Abi Talib. She bore sons
SacId

8s

Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 46.

86 Ibn
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to all three of her husbands.88 In all probability Mo
hammed, being still a child, accompanied his mother
into the household of his stepfather CA1I, grew up
with his other half-brothers and sisters, and thus
came to look upon himself as a member of cAH's fam
ily. A family scene is recorded in which the different
half-brothers indulged in lively braggadocio about
the comparative merits of their respective fathers.
Asm a and cAlI had to intervene to keep the peace,
with CA1I calling on Asma for the deciding word. "I
have not seen an Arab youth that was better than
Jacfar or a mature man that was better than Abu
Bakr," she answered.
"You have left nothing for us," said cAli.
"By Allah," came back her answer, "of the three
you are the least choice."
"Had you said otherwise," answered the self-effac
ing cAli, "I would have detested you!"89 This com
mon family life would explain in part, at least, Mo
hammed's constant adherence to CAH and his cause.
Asma's own inclinations were probably with the ahl
al-baity that is, the People of the House, as Moham
med's family, including both the cAbbasid and the
cAlid branches, came to be called; for she and several
of her sisters were allied by marriage with the
prophet's family. Among these were her half-sister,
Maimunah, Mohammed's wife, and Umm al-Fadl,
S8 Ibn

Sacd, IIP, 119 f., 145; IV1, 23; Tabarl, I, 2130; I$abahy IV,
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wife of c Abbas. 90 Mohammed, therefore, may have
been influenced by his mother in favor of the c AlIdc Abbasid interests. Be that as it may, this youthful
brother, as yet only in his early twenties, went much
further than Aishah in his opposition to c Uthman,
and later fought on the side of cAlI and against sister
Aishah in the Battle of the Camel. CAH later mourned
his death like that of a real son.
The political career of this, the most ambitious of
Abu Bakr's sons, was stormy and brief. He first
comes on the political scene in Egypt and seemingly
from the start in the company of Mohammed ibn Abl
Hudhaifah. The situation in Egypt was in many re
spects parallel to that in c Iraq. The man who had re
placed the conqueror of Egypt, c Amr ibn al- c As, in the
rich governorship of that province was Ibn Abl Sarh
(25-35/644-56), who, like Walld of Kufah, was a
uterine brother of c Uthman. The opposition party de
nounced his administration because it was openly run
in the interests of the house of c Uthman and because
it made possible the diversion into private Umayyad
pockets of great wealth both from the revenue of
Egypt and from the spoils of war in the conquest of
the territories to the west. Marwan ibn al-Hakam,
for instance, received a fifth of the returns from
Africa. 91 Ibn Abi Sarh's preoccupation with these
same conquests, to the neglect of Egyptian affairs, was
seized upon as another cause of complaint. Moham90

E.g., Nawawl, p. 825.
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E.g., Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 25, 27 f., 38, 52, 88.
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med ibn Abi Hudhaifah, though he had been brought
up by c Uthman, nursed a personal grudge against
that caliph, and would brook no restraint or com
mand from Ibn Abi Sarh, whom he frequently star
tled and annoyed with his booming voice raised in
prayer. When Ibn Abi Sarh refused to take him on
the naval expedition of 34 (A.D. 655) against the
•Byzantines, he retorted, "We go not with you but
with the Moslems." He then went sailing either alone,
or, as some have it, accompanied by Mohammed ibn
Abi Bakr, in a ship manned by or carrying only
Copts. In vain did Ibn Abi Sarh seek to get rid of the
two Mohammeds. For though he pointed out to
c Uthman that they were sowing discord and were not
to be trusted in the campaigns, c Uthman refused to
take action against them or recall them from Egypt.
"As for Mohammed ibn Abi Bakr," he wrote, "I cred
it him to Abu Bakr and to Aishah the Mother of the
Believers. And as for Mohammed ibn Abi Hudhaifah,
he is my son and the son of my brother; I have
brought him up and he is the fledgeling of the
Quraish." 92
c Uthman tried to win over his "son" with large
gifts, but the latter made this move public and ac
cused the caliph of trying to bribe him away from his
duty as a good Moslem. c Uthman next made his
peace with c Ammar ibn Yasir and sent him to Egypt
9 2 Ibid., pp. 49-51; Tabari, I, 2869-71; Ibn Taghrlbirdi, Nujum . . . .
("Annals"), ed. W. Popper (Berkeley, Calif., 1909
), I, 69 f.; cf.
Caetani, op. cit.> VIII, 95 ff.
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to' look into the affair of Ibn Abl Hudhaifah. c Ammar
went, but instead of easing matters for c Uthman he
strengthened the cause of Mohammed. 93 He returned
later to Medina only to strengthen further the cause
of the discontents, who in the next year (35/656)
poured into the capital city of Medina from all the
major provinces except Syria, demanding redress and
change of governors. The candidate for governor of
Egypt was Mohammed ibn Abl Bakr, who accom
panied the Egyptian force to Medina, while his friend,
Mohammed ibn Abi Hudhaifah, stayed in the Egyp
tian capital of Fustat. When Ibn Abi Sarh pursued
the departing Egyptians, Mohammed ibn Abl Hud
haifah broke out in open rebellion, seized the govern
ment in his absence, and on his return forced him to
take flight into Palestine. 94 The rebel now did all he
could to keep the resentment of the Egyptians burn
ing against c Uthman. He even resorted to forging let
ters effectively in the name of the Mothers of the Be
lievers. The plural here is significant; for it will be
remembered that Aishah and Umm Salamah were
half-sisters to Mohammed ibn Abl Bakr and c Ammar, respectively, and that they were both known to
be in opposition to the caliph. The burden of these
letters was, in effect, an appeal to Allah and to the
Egyptians for deliverance from the evil rule of c Uth93

Baladhurl, Ansab> V, 51; Tabari, I, 2943 f., 2961.
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man.95 Mohammed ibn Abl Hudhaifah held his own
in Egypt until after the murder of cUthman and the
Battle of the Camel, when Mucawiyah and his Syr
ians invaded Egypt and forced him into a truce which
was not kept. He and some of his companions were
imprisoned. They escaped but were overtaken and
slain in 36 (A.D. 657).96
In the meanwhile the rebels gathered in Medina
had grown bolder in their demands and angrier in
their denunciation. Their position was strengthened
by the lack of any genuine support for the caliph and
by the absence of any united Medinan or Hijazian
party. In fact, the City of the Prophet swarmed with
notables, the foremost of whom, though seemingly
working together at times, were in reality striving to
forward their own political ambitions. CAH, Talhah,
and Zubair had been rjval candidates for the caliph
ate at the time of cUthman's election. The first two
had taken the oath of allegiance reluctantly and un
der some pressure from the caliph-maker, cAbd alRahman ibn cAwf. They were personally ambitious
and represented also the hopes and ambitions of their
family, clans, and supporters. The caliph's own
Umayyads seem to have been unprepared for such a
major crisis, while his cousin and secretary, Marwan
95 K\n&\,Kitab al-Wulah voa-Kitab al-Qudah ("Governors and Judges of
Egypt"), ed. R. Guest (Leiden and London, 1912), pp. 14/".; cf. also
Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 103; Maqrlzl, Khittat (Cairo, 1270/1853), II, 335.
96 Tabari, I, 3233; Ibn TaghrlbirdI, I, 106 f.; cf. Giorgio Levi Delia
Vida, "II Califato di Ali secondo il Kitab Ansab al-Asrafdi al-Baladurl,"
Rivista degli studi orientally VI (1913-15), 498.
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ibn al-Hakam, either miscounseled or, as some be
lieve, deliberately double-crossed him. The aged and
perplexed caliph, advised to take a conciliatory atti
tude by Aishah, CAH, and the others, was urged by
Marwan to show stern resistance to the insurgents.
c Uthman in the end yielded and dismissed the pro
vincials with soft words and fair promises. This was
too much for Marwan, who nearly undid the good
work already accomplished by indulging in rough
speeches. CAH, enraged at Marwan, served notice on
c Uthman that he need not expect any further help
from him if Marwan's counsel was to prevail. In this
C A1I was supported by 'Uthman's young and faithful
wife, Na'ilah, who questioned Marwan's sincerity and
the wisdom of his advice and actions.97
Among some of the points yielded to the Egyptian
demands was the appointment of Mohammed ibn
Abl Bakr as governor of Egypt.98 Mohammed and
his party, thus pacified, started out for that province.
When, but three days' journey from Medina, they
saw behind them a rider approaching in great haste,
they stopped him to ask his name and mission. The
youth claimed he was a servant of the caliph or, ac
cording to others, of Marwan. Asked if he carried a
message, the boy answered in the negative, but the
Egyptians were suspicious. They searched him and
found in a secret base to his inkwell a letter stamped
E.g., Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 26, 64 f.; cf. ibid.y pp. 61 f., 89, 94;
TabarT, I, 2974-77; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 130-32.
98 Baladhurl,

Ansab, V, 26.
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with the caliph's seal and addressed to Ibn Abl Sarh,
instructing the latter to put the leaders of the return
ing Egyptian party to death. Evidently cUthman was
not up to date on Mohammed ibn Abl Hudhaifah's
progress in Egypt. Be that as it may, Mohammed
ibn Abl Bakr and the rest, outraged at the double
deal, returned to Medina in an ugly mood and con
fronted cUthman with the letter and its carrier. Ac
knowledging his servant and his seal, cUthman never
theless denied any knowledge of the letter. His ene
mies were quick to point out that if he wrote the let
ter he was a rogue and if he wrote it not, then he was
a fool at the mercy of rogues. Therefore, they loudly
argued, he was, in either case, unfit to rule. cUthman, it seems, suspected CA1I or Marwan as the au
thor." The handwriting, it was claimed, was that of
Marwan. They,' therefore, demanded that Marwan
be delivered to them so they could question him in the
matter. cUthman refused to submit his kinsman to
this sort of treatment.100 Perhaps he feared for Marwan's life; for even CA1I thought that, had Marwan
been delivered to the angry crowd, he would have
been killed before any legal judgment could have been
given in his case.101
The demand for cUthman's resignation grew louder
and uglier and was presently accompanied by threats
of murder. cUthman stood his ground. He would not,
he said, referring to the caliphate, take off a robe that
"Tabarl, I, 2964 f., 2983 f., 2992-97; Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 66.
100
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Allah himself had clothed him with, neither would he
bear arms against the believers. With this stubborn
and negative attitude, he allowed himself to be sur
rounded and besieged in his own house.
What, it is time to ask, was Aishah doing as mat
ters went thus from bad to worse? There seem to be
no definite incidents associated with her in the earlier
stages of this period, though the statement is fre
quently met with that she urged and instigated the
people against cUthman and censured him severely;
or, again, that she taunted and slandered him with
epigrams.102 She was probably as much, if not more,
roused and outraged as the Egyptian leaders had been
at the episode of the letter which commanded these
leaders' treacherous murder, including that of her
own brother Mohammed. She may, therefore, have
joined in the demand for ^thman's abdication,
though again no definite statement to that effect is
found. That she, and most probably Umm Salamah
too, was in the front ranks of the opposition is to be
inferred from a number of definite incidents in the
later stages of the period under consideration. The
besieged caliph, in a desperate effort to save the situa
tion, humbled himself, repented of his deeds, and
promised anything and everything short of his abdi
cation. One of his promises was not "to appoint any
one as amir or governor except him on whom the
wives of the prophet and those of counsel among you
have agreed."103 Again as the siege of several weeks
102Ibid., pp. 70, 68.
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progressed and cUthman,s water supply was cut off,
he appealed for aid to CAH, Talhah, Zubair, Aishah,
and the rest of the widows of the prophet. Of the last
group, §afiyah, who had previously defended cUthman, made an unsuccessful attempt to reach him in
person, though she managed to get food and water to
him by means of a plank placed between their dwell
ings.104 The Umayyad Umm Hablbah responded
readily but was attacked and roughly handled as she
sought to make her way through the crowd to cUthman's house. Aishah took note of the temper of the
crowd that would offer such indignities to a widow of
'Mohammed.105
The insurgents' cry now was for the blood of cUthman. This must have made Aishah stop and think,
for she had no wish to go that far. When, therefore,
she was sounded on the question, she definitely re
fused to sanction any idea of the caliph's murder.
The rebel Ashtar, who had had his own way in Kufah
in the previous year, came during the siege to feel her
out and to ask, "What do you say about killing cUthman?"
"Allah forbid," she answered, "that I should com
mand the shedding of the blood of the Moslems and
the killing of their Imam."
Puzzled, if not disappointed, Ashtar answered,
"You (plural) wrote us until now when the (civil) war
stands on a footing upon which you placed it, you for104

EI, IV, 57; Caetani, op. cit. y VIII, 223-36.

105 Baladhuri,
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bid us (it)."106 Aishah was repeatedly to deny having
ever written any letters against cUthman; several tra
ditions assert that letters were forged in her name.107
The use of the plural here recalls the letters that Mo
hammed ibn Abl Hudhaifah of Egypt forged in the
name of the widows of Mohammed. There was, it
must be also remembered, considerable co-operation
between the conspirators in these two provinces.
It was now time for the annual, pilgrimage, and
Aishah was preparing for the journey to Mecca.
c Uthman, perhaps aware of Aishah's pronouncement
against the shedding of his blood, sent Marwan with
one or two others to plead with her not to leave the
city. Their argument was that Allah might use her
and her presence in defense of cUthman. Her answer
is variously given and may imply either that Marwan
approached her more than once or, more likely, that
his persistent request brought forth several excuses:
"Do you desire that I should be subjected to the same
treatment that was meted out to Umm Habibah and
then find no one to protect me? No, by Allah, I will
not be (so) dishonored; and I know not where these
people's affair will end";108 or, "I have taken to my
camel and have imposed the pilgrimage on myself,
and by Allah I will not do (what you ask)";109 or,
106 Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 102; Ibn Sa c d, VIII, 356. Ashtar later refused
to be a party to the murder (cf. Baladhurl, Ansab, V, 81,92, 96; Ibn Sacd,
III1, 50 f.; Tabari, I, 2990; Wellhausen, op. cit.y VI, 134; Delia Vida,
"II Califato
op. cit.> pp. 459 f.).
107
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again, "I have sweated (in packing) and have closed
my bags and I cannot stay."110 But Marwan per
sisted and enraged Aishah by citing the following
verse: "And Qais set the country afire against me,
and then, when it was ablaze, he ran away."
"O you who quote me poems," she is reported as
saying, "would to Allah that you and this your friend
who intrusts his affair to you had each a millstone
round his foot, and both of you were at the bottom of
the sea"; or, what seems to be a variant of the preced
ing, "O, Marwan, would to Allah that he (cUthman)
were in one of these my sacks, and I were able to carry
him and cast him into the sea.""1 In other words,
Aishah was anxious to be rid of this whole affair, for
she was now in a betwixt and between position. She
could not find it in her heart either to defend cUthman or to go the limit with his enemies. She seems
even to have had some doubts as to her ability to re
strain the latter. She had but little influence on her
own brother Mohammed, who was among the fore
most of the Egyptian group and whom she tried in
vain to persuade to accompany her on the pilgrimage.
Her brother, cAbd al-Rahman, likewise remained in
the capital city, but little is known of his activities at
this particular time. So Aishah fled the troubled
110 Ibn

Sacd, V, 25.

111 Ibid.; Baladhuri, Ansab> V, 75; Yacqubi, II, 204. Caetani (op. cit.
9
VIII, 196 f.) believes these to be Shicite fabrications. Professor Sprengling
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scenes of Medina alone and with wrath in her heart
against both cUthman and the Egyptians."2
c Uthman had appointed c Abd Allah ibn al- c Abbas
leader of the pilgrimage and had sent messages with
him to hig Meccan friends and to the pilgrims gath
ered in the holy city to come to his aid. When the
pilgrim procession halted at §ulsul, some seven miles
out of Medina, cAbd Allah approached Aishah and a
conversation took place between them. The gist of
this conversation, when its glaring cAbbasid color is
removed, would seem to indicate that Aishah ex
pected and approved cUthman's removal from office
and hoped for the election of her cousin Talhah, who,
she predicted, would be a good ruler and follow the
course taken by Abu Bakr. "O Mother!" said the son
of cAbbas, "if anything should happen to the man
(cUthman), the people will take refuge with none but
our friend (cAli)."
"Be silent, you!" she promptly rebuked him. "I
want none of your boasts or arguments.""3
But if Aishah thus forsook cUthman in his hour of
greatest need, it must also be pointed out that she at
the same time deserted her relatives,
and
Zubair, in what she must have suspected, if not in
deed known, to be their hour of greatest opportunity.
For it was becoming more and more evident that
should cUthman be removed, by means fair or foul,
the rivals for the vacant caliphate would be CA1I,
1I2Tabari,
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falhah, and Zubair. Perhaps wishful thinking had
helped to convince her that in that eventuality,
Talhah and Zubair, alone or together, would be a
match for cAlI. Taken all in all, therefore, Aishah's
attitude at this point of the threatening political de
velopment and her determined flight to Mecca would
seem to indicate a real though belated desire on her
part to be rid of so troublesome a situation.
Events in Medina moved with accelerated speed
during the next three weeks."4 The rebels realized
that they must act quickly and force matters to a
conclusion before effective aid could reach the be
sieged caliph from Mecca and from Syria; for a des
perate cry for help had gone out also to Mucawiyah.
cAli, Talhah, and Zubair kept aloof from the caliph,
though they sent their sons to stand guard at his
house."5 The Egyptians, led by Mohammed ibn Abl
Bakr, forced their way into the house, and dispatched
the defenseless cUthman, who preferred to die reading
the Qm°an instead of wielding the sword against the
believers. His faithful and courageous wife, Na'ilah,
sought to protect him and was herself wounded in the
hand, suffering the loss of some of her fingers."6 Mo
hammed went out of his way to insult the aged and
unresisting caliph but stopped short of actually shedDlnawari, Akhbar al-Tiwal, ed. Vladimir Guirgass (Leiden, 1888),
p. 150.
"s E.gw Baladhurl, Ansab> V, 78, 79 f.
Ix6TabarT, 1,3020, 3255; Baladhurl, Ansab> V, 69-71; Ibn al-Tiqtaqii,
Al-Fakhri ("Histoire"), ed. H. Derenbourg (Paris, 1895), p. 137; cf.
Abbott, "Women and the State in Early Islam," JNES, I (1942), 106-26.
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ding his blood. Na'ilah, though she testified to this
fact, did nevertheless hold Mohammed responsible
for her husband's murder, arguing that it was he who
forced his way in and led the actual murderers to
their victim."7 And she was not alone in thus count
ing Mohammed ibn Abi Bakr among the real regi
cides. The murder took place on the eighteenth of the
month of Dhu al-Hijjah, A.H. 35, that is, June 17,
A.D. 656. Within the next day or two cUthman was
hurriedly buried at night in secrecy. Aishah's
brother, cAbd al-Rahman, wished to pray over the
body but was refused the privilege."8 In the mean
time, some of the Umayyads took to cover, aided by
Umm Habibah, who sheltered large groups of them,
hiding quite a few in the granary, among other
places.119 Others took to flight, some to Mecca and
some to Syria.
The field was now clear for the three rivals, cAli,
falhah, and Zubair. cAll's party, for once, stole a
march on the others, with Ashtar among the first to
take the oath of allegiance to cAll.120 Talhah and Zu
bair either went of their own accord to CA1I or were
called by him for a conference. Many a tradition has
it that they were then, with the sword of Ashtar over
their heads, forced to take the oath of allegiance to
'All.™1 Some even assert that Zubair never did take
117 Baladhurl,
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the oath.1" The two, nevertheless, remained in Me
dina and, outwardly at least, co-operated with CA1I.
As the weeks passed into months, it became more
and more apparent that CA1I had no intentions of
punishing the regicides, that as an executive he was
weak and vacillating, and that he was little disposed
to give office to any but members of his own party.
The request of Talhah and Zubair for the governor
ships of Basrah and Kufah, which cities were known
to favor them, respectively, was refused.123 They
tried on more than one occasion to leave Medina, but
CAH would not permit them. It was, therefore, not
until some four months after the murder of cUthman
that the two managed to leave for Mecca under pre
text of performing the lesser pilgrimage,"4 but in
reality to join the Meccan opposition party already
championed by Aishah."5 To this we now turn our
attention.
II
Aishah, though she had insisted on making the pil
grimage, had no other thought than to return to
Medina once that pilgrimage was over. Having
washed her hands of both parties at Medina, she was
out of any significant touch with the rapid march of
'"Ibid., pp. 3070, 3077.
"J Ibid., pp. 3060, 3073.
l2 *Ibid.

"*Ibid., pp. 3069, 3091..

y pp. 3099; cf. Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and Its Fall,
trans. Margaret Graham Weir (Calcutta, 1927), p. 52; Muir, op. cit. y
pp. 240 f.
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events in that city. There is no record of further ap
peals to her from cUthman and his party or of any
attempt on the part of falhah and Zubair to keep her
informed. Nevertheless, she could not be expected to
be indifferent to what was going on in the City of the
Prophet. She was now, in fact, eagerly asking for in
formation from newcomers from Medina. The earli
est reports were contradictory. One man stated that
cUthman had killed the Egyptians. Aishah, amazed,
exclaimed, "Does he then kill those who come asking
for (their) rights and denouncing injustice ? By Allah,
we do not approve of this." But presently a second
comer reversed the first report and stated that the
Egyptians had killed cUthman. Others, fugitives
from Medina, confirmed this, adding that no one had
agreed to accept the command. "How shrewd in
deed!" said Aishah. Then, referring no doubt to the
whole perplexing situation, she added, "This is the
result of the complaints circulating among you in the
cries for reforms.""6 Another account reports her re
action in these words: "I see that cUthman will draw
ill-luck upon his people as Abu Sufyan drew ill-luck
upon his people in the Battle of Badr,""7 referring to
Mohammed's defeat of the Quraish who were led by
Abu Sufyan.
Aishah now made no haste, as did cAbd Allah ibn
al-cAbbas, among others, to return to Medina, for she
had yet the cUmrah, or lesser pilgrimage, to perform.
That done, she started on the return trip. At Sarif, a
126
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place some six to twelve miles out of Mecca,"8 she met
one of her maternal relatives, cUbaid ibn Abl Salimah,
who, on being asked for the news, first kept silent and
then just mumbled to himself. "A plague on you,"
cried the impatient Aishah. "Is it against us or for
us?"
"The people of Medina agreed on (the election of)
cAli, and the crowd is in control of the city."
"I do not think this affair is ended," said Aishah.
Then turning to her group she ordered, "Take me
back.""9 An cAlid version records her first reaction to
cUthman's murder in a phrase that can be freely
translated as "Curse him!" and gives her comment on
the entire situation, including cAll's election, in a sen
tence, again freely translated as, "I did not think
matters would take this course."130
Arrived once again at Mecca, she was met by cUthman's governor of that city, cAbd Allah ibn cAmir alHadraml, who asked, "What brings you back, O
Mother of the Believers?"
"The fact that 'Uthrnan was killed unjustly, and
that order will not be re-established so long as this
rabble has command. Demand revenge for the blood
of cUthman and so restore and strengthen Islam!"
She went to the mosque and took her stand at the
"8 Yaqut, Mu c jam al-Buldan (Geog. Diet,), ed. Wiistenfeld (6 vols.,
Leipzig, 1924).
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sacred spot of Hijr, the ancient foundation of the
temple of Mecca, supposedly laid by Abraham.131
Ceremoniously she veiled. The people gathered
around her. Her public address began:
O ye people! The rabble of the provinces, the men that wait
at watering-places (to serve or rob), and the slaves of the people
of Medina got together. The mob reproached him ( c Uthman),
who was recently killed, for his cunning, for appointing young
men to office while older ones had been appointed before him, and
for protecting (for his party's use) some of the districts pro
hibited to them (the people). In these matters he had been pre
ceded (by others), and it was not possible to do otherwise. He
heeded them and desisted from these deeds, so as to conciliate
them. But when they could find neither pretext nor excuse, they
were agitated and began to show hostility. Their deeds were at
variance with their words. They shed sacred blood, desecrated
the sacred city, seized sacred funds, and profaned the sacred
month. By Allah, c Uthman's fingers are far better than a whole
world full of the likes of them. Keep yourself safe by not as
sociating with them, so that others can inflict an exemplary
punishment on them and scatter in fright those who are behind
them. By Allah, even if that which they imputed to him ( c Uthman) were indeed a fault, he has been purged of it as gold is
purged of its dross or a garment of its dirt; for they rinsed him
(in his own blood) as a garment is rinsed in water.

"Here I am," cried out Governor cAbd Allah, "the
first to demand revenge"; and so he became Aishah's
first recruit for the civil war that was to follow.132
Aishah's choice of Mecca for her new headquarters
was indeed the logical one. It was the slain caliph's
"home town" and the ancient headquarters of the
Quraish, which tribe now stood to lose a good deal of
131 Yaqut,
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its power and prestige should the arrangements at
Medina, engineered largely by non-Quraishites, be
allowed to stand. Aishah's words, therefore, fell on
fertile ground, and her followers grew rapidly in num
bers. Prominent Umayyads of the city, others who
had come from some of the provinces, and the fugi
tive group from Medina were only too ready to rally
to the cause. Among the last group was Marwan ibn
al-Hakam, who could not refrain from reminding the
now weeping Aishah of the hostile role she had played
in the events that finally led to 'TJthman's murder.133
Even her own relative, cUbaid, who was, however, a
partisan of CAH, held her in part responsible for that
murder.134 In defense of herself and her seemingly
contradictory words and deeds she explained that the
rebels killed 'Uthman despite the fact that he had
repented and that, though she had at first cried out
against him, she had later (presumably on his re
pentance) changed her tone and attitude. Her last
words, she claimed, were better than her first.135 Time
and again Aishah was to face such accusations, and
their implication of insincerity and opportunism on
her part, and always she was to insist on her inno
cence of the murder and her sincerity in the demand
for its revenge.136
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In the few months that followed CA1I proved his
own worst enemy. It soon became known that he
would not—though he himself claimed that he could
not—do anything to bring the regicides to justice.
This lent more color to the accusation that he had had
a hand in the murder of cUthman and so helped to
undermine his popularity with some of the people.
Still more detrimental to his cause was his determina
tion to depose all of cUthman's provincial governors,
including even Mucawiyah, who had successfully
ruled Syria for some twenty years. These he wished
to replace by his own partisans. Men more experi
enced and farsighted than he pointed out to him the
great danger of this move, but to no avail. "Remove
all except Mucawiyah," urged his counselors, only to
be told, "1 shall give Mucawiyah nothing but the
sword."137 He thus threw into the arms of the op
position several of the dispossessed governors and
roused the personal hostility of the shrewdest and
ablest politician on the scene—Mucawiyah. We have
seeft how cAbd Allah, the governor of Mecca, was the
first to respond to Aishah's call. A second cAbd Allah
ibn cAmir, cUthman's maternal cousin and his gover
nor of Basrah, also headed for Mecca, where he joined
forces with Aishah.138 Yacla ibn Umayyah, cUthman's governor of the Yaman, was no sooner deposed
than he got together all the revenue funds he could
and departed for Mecca. There he too joined Aishah,
"'Tatar!, 1,3082-86; cf. Caetani, op. cit., IX, 13-15.
i> 3057, 3099; Ibn Sacd, V, 31, 34.
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placing his wealth and followers at the disposal of the
opposition that she was so effectively bringing into
existence.139 As weeks yielded to months, CAH per
sisted in his policy of alienation; yet he took no steps
to strengthen his position by any vigorous measures
against the two-headed menace that was growing in
Aishah's Hijaz and Mucawiyah's Syria.
Mucawiyah and his strong Umayyad party in
Syria had early added their cries of revenge for cUthman's blood. But knowing his own strength in his
province, Mucawiyah, unlike the governors of Basrah
and Yaman, stood guard in Syria. At first, most of
c AH's demands that Mu c awiyah take the oath of al
legiance went pointedly unanswered. It was most
probably at this stage that Mucawiyah was in secret
correspondence with cAll's enemies, particularly with
Zubair, inviting the latter to Syria and offering to
recognize him as caliph.140 Finally, some three
months after cUthman's murder, they brought cAlI
a calculated insult, in the form of a blank letter,
addressed simply "From Mucawiyah to CA1I."
Mucawiyah's man, however, was made to tell the
Syrian story. "I left behind me," he said, "a people
that will not be satisfied with anything short of re
venge."
"Revenge on whom?" asked CA1I.
"On you, yourself. Furthermore," he added, "I left
behind me sixty thousand men weeping under the
shirt of cUthman hung before them on the pulpit of
x*»TabarI,
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(the Mosque of) Damascus."141 For Mu^awiyah was
quick to recognize the great propagandistic value of
the blood-stained shirt of cUthman and the severed
fingers of his wife Na?ilah. These fingers were at
tached to the shirt, which was daily raised before the
people to stir up their emotions and lead them to cry
louder and louder for revenge on cUthman,s murder
ers. Before these gruesome relics, many a man took
oath to forego some pleasure or luxury—to approach
no woman, to wash in no water (sand could be used),
and to sleep on no bed—until the blood of cUthman
was avenged. For one whole year, until the Battle of
§iffin, these potent relics continued to render serv
ice.142
Mucawiyah, however, was playing nobody's game
but his own. In vain one searches for any evidence of
genuine co-operation between him and Aishah's
group. Both he and she, it is true, had the same cry
of revenge on their lips, and both cherished personal
animosity toward CAH. But beyond that, the son of
Abu Sufyan and the daughter of Abu Bakr had little
indeed in common. Mutual suspicions, even though
suppressed, and conflicting ambitions, even though as
yet unexpressed, prevented these two from taking the
most likely step to insure c All's defeat, namely, a welltimed march of Mucawiyah's forces from the north
and Aishah's forces from the south to meet and crush
any military resistance on the part of CA1I at Medina.
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With the stakes of war as yet too indefinite,
Mucawiyah did not wish, for the sake of a joint vic
tory, to risk an Egyptian invasion of Syria in his
absence. And Aishah, who had at first hoped for
much from Mucawiyah and was at one time even pre
pared to join forces with him in Syria, was soon to be
persuaded by her counselors that she need not expect
any real co-operation from that source. Years later
when Mucawiyah had achieved the caliphate, he
enumerated to cAmr ibn al-cAs—the man who had
done much to make that achievement possible—the
four points that worked to his own advantage and to
the disadvantage of CA1I, making his victory over the
latter possible. He specified as one of these four
points his policy of letting CA1I and Aishah with her
group fight it out by themselves.143
Soon after the receipt of Mucawiyah's blank letter,
CA1I began to think of invading Syria. Talhah and Zubair requested leave from him to go on a pilgrimage
to Mecca. Though he had refused their previous re
quests to leave Medina, CA1I, who had reason to sus
pect their loyalty, now let them go. So it happened
that some four months after the unhappy murder of
cUthman, Talhah, Zubair, and Aishah were once more
together, with Aishah's residence their rendezvous.
The two men could see for themselves the great party
of insurrection already whipped into being by Aishah
and her Meccan aids and advisers. To her inquiries as
to the situation in Medina they were quick to ancIqd II, 301.
y
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swer, "We have fled from Medina, from the rabble,
and from the Beduins. We parted from a perplexed
people that neither acknowledge the right nor dis
avow the false; nor do they restrain themselves."
"Consult over this affair and rise against this rab
ble," said Aishah, reinforcing her advice by quoting:
Were the leaders of my people in accord with me
I would deliver them from the rope-halters and from ruin.144

The leaders were divided on the course to be fol
lowed. Some wished to proceed directly against CA1I
in Medina, while others advised going to Syria.
Aishah was seemingly willing to follow either course.
But the weight of opinion inclined in favor of the lat
ter until the former governor of Basrah, cAbd Allah
ibn cAmir, advised against it and proposed instead
that they go to Basrah. His argument was that
Mucawiyah was sufficient for the cause in Syria145 or
that Mucawiyah would not be led by them or indeed
co-operate with them.146 On the other hand, he
pointed out, he himself had friends and influence in
Basrah, where Talhah too had a following. Aishah
was won over to the new plan and was urged to go
with them to stir up the people of Basrah for the cause
as she had so successfully roused the people of Mec
ca.147
The decision once arrived at, it was soon anTabari, I, 3099, 3102.
x46MascudI,

r«

Ibid., p. 3099.

Muruj al-Bhahab (Les Prairies d'Or), ed. C. Barbier de
Meynard (9 vols.; Paris, 1861-77).
•
1 T a harl,

I, 3099 f.
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nounced by a public crier who informed the Meccans
that the Mother of the Believers was departing to
Basrah to avenge the blood of cUthman. Those who
wished to join her but had neither mount nor funds
were promised these necessities. About a thousand in
all, including many of the Quraish, answered that
call. Those of Aishah's "sisters" that were in Mecca
at that time had intended to return with her to Me
dina. But when it was decided to go to Basrah, they,
except for Hafsah, did not wish to follow her. They
accompanied the party to near-by Dhat cIrq,148 and
there, with such weeping as was never heard before or
after for and in Islam, they bid Aishah goodbye.
That ominous day came to be known as the "Day of
Weeping."149
Aishah's leadership had placed the rest of the
Mothers of the Believers in an uneasy position. Some
of them seem to have given silent consent to her
plans. The Umayyad Umm Hablbah most probably
shared her half-brother Mucawiyah's views of the
whole movement. Only Hafsah, Aishah's old partner
in harem intrigues, wished to go the whole way with
her friend. She was, however, prevented from accom
panying Aishah to Basrah by her brother, cAbd Allah,
who wished to return to Medina so as to be guided by
the decisions and actions of the leaders of that city.150
On the other hand, Umm Salamah, who even in Mo
hammed's time had championed the cause of FafiYaqut, III, 652, 574.
'"Tabarl, I, 3100, 3"4-

Ibid.,

pp. 3101, 3105, 3113.
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mah and cAli and had identified herself with the Peo
ple of the (prophet's) House, took a definite stand
against Aishah. She continued her return journey to
Medina at the time that Aishah, and presumably the
rest of Mohammed's widows, cut their journey short
to return once again to Mecca.151
Yacqubl's account, generally favorable to the
cAlids, represents Aishah as taking the initiative in
approaching Umm Salamah and soliciting her co
operation. He places the incident in Mecca after the
arrival of falhah and Zubair in that city.152 If Aishah
and Umm Salamah indeed had such an interview, it
most probably took place in the initial stages of
Aishah's revolt, perhaps just before the two parted
company at Sarif. For Aishah must have instinctive
ly known the futility of any such appeal (to her for
mer rival and known friend of cAli) at so late a stage
in the development of her plans, when military revolt
against CA1I was deemed necessary. Besides, there is
no confirmation of Umm Salamah's presence at Mec
ca at this stage, while the following incidents point to
her presence in Medina. CA1I was immediately in
formed of Aishah's new plan by a special messenger
sent from Mecca by Umm al-Fadl, who was both his
sister-in-law and the wife of cAbbas.IS3 Sizing up the
increased menace of an open revolt led by Aishah and
her group of outstanding men whose influence CA1I
's* Baladhuri, Ansab> V, 91 f.
YacqubT, II, 209 f.
*** cIqdy II, 281; Aghdniy XI, 125; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 228.
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was well aware of,154 he gave up the idea of marching
north against Mucawiyah, and decided instead to in
tercept Aishah's party on its way to Basrah.155 Umm
Salamah came to him to offer the services of her son.
"O Commander of the Believers," she said, "were it
not disobeying Allah Almighty and you would not
accept it from me, I would go with you. But here is
my son, cUmar—Allah knows he is more precious to
me than my soul—to go with you."156 Having de
cided to stay home as befits a God-fearing gentle
woman, Umm Salamah next wrote Aishah, urging her
to desist from the unrighteous and unwomanly course
that she, a Mother of the Believers, was then follow
ing. This widow of Mohammed expressed her pious
and firm conviction that Aishah's conduct would not
meet with Mohammed's approval and that woman's
place was at home and not on the battlefield. But it
is too much to expect that Aishah, having already
gone so far, would be influenced by anything Umm
Salamah had to say. Her curt reply was pointedly
headed, "From Aishah, the Mother of the Believers,
to Umm Salamah." A literal translation of the letter
fails to convey all the irony and defiance implied in
the classic note, of which Professor Sprengling gives
the following free translation:
What an honor indeed to receive your sermon! How well I
know your right to advise me! I am not making the Lesser
Pilgrimage {cUmrah) as a casual visitor. An excellent vantage
See above, p. 128.
'« Tabari, I( 3101, 3106.

156 Ibid.,

p. 3101.
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point is a vantage point in which I distinguish between two
parties of Moslems at variance with one another. If I stay put,
it will not be because of any constraint. If I go away, then it will
be for something about which I need not expatiate any further.
Goodbye.157
cAskar,

the camel that carried Aishah on her mo
mentous expedition, was one of the best that Arabia
could provide. It was bought from an owner who
valued it above any mare, but who readily offered it
as a free gift, once he knew it was being sought for the
Mother of the Believers. The offer, however, was no
more than a graceful gesture, for Yacla, rich and fore
most in his contribution to the cause, paid a hand
some price for the animal.158
Before Aishah's avenging army of some three thou
sand had left Mecca behind them, there occurred the
first of a series of events on that journey that reflected
the personal rivalries and ambitions of those in her
camp. Marwan raised the question of leadership in
prayer. cAbd Allah felt that his father, Zubair, should
lead; but Talhah's son, Mohammed, thought his
father should be given that honor. Aishah, sensing
conflict and suspecting Marwan's motive, rebuked
the latter and forestalled any trouble by a quick deci
sion. "Do you wish," she said to Marwan, "to divide
us? Let my sister's son (cAbd Allah) lead in prayer,"
which he did until they reached Ba§rah.159
'« c Iqd,

II, 277.

x*8 Tabarl,

I, 3102 f., 3108 f.; cf. Caetani, op. cit IX, 54 f.

159 Tabari,

I, 3105 f.
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As already stated, Aishah's "sisters" parted com
pany from her at Dhat cIrq. An even more significant
group deserted Aishah's cause either at that point or
at Marr al-Zahran, some five miles from Mecca.160
Here several private conferences took place between
some of the leading men. SacId ibn al-cAs, 'Uthman's
former governor of Kufah,161 was for striking down
c Uthman's murderers—and he implied these were
none other than their companions Talhah and Zubair
—then and there with the sword and so be done with
the avenging of the blood of cUthman. But Marwan
counseled otherwise. His plan was the age-old one of
divide and conquer, for he wished to stir one party
against the other so as to profit by the death of the
fallen and the weakness, if not the exhaustion, of the
victors, who could then be easily overcome.162 SacId
now wanted to make sure who and what he was to
fight for. He approached Talhah and Zubair, wishing
to know who, in the event of victory, would be their
candidate. They answered, "One of us two, whichever
one the people should prefer." He argued that, since
they claimed they wished only to avenge cUthman, it
would be more appropriate to have one of cUthman's
sons as a candidate. They, in their turn, pointed out
the inappropriateness of passing over the older men,
Mohammed's immigrant companions, in favor of
160 Yaqut,
l62Tabari,

161 See

IV, 494.
Sacd,

above, pp. 112 f.

I, 3103; Ibn
V, 23 f.; cf. also Tabarl, II, 164; Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and Its Fally p. 136, for another instance of
Marwan's use of this method.
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these men's sons. Said Sac!d, "I do not see myself
fighting to divert it (the caliphate) from the sons of
cAbd Manaf (Umayyads)." With that, he decided to
leave the camp. Soon others, including Mughirah
ibn Shucbah, followed suit and with them went also
their followers.163
The defection of such groups from her cause, her
suspicions of Marwan, and her awareness of the un
dercurrent of rivalry between TaH?ah and Zubair
must have had a depressing effect on Aishah, perhaps
even conditioning her reaction to the next reported
incident of the journey. Passing by the watering
spring of Hau3ab, Aishah heard either barking or
more probably howling of dogs. For barking dogs are
common enough and excite but little attention; howl
ing dogs, on the other hand, are considered by the
superstitious Arabs as an ill omen. It may have been,
therefore, no more than a case of superstitious fear
following after the disturbing and thought-provoking
events already recorded that caused Aishah to hesi
tate in her course and to wish to return to Mecca. Be
that as it may, traditions generally unfavorable to
Aishah give a different explanation of her agitated
reaction. They state that she recalled in a flash a pre
diction of Mohammed's about the dogs of Hau'ab.
Most of these traditions make Aishah report Moham
med's words, addressed to his wives, as follows: "O
that I knew which one of you it is at whom the dogs
163

Tabarl, I,

p. 168.

3103

f.; Ibn Sacd, V, 23 f.; cf. Nawawi, p. 281 ; cf. below,
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of Hau'ab will bark!"164 One version has Mohammed,
addressing himself to Aishah alone, say, "Let it not be
you at whom the dogs of Hau'ab will bark."l6s Still
another version, obviously Shi'ite, makes him say to
her, "O Fair one, it is as if I see it to be you at whom
the dogs of Hau'ab bark, and you fighting cAlI un
justly !",M Aishah had dismounted and refused to
continue with the journey. Zubair and others, anx
ious to move on, swore to her that the guide had mis
taken the place and that they were not at Hau'ab at
all. But Aishah heeded them not. A whole day
passed. Desperate, they gave the false alarm that cAlI
was close upon them. Only then did they get this
Mother of the Believers, now so essential to their un
dertaking, to quiet her own inner doubts and fears
and to resume her march.167
Arrived at the outskirts of Basrah, Ibn cAmir was
sent ahead to prepare the way, since he, as former gov
ernor of that city, knew its people and its ways.
Aishah also at this time wrote letters to several of the
leading men in Ba§rah, calling them to the cause.
cUthman ibn Hunaif, cAli's new governor of Basrah,
sent two messengers to ascertain the insurgents' ob
jective. They were received first by Aishah, who
x6*TabarI, I, 3127; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 169 f.; Abu al-Fida, I, 290; Ibn
Hanbal, VI, 97; Yaqut, II, 353; cf. Muir, op, cit., p. 242; Caetani, op, cit. y
IX, 54-56 and 84, where he suggests the incident is a later invention.
i65

Yacqubi, II, 210.

ltf>c Iqd

y

II, 283 f.; cf. Caetani, op. cit. y IX, 210, sec. 277.

Ifi7Tabari,

I, 3109, and n. 164 above.
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showed herself ready to inform "her sons." She
enumerated the evil happenings at Medina. These,
she said, she wished to make known to the rest of the
uninformed Moslems. Their objectives, she claimed,
were the avenging of the blood of cUthman and set
ting things right in Islam. Ever ready with citation
from the poets and the Qur'an, she now called into
good use a verse from the latter: "There is no good in
much confidential talk with them except those who
urge alms-giving or reputable conduct or setting
things right among the people."168 The messengers
next interviewed Talhah and Zubair, who stated they
were at one with Aishah in their aims and cleared
themselves of any disloyalty to cAlI by insisting that
they had taken the oath of allegiance to him under
compulsion. Before returning to the governor of
Basrah, the two messengers came back to take their
leave of Aishah, who sent them on their way with a
second Qur'anic citation for a parting word: "Be ye
furnishers of justice, witnesses of Allah, even though
it be against yourselves or your parents and rela
tives
So do not follow desire so as to waver."169
cUthman, after an interview with his returned mes
sengers, called on the people of Basrah to resist the
invaders. He soon discovered that these latter had
some strong support in his city, thanks no doubt to
the influence and efforts of his predecessor in office,
Ibn cAmir. Nevertheless, he and his supporters went
168

Surah 4:114.
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out to meet and fight the rebels, who had in the mean
time taken their position at the Mirbad quarter, or
market, of the city.170 First Talhah and then Zubair
made their speeches, which were favorably received
by some but resented by others. Presently the
Basrans were throwing pebbles or stones at one an
other, and a small riot was in the making. It was then
that Aishah came to the rescue with her speech.
Though not a large woman, she yet had a powerful
voice, that generally commanded attention. She re
counted how in the past people had come to her at
Medina with their complaints against cUthman; how
they soon overstepped the bounds of truth and jus
tice, acting from other than their avowed motives;
how in their excesses they attacked cUthman in his
house; how they shed (his) sacred blood, seized sacred
funds, and violated the sacred city, all without any
cause or excuse. There was nothing for them left to
do, she urged, but to bring the regicides to justice and
to be guided by the Book of Allah Almighty. "Have
you not seen," she cited the Qur'an in conclusion,
"those to whom a portion of the Book has been given
being called to the Book of Allah that it might judge
between them?"171
This short but effective speech divided the fol
lowers of cUthman ibn Hunaif into two factions.
There were those who said Aishah had indeed spoken
the truth and meant well. But there were also those
who, giving the first faction the lie, censured her for
Surah 3:22.
"• Yaqut, IV, 484.
171
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assuming public leadership and thus violating the se
clusion imposed upon Mohammed's wives. 172 Night
forestalled major action.
The whole of the next day saw severe fighting be
tween c All's loyalists and ^thman's avengers, with
the former losing so heavily that they sued for truce.
The terms agreed on were that c Uthman was to retain
possession of Basrah and that a messenger was to be
sent to Medina to ascertain if Talhah and Zubair had
indeed taken the oath of allegiance to CA1I under com
pulsion. If the people of Medina confirmed the claim
of compulsion, then c Uthman was to deliver Ba§rah
to Talhah and Zubair, but if the Medinans denied any
compulsion, then Aishah and her party were to de
part from Basrah. Ka c b ibn Sur (or Shur), of whom
more presently, was found acceptable to both parties
as the man for this mission. He found at Medina a
difference of opinion on this now all-important ques
tion. 173
In the meantime, cAlI with some three thousand
men had left the City of the Prophet (late in October,
656) in the hope of overtaking the insurgents at
Rabadhah, some few miles northeast of Medina. 174
He had not moved fast enough to accomplish that
purpose and so continued on the way to c Iraq, with
Kufah as his destination. News of the Basran truce
and its terms reached him on the way. He therefore
173 Tabari,

I, 3118-20; Ibn al-Athir, III, 172.

I 7 3 T a bari,

I, 3123-26; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 173-75.
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sent cUthman a letter denying that any compulsion
was used on either
or Zubair. cUthman de
cided to stand by CA1I and called on the rebels to de
part. The latter in their turn claimed that Kacb's re
port justified them in their demand that cUthman
himself evacuate the city. That evening under cover
of darkness and pretext of evening prayer the rebels
entered the mosque, staged a surprise attack on cUthman and his party, routed them, and took cUthman
himself prisoner. Some wished to put him to death,
but Aishah intervened to set him free. The unhappy
man was flogged in public and was put to the further
indignity of having his head and beard shaved and his
eyebrows and lashes plucked. It was in this tragi
comic condition that he found his way to his master
cAli, who was still on his way to cIraq.I7s
The victorious rebels were not disposed to be leni
ent with their defeated enemies. They put some of
the leaders to death and flogged others to intimidate
the rest, of whom many were forced into hiding.17*
In the opinion of some the blood of cUthman had been
sufficiently avenged. That opinion, however, was not
shared by the victors.
The conquest of Ba§rah, as its former governor, Ibn
cAmir, had expected, thus proved a comparatively
easy undertaking. But there was yet much to be ac
complished before the victors could attain their real
and primarily personal ambitions. Hitherto these had
been masked, for the most part, behind the general
'"Tatar!, 1,3126, 3143 f.

176
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cry of revenge for cUthman's blood. That cry still
persisted, but it was now becoming more boldly as
sociated with the demand for the deposition of cAll,177
which would, in its turn, open the way for the election
of either Talhah or Zubair as caliph. But, before chal
lenging the enemy again, the victors had to come to
some understanding among themselves. Their Basran
partisans took the oath to both falhah anc[ Zubair,
who were in joint command.178 Aishah's brother,
cAbd al-Rahman, was placed over the public treas
ury.179 The ticklish question of leadership in prayer
was once more raised. Aishah, according to one ver
sion, again decided in favor of her nephew cAbd
Allah, the son of Zubair; but a second account states
that she had cAbd Allah and Mohammed, the son of
Talhah, lead in prayers on alternate days.180
The tasks before them now were to consolidate
their position in Basrah itself, to win near-by Kufah
to their cause, and to secure recognition and, if need
be, aid from the provinces. Both parties had to reck
on with leading individuals, subtribes, or entire tribes
in cIraq that wished to be neutral under the perplex
ing circumstances that would force them to fight
either Mohammed's widow and closest friends, on the
one hand, or the cousin and son-in-law of the prophet,
on the other. The case of Kacb ibn Sur gives some
idea of how Aishah applied herself to this problem.
177
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Kacb was a judge of Basrah and a member of the tribe
of Azd. He had been sent, as was stated above, to
Medina to ascertain the conditions under which
Talhah and Zubair had taken the oath of allegiance
to CA1I. The realization that Medina was divided on
the question may have influenced him to take a neu
tral position on his return to Basrah, where he now
is found advising his own tribe and its chief, §abrah
ibn Shaiman, to do the same.181 He himself retired
into the seclusion of his own house. Aishah was made
to realize that he was the key man of the Azd and
must be won over if that tribe was to be on her side.
Since he would not leave his house, Aishah herself
went to call on him. He refused to speak to her at
first. "O Kacb," she cried, "am I not your Mother,
and have claims on you?" Her "son" listened. She
persuaded him she merely wanted to set things right
and soon won his support.182 But not even she could
win all the Basrans over to her side. As the days
passed and the showdown drew near, the Basrans fell
into three groups: those that were with her and her
party, those that were with CA1I, and those that in
sisted on remaining neutral.183 Outstanding among
the last group was Ahnaf ibn Qais, of the tribe of
Tamlm, who with a large number of tribesmen left
Ba§rah to retire to a near-by valley.184
l8l Tabari,

I, 3178.
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The effort to win the Kufans over to her side or at
least to persuade them against actively joining CA1I
had to be carried out, at first, by correspondence.
Here Aishah was again approaching leading individ
uals as well as the Kufans in general. Her letters
sought to justify her position, revealed a frustrated
plot on her life, described the victory at Basrah, and
called on the Kufans for their support.185 These ef
forts coincided with similar ones on the part of CA1I,
who sent three successive pairs of envoys to Kufah to
propagandize that city and to line up its governor,
Abu Musa, on his side.186 Those selected for this im
portant mission were, first, Aishah's brother Moham
med and cAll's own nephew, Mohammed ibn Jacfar.
The two Mohammeds approached Abu Musa and
found him more interested in the orderly punishment
of the regicides than in rushing to arms on the side of
either CA1I or Aishah. They returned to report their
failure to CAK, who then sent his general Ashtar and
his cousin Ibn al-cAbbas to reason with Abu Musa,
who owed his high office largely to Ashtar's ef
forts.187 But the latter was determined to remain
neutral and made every effort in public speeches
and subsequent debates on the order of a "town
x8«TabarI,

I, 3115, 3132-34; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 178.

186 Cf.
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meeting" to convince the Kufans that this was an
evil civil war and they would do well by them
selves and their faith to leave it strictly alone. Again
c All's messengers reported the failure of their mission.
The caliph made one more effort to counteract Abu
Musa's influence and gain the support of the Kufans.
He sent them this time his own son Hasan and his
right-hand man and former governor of Kufah,
c Ammar ibn Yasir. The latter was particularly anx
ious to prevent any of the Kufans from going over to
Aishah, whose influence, he was aware, was great.
He, therefore, though acknowledging her high station
in this world and the next as the wife of Mohammed,
nevertheless warned his hearers that Allah was using
her to put them through a severe test to see if they
would obey her or him.188 He and his companion,
however, made no headway with the Kufan governor,
who, to justify his neutral attitude, cited freely the
word of Allah forbidding strife and bloodshed among
the believers:
O ye who have believed, do not consume your property among
you in vanity and do not kill each other
If anyone kill a
believer intentionally, his recompense is Gehenna, to abide there
in; Allah will be angry with him and will curse him and prepare
for him a mighty punishment.189
c Ammar

was bold in his counterspeeches. He derided
Abu Musa and called on himself rough talk from the
188
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governor's supporters. Abu Musa threaded his way
through the angry crowd to the mosque and mounted
the pulpit still bent on making pacific and neutral
speeches.
In the meantime, Zaid ibn §uhan, of the tribe of
cAbd al-Qais, who had been among the Kufan op
ponents of cUthman,190 and one of the leaders ap
proached by Aishah, took a hand in the affair.
Aishah's letter to him had read: "From Aishah, the
daughter of Abu Bakr, Mother of the Believers, Be
loved of the Messenger of Allah—to her faithful son
Zaid ibn §uhan. To proceed. When this my letter
reaches you, come and help us in our undertaking. If
you do not do that, then turn the people away from
following CA1I." His answer had been: "I am your
faithful son provided you refrain from this undertak
ing and return to your home; otherwise I shall be the
first to thwart you."191 Her general letter to the
Kufans had called on them to remain in their homes
and refrain from action except against the murderers
of cUthman. Taking both letters with him, Zaid,
seated on his mount, took his position at the entrance
of the mosque and, having read the last letter, made
his little speech. "She (Aishah) was given a com
mand and we too were given a command. She was
ordered to stay in her home and we were ordered to
fight to prevent sedition. Now she commands us to
do what she herself was ordered to do while she rides
"'"Tabari, I, 2911,19J4, 3034.

*« Ibid., p. 3137; Ibn al-Athir, III,
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to carry out the orders given to us." This brought
Shabath ibn RibcI to Aishah's defense: "You stole
and Allah cut off your hand. You disobey the Mother
of the Believers and Allah will strike you dead.192 She
has not commanded except that which Allah most
high has commanded, namely, the setting of things
right among the people." Abu Musa was still striving
to lead the Kufans into the path of neutrality, while
Zaid proclaimed that such a path was now no more
possible than the turning of the waters of the
Euphrates back to its source.193
But while these speeches and counterspeeches were
going on in the mosque, Ashtar had once more arrived
on the scene at Kufah. He bid all he met on his way
to follow him to the governor's palace of which he
took quick and bold possession. Two of Abu Musa's
palace boys presently brought news of Ashtar's ex
ploit. To Abu Musa this meant the loss of his fight
for neutrality. A large Kufan army, led by Zaid and
Ashtar among others, started on its way by land and
by the Euphrates to join cAH's forces encamped at
Dhu Qar.194
Despite this powerful addition to his forces, CA1I,
who for more than one reason was anxious to avoid
open warfare, set a peace movement afoot by dis
patching one of the Kufan leaders, Qacqac ibn cAmr,
,M

Zaid was among those who fell fighting against Aishah (cf. Xabari, I,

3147-49,3192)193

Ibid., pp. 3147-49; cf. Caetani, op. eit., IX, 97.
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to talk matters over with the insurgents at Ba§rah.
According to some accounts, CA1I had previously sent
Ibn al--Abbas to Basrah with instructions to see
Zubair alone and to call him back to his allegiance.
It seems that CA1I considered Zubair the more reason
able of his two rivals and blamed Zubair's son, c Abd
Allah, for the father's desertion to Aishah's group.
There was, however, nothing pacific about Zubair's
answer to that move. 195 Qa c qa c was seemingly to have
better luck. Arrived at Basrah, he, like c Uthman ibn
Hunaifs envoys, made his way straight to Aishah,
who assured him, as she had done Ka c b ibn Sur, that
she wished only to set things right among the people.
He then asked her to send for Talhah and Zubair so
she could hear what he and they had to say. The two
were called, and Qa c qa c won an admission from them
that they were one with Aishah in their desires.
Asked for a more specific statement of their aims,
they are said to have mentioned only the punishment
of the regicides. Now c Ali had at no time denied the
guilt of the regicides, though he had pointed out that
their effective punishment was not within his ready
reach. His envoy, therefore, pointed out to his listen
ers that if they would but declare allegiance to CA1I,
due punishment of the regicides would follow upon
the restoration of the resulting peace, order, and
unity. He added further that they had already shed
much blood to avenge that of c Uthman, and that in so
doing they had roused many others to cry for revenge
wiqd, II, 276.
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for the blood of their recently slain kinsmen. In short,
he strove to convince them that they were about to
embark on something that was far bigger in scope and
more evil in character than they had anticipated.
The record goes on to say that they then asked
Qacqac to return and ascertain if cAli was indeed of
the same mind as he, in which event the matter could
be settled peaceably.196
It must not be supposed that it was the logic of
Qacqac's argument alone that induced his listeners to
consider a possible conciliation. There was also the
knowledge of their own comparative weakness in
'Iraq now that the Kufan majority had declared for
CA1I, while Ba§rah itself was torn three ways. Fur
thermore, Aishah's letters, sent after the conquest of
Basrah to Syria, Medina, and Yamamah in theNajd,
had brought no military aid and little, if any, moral
support.197 The key province of the Hijaz remained
quiet, as did also the Umayyad stronghold, Syria,
where Mucawiyah was playing the game of watchful
waiting. It is a question, too, as to how much genuine
co-operation and unity of purpose there was right
there in Aishah's camp between her and her rival
family candidates, on the one hand, and Marwan and
his Umayyads, on the other. It is to be noted in this
connection that none of the Umayyad leaders were
present at the interview with Qacqac nor were they
consulted on the new policy of possible reconciliation.
X96TabarI, I, 3156-58; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 189-91.
WJVibari, I, 3131 f., 3152; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 178, 187.
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Qacqac reported back to CA1I, who advanced on
Ba§rah and resumed the peace negotiations in person.
The two armies came in sight of each other on the
outskirts of the city at a place called Khuraibah.
Aishah is credited with making quite a speech to the
Ba§rans.198 This probably took place sometime in the
three-day interval between the sighting of the enemy
and the day of actual battle. The rival forces kept to
camp for these three days while negotiations were in
progress. cAli rode out to talk matters over with
Talhah and Zubair. Rumor spread in both camps
that a reconciliation was in sight. How well founded
this rumor was is difficult to tell, and it is not easy to
discover the probable terms of the anticipated recon
ciliation, for the accounts that have come down to us
of the interviews between CA1I and his chief opponents
have been colored by later sentiments. These portray
Talhah and Zubair as conscience-stricken and repent
ant. cAlI is made to find fault more with Zubair's son
cAbd Allah (the future challenger of the Umayyads)
than with Zubair himself.1" Aishah, quite unlike her
self, has nothing to say when Zubair informs her of
his desire to quit and go his way. The relationship
between cAbd Allah and his father—still according to
these traditions—was on the verge of an open break
when the former,alarmed at his father's sudden desire
for peace, hurled at him a vehement accusation of
•»' cIqd, II, 190, 276 f.
199

Cf., e.g., Dlnawarl, p. 156, where it is stated that the Basrans did
not respond to cAll's peace moves.
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cowardice.200 There is some evidence, however, of ac
tive rivalry between Talhah and Zubair even at this
stage, and also some that Zubair wished to join
Mucawiyah, who had previously promised to support
his candidacy.201
There was in cAH's camp a group that had good
reason to fear a genuine peace movement. These were
the regicides and others who were involved, directly
or indirectly, in the murder of cUthman. Among their
leaders was cAirs general, Ashtar. Most of the sources
pass over in silence the immediate cause of the out
break of hostilities between the two armies whose
chiefs were reported on the verge of a happy recon
ciliation. Some, however, place the entire responsi
bility for the outbreak on this comparatively small
group of regicides who are said to have made a sur
prise attack on the unsuspecting Basran camp.202
The two opposing armies crossed swords early in
the morning on Thursday, the fourth of December,
656 (10 Jamada II, 36).203 Kacb ibn Sur led Aishah to
the scene of attack in the hope that her presence and
influence might yet avert a major clash.204 Seated in a
mail-covered red pavilion mounted on her own camel,
c Askar, Aishah went into the midst of the fray. But it
3°°Tabarl, I, 3175^, 3181; Ibn al-Athir, III, 196-98; cf. Caetani,
op. cit., IX, 222.
301

Cf. Caetani, op. cit., IX, 157, and above, p. 134.

303

Tabarl, j^

203 Tabarl,
904

3162-65, 3182 f.; Caetani, op. cit., IX, 178 f., 222.

I, 3218; cf. Caetani, op. cit., IX, 166 f.

Tabarl, I, 3183; Ibn al-Athir, III, 199; Ibn c Asakir, VII, 84.
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was of no use. The fight was on in earnest, and the
Basrans were getting so much the worst of it that
they began to take to flight. It was then that Aishah,
herself no coward, rose to the emergency of the situa
tion. She ordered Kacb to leave her and approach the
front ranks with cries for peace and the judgment of
the Qur'an, giving him, according to some versions,
her own copy of the sacred text205 to raise aloft and
secure the attention and hoped-for compliance of the
fighters. But Kacb was immediately shot down by an
arrow. Aishah herself strove valiantly to halt the
flight and rally her forces with loud and repeated cries
of, "O my sons, endurance! Remember Allah Most
High and the Reckoning." When this failed to stop
the flight, she tried once again, this time with a curse
on the murderers of cUthman and their followers. The
fighters picked up the curse for a battle cry as it were
and returned to the attack. Like a general ordering
his forces, she sent word to her commanders to hold
fast their positions.206 Her party's forces were in des
perate need of an able commander-in-general. From
the start neither Talhah nor Zubair had proved equal
to the situation. The accounts (no doubt somewhat
colored) of their conduct on this occasion are not very
flattering to either their military ability or their per
sonal courage.
It is not surprising, then, that the severest fighting
now centered round Aishah and her camel. Fearless
30S T a barI,

I, 3211; Ibn c Asakir, VII, 85.

2o6 TabarI,

I, 3191, 3 2 1 1 f; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 201; Ibn c Asakir, VII, 84 f.
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herself, this Mother of the Believers roundly de
nounced strife and cowardice, on the one hand,207
while, on the other, she continued to incite her war
riors to heroic action with battle cries and martial
poetry much after the fashion of the pagan "lady of
victory" of pre-Islamic days, whose capture in battle
meant certain defeat.208 Thick and fast flew the ar
rows around her red pavilion. Several groups of her
warriors outdid others in their courageous defense of
her. Among these were the Banu Dabbah and their
cousins, the Banu cAdi, to which belonged the family
of cUmar ibn al-Khattab.209 One after another of her
valiant believing "sons" rushed to take hold of the
bridle of her camel, to defend her at the risk of their
own lives, and to challenge and fight the enemy with
frenzied valor. Many were the sons (seventy is the
usual number given) who thus won a hero's death at
this Battle of the Camel, as it came to be called."0
This slaughter around her camel soon came to be pro
verbial."1 Among those who fell was Mohammed, the
son of Talhah."2 cAbd Allah, the son of Zubair, en
gaged cAli's general, Ashtar, in personal combat.213
207 Cf. cIqd,

I, 37, J2.

208 Cf.

Abbott, "Women and the State on the Eve of Islam," AJSL,
LVIII (1941), 262 f., 274, 280.
309 Tabarl,

I,3177, 3196-98, 3224; cIqd, II, 281, 47; Mascudi, IV, 326.
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Though he escaped with his life, he on that day re
ceived no less than some forty wounds.214 CA1I, realiz
ing the role of Aishah on her camel, gave orders to
hamstring the animal.215 The disabled creature fell
and with it fell all of Aishah's hopes. Her personal
courage had availed little. The battle was lost and
with it was lost also her cause. Her party was now
once again in flight, and presently her two candidates
themselves were to perish.
Talhah, about to leave the scene of defeat, was shot
down by an arrow said to have been deliberately
aimed at him by Marwan, who, holding him partly
responsible for the murder of cUthman, thought thus
to avenge the slain caliph.216 That Marwan was capa
ble of such a deed is not improbable. That he actually
did it, however, is disputed not so much by the
Moslem sources themselves217 as by modern scholars,
who with some justification suspect later anti-Umayyad propaganda as the source of the assertion.218
Zubair, wounded, retired from the fight. Passing by
the encampment of Ahnaf ibn Qais, he was recog
nized, followed, and treacherously murdered.219
"4 Tabarl, I, 3199 f.; Ibn cAsakir, VII, 402.
2IsTabarl, I, 3200; but see ibid. pp. 3204, 3209; Dlnawari, p. 160;
y
cf. Delia Vida, "II Califato ....," op. cit., pp. 444 f.
216 Tabarl, 1,3186; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 200; Ibn Sa^, III, 158 f.; ibid> V,
26; cIqdy II, 279; Ansab, V, 126; Yacqubl, II, 212; Mascudl, IV, 321;
Dlnawari, p. 159; etc.
217 E.g., Ibn cAsakir (VII, 85) goes as far as to say that Marwan con
fessed shooting the arrow.
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Though Aishah's red pavilion was at the end of the
battle so thickly pierced with arrows that it was com
pared to a hedgehog,220 she herself escaped with no
more than a slight scratch or two inflicted by some of
these arrows.121 Soon after her camel fell, her brother
Mohammed and cAmmar, among a few others, rushed
to her side. They cut her pavilion loose and carried
her in it away from the crowd. cAmmar, though pro
tecting the "beloved of Mohammed" from the insults
of the vulgar,222 did, nevertheless, take this oppor
tunity to rebuke his "Mother" for shedding the blood
of her "sons"; and she in her turn disowned him as
her "son."223 Presently cAli himself approached the
pavilion and took Aishah to task for the role she had
played. She answered him with dignity and restraint,
"You have conquered, show forbearance."224 He did.
He ordered her brother Mohammed to look after her,
and the latter took her back to Ba§rah and put her up
in the mansion of cAbd Allah ibn Khalaf, whose
household, like most of the tribes involved in this
struggle,225 had divided against itself, some to fight for
Aishah and some for cAli.22fi Some of her followers, in220
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eluding, according to some accounts, Marwan ibn alHakam, took refuge with her here.227 She was so over
joyed to know that her beloved nephew, cAbd Allah,
was still alive that she gave the carrier of the happy
news a royal purse.228 cAbd Allah got word to her of
his hiding-place, and she ordered her brother Mo
hammed to bring him to her in safety.229
The detailed accounts of the events of the next few
days emphasize cAll's great generosity toward the
conquered foe.230 They, for the most part, paint a
very flattering picture of both cAli and Aishah. They
minimize their long-standing animosity and present
both as eager to bury the past and to start on a new
road of friendship.231 One source has it that Aishah
even offered to stay with cAli and go with him on his
campaigns against his enemy.232 There can be little
doubt, however, that this seemingly friendly attitude
sprang not as much from the urging of the heart as
from the dictates of reason and expediency. cAli
would have probably lost some of the ground gained
had he sought to wreak vengeance on the Mother of
the Believers, now bereft of her candidates and lead
ing supporters by death and desertion.233 Aishah was
227 TabarI,

I, 3221; Ibn al-Athir, III, 213; Mascudl, IV, 331.

228 Ibn cAsakir,
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practical enough to realize that her day of opposition
and effective defiance was past. CA1I, therefore, re
sorted only to mild threats when Aishah showed signs
of resistance. While she, encountering firmness,
sought first to parry her opponents with a show of
temperament. But when this failed, she took the con
sequence of her defeat as gracefully as she knew how
and left the field to the victor. How this actually
worked is to be seen from the following incident, the
details of which have probably been embellished by
the original narrator, cAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas, who,
next to cAlI and Aishah, was himself a chief actor in
the story. After Aishah had been taken back to
Ba§rah by her brother Mohammed, cAli sent cAbd
Allah to her with a message that she return to Me
dina. Aishah refused to receive cAbd Allah, but he
walked in and helped himself to a seat. She rebuked
him for thus entering her house. He retorted that her
house was at Medina, where she herself should have
stayed. He then delivered cAll's message. She refused
to listen and obey. cAbd Allah did not mince his
words. Aishah, though reduced to tears and seeing no
way out of her unhappy position, still lashed her tor
mentor with her sharp tongue. "Yes, I will go," she
cried out, "for a city in which you (plural) are is most
hateful to me."234
cAli's dealings with her were, as already stated,
more forbearing. He provided her with generous
funds, equipped her handsomely for the return trip,
«< cIqd, II, 182; Yacqubi, II, 213; Mascudl, IV, 330 f.
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and sent a goodly escort of both men and women to
accompany her on the return journey to Hij az. When
the day of departure arrived, cAlI came in person to
bid her goodbye. In a short farewell speech, Aishah
once more rose to the demands of the occasion and
bid her "sons" not to harbor hard feelings or seek to
do harm one to another. By way of a needed example
she assured them that there was npver any personal
hard feeling between her and CAH except such as usu
ally arise between a woman and her in-laws. She went
one step further and bore testimony to his goodness.
C A1I, in his turn, assured the crowd that she had in
deed spoken the truth and gallantly upheld her posi
tion as Mother of the Believers by referring to her as
"the wife of your prophet in this world and in the
next."235
Traveling under the care of her brother Moham
med, Aishah left Basrah on Saturday, the first of
Rajab, 36 (December 24, 656). She went to Mecca,
where she remained for the annual pilgrimage, after
which she returned to her home in Medina,236 a dis
illusioned but wiser woman now in her early forties.
Ill
The question of Aishah's responsibility both for the
murder of cUthman and for the civil war that fol
lowed is a lively one in Islamic records,. Her recon3 3s
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ciliation with CA1I and his party seems to have encour
aged him and some of his leading men, as well as the
later Shicite party, to place the blame for these evils
not so much on Aishah herself as on her advisers, par
ticularly the now dead Talhah and Zubair, with cAbd
Allah too coming in for a good bit of this blame. CA1I
himself led the way in this direction.237 His peace en
voy, Qacqac, once the battle was over, consoled
Aishah by calling her the best of Mothers but one that
was not obeyed.438 Ashtar, who denounced her neph
ew cAbd Allah and came near killing him in battle,
followed his master's lead and made the friendly ges
ture of sending Aishah a costly camel to replace the
fallen cAskar—a gift she could not bring herself to
accept.239 He and 'Ammar called on Aishah in person
sometime during this period. She took Ashtar to task
for wishing to kill her nephew cAbd Allah and
preached both men a neat sermon by telling them she
had heard Mohammed say that only three acts called
for the shedding of blood—adultery, apostasy, and
murder.240 cAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas, who, as already
seen, repeatedly crossed words with Aishah, now
boldly told cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair that it was he,
his father, and his maternal uncle (Talhah) who led
the Mother of the Believers to the civil war.241 Even
Mucawiyah, later as caliph, accused cAbd Allah and
w-Iqd, II, 283; cf. ibid., I, 336; Dinawari, p. 153.
Tabari, I, 3221.

Ibid., pp. 3200, 3227 f., 3162.
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the Banu Zubair of deceiving Aishah.242 Long after
both cAli and Aishah had gone to their rest, cAbd
Allah ibn al-Zubair still had to face that accusation,
this time at the hands of the Azariqah Kharijites or
"Seceders" who were debating about throwing in
their lot with him as the rival caliph to the immediate
successors of Mucawiyah. This group believed Aishah
should have stayed home instead of going to war.243
The sect, therefore, continued to censure her action,
and one finds them in the third century of Islam curs
ing her publicly along with falhali, Zubair, cAlI, and
cUthman.244
Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas, much-esteemed companion
of the prophet, member of the council that elected
cUthman, and possible candidate for the caliphate in
the event of cUthman's deposition, was very much
shocked at the murder of that caliph.245 As he saw it,
the ungodly deed was accomplished by a "sword
drawn by Aishah, sharpened by Talhah, and poisoned
by CA1I."246 He deliberately refrained from taking the
oath to cAlI until the latter was properly elected; and,
having then taken the oath, he refused to join the
rebels later against him.247 He, therefore, took no part
"•'Ibid.,
243
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in either the Battle of the Camel or that of §iffin
(37/657), which followed a few months after between
the forces of cAli and Mucawiyah. For the latter had
decided to pick up the leadership in the fight for the
blood of cUthman where the defeated Aishah had left
it. At the ensuing and well-known arbitration cAmr
ibn al-cAs outwitted c All's halfhearted and avowedly
pacific representative, Abu Musa, who was led to set
aside CAH as caliph and to suggest a new elective
council.248 This arbitration, though challenged and
set aside by cAlI, did nevertheless open up new possi
bilities for Mucawiyah, who was now himself aspiring
to the caliphate and who, therefore, sought to win
over to his side as many of the leading men as he could
reach. He wrote Sacd, urging him not to hold back
from the cUthmanic cause for which his associates
Talhah and Zubair had worked and to which the
Mother of the Believers had hastened. Sacd wrote
back, pointing out that Mucawiyah himself was not
among those eligible for the caliphate while CAK was,
that it would have been far better for Talhah and
Zubair had they stayed home, and added that, as for
the Mother of the Believers, may Allah forgive her
for what she did.249
When Aishah met Mughlrah ibn Shucbah, who,
as stated above,250 deserted her cause for a neutral
path, she described to him how thick and fast the ar
rows came at her pavilion in the Battle of the Camel
348 Cf.
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and how some of them pierced her skin. "Would to
Allah," exclaimed he, "that some of them had killed
you!"
"Allah have mercy upon you, why do you say
that?" she asked.
"Perhaps it would have been an atonement for
your slanders against c Uthman."
"By Allah," came her answer, "you say that (be
cause you suppose that) Allah knew I wished him
killed. But Allah knew I wished for fighting, and I
was fought against; (he knew) I wished for shooting,
and I was shot at; (he knew) I wished for rebellion,
and I was rebelled against. Now if Allah had indeed
known that I wished him ( c Uthman) killed, I would
have been killed."251
c Amr ibn al- c As, though he had his own grievances
against c Uthman and had watched with satisfaction
Aishah's early stand against him, had shrewdly
stepped into a neutral path of watchful waiting when
matters reached the crisis of murder and civil war.
He and Mu c awiyah got together against CA1I after the
Battle of the Camel.252 It must have been during this
period of active warfare and intensive political rivalry
between CA1I and Mu c awiyah that c Amr said to
Aishah, "I wish you had been killed in the Battle of
the Camel." The puzzled Aishah asked the reason for
his sentiment and was told, "You would then have
a*x c Iqd,
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died at the height of your glory and entered heaven,
while we would have proclaimed your death as the
most infamous act of cAli."2S3 In other words, cAmr
was brazenly telling Aishah that she would have
served the cause of Mucawiyah—and, therefore, that
of cAmr himself—better dead than alive.
There are several traditions that make Aishah's
own partisans, and even Aishah herself, accept the
preceding versions of her responsibility and guilt for
these events. There is, for instance, the statement
that, when Mohammed ibn Talhah was asked to tell
of the murder of cUthman, he said that the responsi
bility for the blood of cUthman goes in thirds: a third
rests on her of the pavilion, meaning Aishah; a third
on him of the red camel, meaning (his father) Talhah;
and a third on cAli.254 There are several factors that
stamp this tradition as a later fabrication of some
cAlId partisan. Mohammed's questioner is referred to
as "a youth of Juhainah" who, on hearing Moham
med's reply, laughed and broke out into verse that
ended with the line, "You have told the truth about
the first two, but are mistaken about the radiant
third," and then went on his way to join the forces of
CA1I. Now Aishah's pavilion and falhah's red mount
first come to the fore in connection with the Battle of
the Camel itself. It is, therefore, not likely that Mo
hammed, who lost his own life in the struggle around
Aishah's camel, ever referred to Aishah and his own
father as "she of the pavilion" and "he of the red
« Kamtly p. 151.
'"Tabari, I, 3121.
a
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camel," respectively. Again, terms of glowing praise
were not associated with CA1I until later in the devel
opment of the Shicite party, so that Mohammed's
questioner was not likely to refer to CA1I as "radiant"
or "shining." There is, furthermore, the considera
tion that Mohammed is generally represented as a
pious and God-fearing man. He would, therefore, not
have fought to the last in the cause of those he thus
deemed guilty. The cAlId fabricator no doubt thought
to give his statement more force, as far as Aishah and
Talhah were concerned, by putting their condemna
tion in the mouth of one so God-fearing and so close
to the accused culprits.
Again there is the tradition that credits Aishah
with saying, "It was not because of my own judg
ment that I came out (on this war) with these."1SS
She is said to have uttered the statement in the heat
of the Battle of the Camel when she realized that her
own followers were disunited and demoralized. If
Aishah spoke such words at all, they could have had
reference only to her actual participation in the bat
tle; for, as already seen, it was Kacb ibn Sur who per
suaded her to go into the fighting lines in the hope of
averting a major engagement.
Regardless of what judgment friend or foe passed
on Aishah's guilt in connection with the murder of
cUthman, and despite their efforts to free her of'the
main responsibility for the rebellion and civil war
that followed, she herself, as stated before, repeatedly
>ss cIqd, I, 37; cf. ibid., p. 336; Mascudi, IV, 335.
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and vigorously denied any guilt for the former but
bravely shouldered her share of the responsibility for
the latter. Her answer to Mughlrah stated emphati
cally the position she took on both questions, but it
said nothing as to her motives. Her primary motive
was, she insisted on many an occasion, the setting of
things right among the Moslems—a motive that she
claimed was operative both in her criticism of cUthman and in her rebellion against CAH. Did they then
think, she once argued for the benefit of some be
wildered and reluctant Basrans, that she who had
censured cUthman for his misdeeds would overlook
the greater misdeeds of his murderers?256 The fact
that she hoped at the same time to raise one of her
clan to the caliphate does not necessarily belie her
avowed motive. Just as there were those of her own
day and time who approved her action and accepted
her motive, so too there were those of later centuries
who thought of following her example257 and others
who continued to defend the sincerity of her avowed
motive.258
Aishah was much too practical to need anyone like
c Amr ibn al- c As to point out to her that her defeat at
the Battle of the Camel marked the turning-point of
her political career. She, therefore, for more than one
reason looked back with regret on this phase of her
life. Her undertaking, no matter how sincere and jus356Tabari,

257 Mascudl, VI, 485.
I, 3*59'
Tirmidhi, XIII, 254^, marginal commentary of Ibn al-Mrabl

(d. 543/1148).
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tified in her own estimation, had failed miserably. It
had led to the shedding of much Moslem blood, to the
death of some of her nearest and dearest, and to the
loss of much of her own prestige. 259 It is no wonder
then that she herself at times wished she had died not
at the Battle of the Camel but twenty years earlier 260
or that she wept when reciting the Quranic verses,
"O wives of the Prophet .... remain in your
houses." 261 There are those who credit this childless
widow of Mohammed with saying, "It would be more
to my liking had I remained in my house and not gone
on my expedition to Basrah than to have borne ten
noble and heroic sons to Mohammed." 262
Most of the reasons for the failure of Aishah's bold
undertaking have been touched upon in the course of
this narrative. She could not overcome the age-long
practice of tribes and subtribes to feel out any given
situation to their own best advantage. She had not
the wholehearted support of the two leading Umayyads, Marwan and Mu c awiyah, who, under the cir
cumstances, should have assumed more active respon
sibility for a movement that claimed to avenge the
blood of c Uthman. Closer home she had rival candi
dates for leadership in the persons of Talhah and
Zubair, at the same time that she had an openly di
vided family with her brother Mohammed counted
by many among the regicides and fighting against her
259 Tabarl,

I, 3197, 3201; Mascudl, IV, 333 f.

a6oTabarI,

I, 3221 f., 3236; Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 101.

261

Surah 33:22 f.; cf. Ibn Sacd, VIII, 56.

263

Ibn Sacd, V, 1.
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in the camp of CA1I. Her favorite and beloved neph
ew, cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair, was more a man after
her own heart and one that had his whole heart in the
undertaking. But the prestige that had grown around
the first Companions of the prophet and the members
of the elective council made it impossible for Aishah
to set him up for leadership ahead of his father
Zubair and relative Talhah, on the one hand, and in
opposition to CA1I, on the other.
But over and above these reasons, Aishah's failure
is to be attributed in some measure to the fact of her
sex. Notwithstanding her driving personal ambition,
great political energy, and marked ability for organi
zation and propaganda, she could hardly be expected
to escape the fate of the Quraishite Hind and the
Tamlmite Sajah, both of whom suffered political de
feat something like a quarter of a century earlier.263
For, in addition to such obstacles as these two enter
prising women had to face in their day of transition
from pre-Islamic to Islamic times, Aishah was further
handicapped with the institution of seclusion intro
duced at the start in connection with Mohammed's
harem and reinforced by the Qur'anic injunction or
dering the wives of the prophet to keep to their
homes.264 These new and powerful weapons were used
against her repeatedly and forcefully by her oppoa6s See Abbott, "Women and the State on the Eve of Islam," op. cit.>
pp. 269-78, 281-84.
a6*

Surah 33:33; cf. above, pp. 20-26 and 57.
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nents, so that in some respects they more than coun
teracted the advantages derived from the fact of her
being the Mother of the Believers. Her party, both
before and after the Battle of the Camel, was taunted
with the fact that it was a "party headed by a
woman."265 After her defeat in battle one of her own
mortally wounded followers bewailed the fact that he
had been "deceived by a woman who wished to be
the Commander of the Believers."a6<
So deep rooted and determined was this antipathy
of some of the faithful to the rule and leadership of a
woman that soon someone was found ready to assert
that Mohammed himself had deplored the govern
ment of a people by a woman. The tradition, though
appearing mostly in slightly different versions, is
nevertheless a singleton, since it seems to be always
traced back to the one man, Abu Bakrah. This Abu
Bakrah is most probably the freedman of Moham
med, Nafic ibn Masruh, known to have transmitted
traditions from Mohammed.26' He claimed that
Allah delivered him from joining Aishah's forces when
she came to Ba§rah by recalling to his mind a state
ment of Mohammed. The latter, it seems, having
just heard that a princess had been raised to the Per
sian throne,268 remarked, "No people who place a
^TFabarl,

3185; cIqd, II, 169 f., 137; cf. also Yaqut, I, 646 f.

a66

Mas c udi, IV, 333 f.

a6 ?

Ibn Sa c d, II 1 , 114 f.; l$abah> III, 1178, No. 8303; IV, 39.

268

Cf. Ibn al-Athlr, I, 363-65; Caetani, op. «7., II 1 , 304.
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woman over their affairs prosper."269 One version,
though it too is traced back to Abu Bakrah, differs
considerably from the rest in that it makes Moham
med repeat thrice, "The men perish if they obey the
women."270 An effort is elsewhere made to show that
Mohammed, who took the advice of his wives Khadljah and Umm Salamah and who referred in the
Qur3an to the good government of the Queen of
Sheba, was not likely to utter such sentiments.271 The
tradition, nevertheless, gained such wide acceptance
that it came in time to be used as the basis of all major
political discrimination against the Moslem woman.272
Such, then, was the intensely human and definitely
complex situation that ended finally in Aishah's mili
tary and political defeat. Despite this complete fail
ure, the spirited Aishah still continued, for something
like a quarter of a century, to exercise her personal
influence on the Moslem state and community. But
that is the theme of the next chapter.
Bukharl, IV, 376 f.; Ibn Hanbal, V, 38 f., 43, 47, 50, 51; NasaDI,
Sunan (Cairo, 1894),
3°5> TirmidhI, Sahth, IX, 118 f.

26.

270

Ibn Hanbal, V, 45.

a71

See Abbott, "Women and the State in Early Islam," op.cit., 121-24.

372

Cf. MawardI, Kitab al-Ahkam al-Sultanlyah (Cairo, A.H. 1298), p.
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HOUGH Aishah had made her peace with
cAlI and retired from front-rank participation
in the field of politics, yet Mucawiyah con
tinued to keep in touch with her and to use her past
revolt as an argument for his cause. Aishah herself,
who could hardly be indifferent to the continuation of
the civil war, now between Mucawiyah and CA1I,
seems nevertheless to have striven for at least an out
ward show of neutrality. Mucawiyah saw fit to send
her a special messenger, Zufar ibn Harith, with news
of the Battle of §iffin (A.H. 37/A.D. 657).1 One sus
pects that neither the details nor the real purpose of
this message are recorded, since it is not likely that
Mucawiyah would be any too anxious to report the
near-defeat of his Syrian army in that engagement—a
defeat averted only by the timely ruse of raising the
Qur'an on his soldiers' spearheads and appealing to
the Book to decide between the warring parties. Did
Mucawiyah hope to use Aishah directly or indirectly
1

Ibn cAsakir, Tarikh al-Kabir (Damascus, 1329

376.
177

/1911

), V,
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in the arbitration that was to follow, or was he merely
trying to keep her from actively aiding cAli? Did not
Aishah, deep in her heart, feel that Mucawiyah was,
by reason of the lone hand he had played, in part at
least responsible for her defeat and consequent loss of
prestige ? What, then, was likely to have been her real
reaction to the news of the Battle of §iffin? One can
only speculate on the answers to these questions. The
records themselves say nothing except that Zufar re
ported the death of some of the fallen, including that
of her erstwhile opponent and cAll's right-hand man,
cAmmar ibn Yasir, for whom she now had a word of
praise.
Again there is no record of Aishah's reaction to the
arbitration that followed when Abu Musa, represent
ing the cause of cAli, was outwitted by cAmr ibn al-cA§.
However, the reaction of her brother, cAbd al-Raliman, may reflect her attitude, for the two generally
supported each other in their politics and public ex
pressions. cAbd al-Rahman, and Aishah too for that
matter, knew full well that it was the caliphate and
not just revenge for cUthman's blood that Mucawiyah, aided by cAmr, was after. cAbd al-Raliman
was thus not only suspicious of the motives behind
the arbitration but also critical of its procedure and is
reported as saying, "Had (Abu Musa) al-Ashcari died
before this, it would have been better for him."2
2 Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat (9 vols.; Leiden, 1905-40), IV, 5; Tabarl, Tartkh
("Annales"), ed. de Goeje (15 vols.; Lugduni Batavorum, 1879-1901),

II, 84.
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Abu Musa's wished-for death might have been bet
ter also for the children of Abu Bakr. For the great
ambitions and carefully laid plans of Mucawiyah and
c Amr soon cost Mohammed ibn Abu Bakr his life, a
loss which brought both sorrow and humiliation to
Aishah and cAbd al-Rahman. Mohammed had at last
received the reward for his efforts in cAli's cause when
the latter had appointed him to the rich and muchcoveted governorship of Egypt.3 It was this same
governorship that cAmr had bargained for with
Mucawiyah. He now lost no time in setting out to
acquire it. In the ensuing military struggle the inex
perienced Mohammed, facing discontent in his own
province, came out second best. Defeated on the
field, he fled into hiding. He was discovered and
brought before cAmr and his lieutenant Mucawiyah
ibn Hudaij.4 This latter is generally credited with dis
patching the now helpless but still defiant Moham
med to his final rest and with justifying his deed as
retaliation for the part Mohammed had played in the
murder of cUthman. cAbd al-Rahman, sent by Aishah
to cAmr on behalf of her brother, appealed to the
latter to save Mohammed's life. cAmr tried to re
strain Mucawiyah ibn Hudaij, but the latter paid no
3 Tabari, I, 3245-48; Kind!, Kitab al-Wulah wa-Kitab al-Qudah
("Governors and Judges of Egypt"), ed. R. Guest (Leiden and London,
19"), PP- 26-31; Ibn Taghrlbirdl, Nujum .... ("Annals"), ed. W.
Popper (Berkeley, Calif., 1909
), I, 120-28; cf. Delia Vida, "II Califato di Ali secondo il Katab Ansab al-Asraf di al-Baladura," Revista degli
studi orient ali, VI (1913-15), 498-503.

^Tabarl, I, 339°-34°7-
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heed to him.5 The method of execution was barbaric.
Having first threatened to place Mohammed in the
skin of an ass and then roast him to death,
Mucawiyah lost his temper with him and killed him
on the spot. Nevertheless, neither Mucawiyah's ven
geance nor his wrath was satisfied until he had the
corpse wrapped in an ass's skin and burned.6
The defeat and murder of Mohammed (§afar, 38/
July-August, 658) meant that cAmr was once more
in possession of his beloved Egypt and Mucawiyah
ahead of his opponent CA1I. To Mohammed's own
party and to the different members of his family his
death brought consternation and grief. CA1! realized
full well the significance of his enemy's victory in the
rich province of Egypt, coming, as it did, so soon after
the mysterious death of his general Ashtar, who was
on his way to relieve Mohammed of his Egyptian
governorship. He grieved over both men but
mourned especially the death of his "son" Moham
med.7 Mohammed's mother, Asm a, who was then
one of cAlI's wives, mourned him excessively.8 When
Aishah herself heard of the murder, she gave vent to
her grief and wrath by calling down curses on his
*TabarI, I, 3405; ibid., II, 84; Ibn TaghrlbirdI, I, 125; Damiri,
Hayat-al-Hayawan (Cairo, 1881), I, 343.
6 Tabari,

I, 3405 f.

7 Ya^ubl,

Tarikh, ed. Houtsma (2 vols.; Lugduni Batavorum, 1883),

II, 227.
8 Kind!,

p. 31; Ibn Hajar, Kitab al-I$abah (Calcutta, 1873), IV, 439.
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murderers, Mu c awiyah and c Amr. 9 The text does not
specify whether it was Mu c awiyah ibn Abi Sufyan, as
Lammens seems to think, 10 or Mu c awiyah ibn Hudaij,
the actual murderer of Mohammed, that was thus
cursed by Aishah, though she was not incapable of in
cluding both. 11 That she for some time harbored
strong resentment against the former is brought out
in the following incident. Mu c awiyah seems to have
considered it worth while to call on Aishah in person
while on his pilgrimage trips. He led the annual pil
grimages of the Years 44 and 50 or 51 and made the
lesser pilgrimage in 56. 12 It was most probably during
his visit to her in the first of these three years that
Aishah asked him if he were not afraid to enter her
house lest she have him assassinated in revenge for
the murder of her brother. Ibn al-Athlr places the
episode in 56, 13 which is highly improbable, since, as
we shall see, Aishah and Mu c awiyah had found out
how to get along with each other long before that
date.
9TabarI, 1,3406; Ibn al-Athlr, Al-Kamilfl al-Tarikh ("Chronicon"),
ed. C. J. Torneberg (14 vols.; Upsaliae et Lugduni Batavorum, 1851-76),
III, 300; cf. Abu Zakariya \ afrya al-NawawI, Kitab Tahdhib al-Asma, ed.
Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 1842-47), p. 110.
10

"Mocawia Ier," MOFB, II (1907), 3 f., n. 8.

11 Cf.

Tabarl, II, 145; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 422.

IaYacqubI,

II, 283; Mascudl, Muriij al-Dhahab, ed. C. Barbier de
Meynard (9 vols.; Paris, 1861-77), IX, 57; Tabarl, II, 94, 156.
Ibn al-Athlr, III, 422; cf. Tabarl, II, 145, where it is associated with
the second of these annual pilgrimages, but where it is obviously out of
context.
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Aishah, however, was not permitted to mourn her
departed brother in dignified and undisturbed grief.
Umm Habibah, Umayyad Mother of the Believers,
and Na^ilah, widow of cUthman, both had good rea
sons to hate the children of Abu Bakr. The one had
been Aishah's old harem rival and her opponent in
defense of cUthman; the other held Mohammed re
sponsible for the murder of her husband. The two,
therefore, celebrated the death of Mohammed in a
manner suggested by his barbarous murder. They
roasted a ram and sent it to Aishah with the heartless
message, "So was your brother roasted." Aishah,
adds the historian, "could eat no more roasted meat
for the rest of her life."14
Whatever her real feelings toward either cAlI or
Mucawiyah, Aishah kept her peace with CA1I for as
long as he lived. Once when asked about the proph
et's practice or regulations on ritualistic washing, she
sent the inquirer to cAli, saying the latter was better
informed than she was on that subject.15 The time of
the incident is not specified, but this is obviously the
most probable period for it. When news of cAirs mur
der (Ramadan, 40/January, 661) was received in Me
dina, Aishah's grief and her public mourning for him
surprised and convinced her onlookers. She is said to
have stood at the tomb of Mohammed and there in
the presence of the crowd and in the intensity of her
grief she tearfully enumerated many of cAH's excelx*

Kind!, p. 30; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 300.
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad (6 vols.; Cairo, 1313/1895-96), I, 113.
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lent qualities, emphasizing the ties of blood and bonds
of affection that had existed between the prophet and
his cousin and son-in-law. Though the phraseology of
this speech has the earmarks of Shl c ite enthusiasm, it
is nevertheless possible that it was based on some
public demonstration on Aishah's part. 16 Tabari's re
port of her first reaction to the news would seem to
indicate a sense of relief on her part, though one that
she did not wish to express publicly. 17
The death of CA1I and the subsequent terms be
tween his son Hasan and Mu c awiyah, which left the
latter sole and undisputed caliph of Islam (41/661),
induced no less an c AlId figure than c Abd Allah ibn
al- c Abbas to come to an understanding with
Mu c awiyah and his Umayyads—an understanding
that netted c Abd Allah an enormous sum of money
from the Rasran treasury. 18 Aishah's recognition of
Mu c awiyah called for no such party desertion. She
had been among the first to raise the cry for the blood
of c Uthman, and that cry had played a major propagandistic role in raising Mu c awiyah to the caliphate
as heir and avenger of his slain kinsman. Neverthe
less, Mu c awiyah, with his keen knowledge of human
nature, did not expect any enthusiastic support of his
cause or unquestioned compliance with his deeds
from this Mother of the Believers whose personal
16

Ibn c Abd Rabbihi, c /^al-Farid (3 vols.; Cairo, 1293/1876), 1,382 f.

I? Tabari,
18

I,

34.66;

Ibn al-Athlr, III, 331.

Cf. Wellhausen, The Arab Kingdom and Its Fall, trans. Margaret
Graham Weir (Calcutta, 1927), pp. 104-12.
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losses in this brief period of five or six years proved to
be in inverse proportion to his own great successes.
Neither was he one to underestimate her understand
ing of the political situation and her ability to disturb
it. The statesman in him led him to court her friend
ship and approval now by a royal gift or a flattering
request for information or again by granting her a
request or seeming to heed her rebuke.
On her part Aishah, too, knew how to time her
favors and realized just how far she could go in this
give-and-take game with the masterly Mucawiyah.
Not the least effective of her tools in this conditioned
co-operation was her generally recognized eloquence.
Mucawiyah once asked his half-brother Ziyad to
name the most eloquent person he knew. "You, O
Commander of the Believers," answered Ziyad. But
Mucawiyah, who knew his talents ran in other direc
tion, was not to be so easily flattered and put off. He
insisted that Ziyad express his real opinion. "Since
you insist," said Ziyad, "then (I say) it is Aishah."
To which Mucawiyah replied, "I never yet opened a
subject she wished closed but that she closed it, nor
closed I a subject she wished opened but that she
opened it."19
It is not always possible to determine the occasion
or the amount of the gifts that Mucawiyah presented
to Aishah; nor is it likely that the few recorded in19 Ibn al-jauzl, §ijat al~§afwah (4 vols.; Haidarabad, 1936-37), II,
18; cf. Abu al-Faraj al-l§bahanl, Kitab aUAghant (20 vols.; Cairo, 1285/
1868), XXI, 14 f.
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stances of such political gifts present a complete pic
ture of this phase of their relationships. One reads of
one or two instances when Mu c awiyah sent her large
sums of money all or part of which she, in turn, is said
to have given away. 20 Sometimes his gifts took the
form of fine clothes or of expensive jewelry, some of
which she seems to have shared with her "sisters." 21
She, too, had gifts, though of a different nature, to
make to Mu c awiyah, to whom she once sent a tunic of
the prophet. 22
Far more valuable to Mu c awiyah than even such an
honored relic was her share of propaganda in the es
tablishment of the c Uthmanic legend which bore so
directly on Mu c awiyah's efforts to justify his right to
the caliphate as the heir of c Uthman. Aishah's con
tributions in this direction had both a negative and a
positive phase—negative in that she chose to ignore
'All's relationships to Mohammed, especially where
the question of succession was involved, and positive
in that she dwelt on such relationships between Mo
hammed and c Uthman. The traditions record an in
structive instance of the latter type. Nu c man ibn
Bashlr was active in the c Uthmanic cause and in high
favor with Mu c awiyah. It was he who had brought
Na^ilah's message to Mu c awiyah after the murder of
20 Abu Nu c aim, Hilyat al-Awllya . . . . (10 vols.; Cairo, 1932-38), II,
47; but see also ibid., p. 49; Ibn Sacd, V, 18.
21

Abu Nucaim, II, 48; §ifat al-$afwah y II, 13 f.

22

Cf. Lammens, "Le Triumvirat'...," MFOB, IV (1910), 121 f.,

n. 7.
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c Uthman.

He was with Mu c awiyah at the Battle of
§iffin. When hostilities were again resumed after the
failure of the famous arbitration, Nu c man was doing
his share of the fighting against c AlI. 23 Mu c awiyah
once sent a message with this Nu c man to Aishah.
The message itself is unrecorded. However, in the
course of the conversation Aishah told Nu c man that
Mohammed had definitely instructed c Uthman not to
resign from an office to be bestowed on him by Allah.
Asked why she had not mentioned this before, she
replied that she had so completely forgotten it that it
never occurred to her that she had heard it. Nu c man
reported the conversation to Mu c awiyah, who wrote
Aishah asking her to put it down in black and white
for him, which she did. 24
The above incident is illustrative of how traditions
frequently came to be attributed to Mohammed in
order to forward some later political cause. In the
present instance the significant conversation between
c Uthman and Mohammed is obviously a fabrication.
The only question is by whom and when it was fabri
cated. There are two possibilities: either it was origi
nated by the Umayyads after the death of Aishah or
it was invented by Aishah herself in co-operation with
Mu c awiyah. The latter seems the more probable since
it would put the tradition into circulation at a time
when it could be used to the best positive advantage.
a*

Tabarl, I, 3070, 3255, 3444 f.

24 Ibn

Hanbal, VI, 86 f., 149. For different accounts of Mohammed's
interview(s) with cUthman see ibid.y pp. 52, 63, 75, 114, 214 f., 263.
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As far as Aishah's own interests were concerned, this
post-cAlid period would seem to be the best time to
recall such a tradition. It would not do for her to re
member it when she herself was calling for cUthman's
deposition and when that caliph repeatedly refused
"to resign an office bestowed on him by Allah," using
almost the very words attributed to Mohammed.25
She did not use the tradition during her own period of
active revolt against cAlI, and it is not likely she
would bring it forward in the interval between her
defeat and the death of cAlI for the sole use and bene
fit of Mucawiyah. So the tradition continued to be
"completely forgotten" until this time when it could
be used in this give-and-take game between her and
the now successful and powerful Mucawiyah.
It was during this period, too, that one day the now
reconciled cAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas, seeing the people
perform prayers at an odd hour in the day, came to
Mucawiyah and asked for an explanation, protesting
at the same time that he had never seen the proph
et either perform that prayer or command it.
Mucawiyah informed him that it was performed on
the authority of (cAbd Allah) Ibn al-Zubair. Present
ly Ibn al-Zubair came in and was faced with the ques
tion, whereupon he claimed that Aishah, the Mother
of the Believers, had informed him that Mohammed
had performed that prayer in her house. To settle the
controversy, Mucawiyah sent two messengers to
Aishah to ascertain the facts. Her answer came back
*5 E.g., Tabari, I, 2997, 29%9-
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that she had been told of the prayer by Umm Salamah and that Ibn al-Zubair did not remember well;
for, though she had indeed told him that the Mes
senger of Allah had performed that prayer, she had
also added that it was in continuation of an earlier
and regular prayer of the day that had been dis
turbed. 26
c Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair and some member of
'All's family clashed on more than one occasion in the
court and presence of Mu c awiyah. Once he and Ha
san ibn CA1I rehashed afresh the feud and civil war
between CA1I, on the one hand, and Aishah, Talhah,
and Zubair, on the other. Abu Sa c Id, a nephew of c All,
joined in the verbal fight, and among other taunts
and accusations belittled the Zubairid cause as one
headed by a woman. The news was carried to Aishah;
how and by whom is not told. When Abu Sa c Id next
passed by her place, she cried out to him and berated
him roundly for saying thus and so to her nephew.
Abu Sa c Id, however, was equal to holding his own
with her by some clever repartee which caused her to
laugh off the episode. 27
Aishah had a certain mastery of technique that at
times enabled her to accomplish more than one objec
tive with a well-timed act. Mu c awiyah had, for very
good political reasons, decided early in his reign (44/
664) to acknowledge the legitimacy of Ziyad ibn
Ablhi or "Ziyad the son of his father/' who was sus
pected of being a natural son of Abu Sufyan and,
26

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 183 f., 303, 311.

27 c

Iqd,

II, 137.
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therefore, half-brother to Mu c awiyah. The act was a
daring one, since it cast reflections on Abu Sufyan's
character. Mu c awiyah and Ziyad had to consider
ways and means of reconciling other members of the
family—including their half-sister Umm Hablbah,
widow of Mohammed—to the accomplished act. 28
Umayyads and non-Umayyads alike were shocked,
and some refused to follow Mu c awiyah's lead. Among
the latter was Aishah's brother, c Abd al-Rahman.
His freedman, Murrah, who had been first captured
at Basrah, coveted some favor from Ziyad, who had
been appointed by Mu c awiyah to the governorship of
Basrah. He requested c Abd al-Rahman to write
Ziyad on his behalf. c Abd al-Rahman complied but
did not address his letter "To Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan."
Murrah realized that a letter without this address
would do his cause more harm than good, and so he
would not use it. He took his case to Aishah, who had
hitherto guardedly yet pointedly addressed her let
ters to Ziyad: "From Aishah, Mother of the Be
lievers, to her son Ziyad." 29 But she now rose to the
occasion, wrote the letter, and addressed it "To
Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan." When Murrah presented
himself and the letter, Ziyad was delighted with the
form of address, the significance of which was fully
appreciated by him. He proceeded to make the most
of it. He treated Murrah graciously and asked that
a8 Ya c qubI, II, 273; Ibn Khallikan, Biographical Dictionary, trans.
W. M. de Slane (4 vols.; Paris, 1843-71), IV, 249; Ibn al-Athir, III, 36972.
29 Ibn al-Athir, III, 372.
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he read the address aloud before the assembled peo
ple. He thus published the fact that Aishah, Mother
of the Believers, had acknowledged his legitimacy.
In return for so gracious a deed Ziyad was only too
happy to present this freedman of Abu Bakr's family
with a grant of land in Basrah. 30 So did Aishah score
three points with one stroke.
There are sufficient indications that there was fre
quent correspondence between Aishah andMu c awiyah,
though again the when and why of such correspond
ence is not always indicated. We read, for instance,
that she wrote him: "When a man does what is hate
ful to Allah, those among the people who had first
praised him will then reproach him. Goodbye." 3I
Just what called forth this note of warning from
Aishah to Mu c awiyah is not stated. It may and may
not have been connected with the following episode.
The Kindite Hujr ibn c Adi 32 had been among the
Kufans who had protested Sard's government of that
city to c Uthman and who had continued thereafter to
be active in the opposition to c Uthman and high in
the service and counsel of CA1I, to whose cause he was
wholeheartedly devoted. With the triumph of
Mu c awiyah, the position of Hujr and those of similar
persuasion was not any too comfortable. Many, un30 Ibn Sacd, VII1, 71; Baladhuri, Futuh al-Buldan, ed. de Goeje
(Lugduni Batavorum, 1886), pp. 360 f.
31 cIqdy

I, 24; $ifat al-$afwah, II, 15.

3arTabari, II, 111-55; Ibn al-Athir, III, 392-408; Ibn Sacd, VI, 152 f.;
Aghaniy XVI, 2-11.
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der the new circumstances, compromised with the
powers that were, and not a few went over to the
victorious party. Among the latter was Ziyad ibn
Abihi, who switched over from cAirs now leaderless
faction to become Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan in
Mucawiyah's political camp. Not so Ziyad's former
political companion and friend, Hujr. Mughlrah,
Mucawiyah's governor of Kufah, was not anxious to
make matters pleasant for the Shicah, or party of
C A1I. Hujr, who soon came to be considered as the
leader of this party, protested the injustice of the new
regime's discrimination against his group and pro
ceeded to stir up trouble in Kufah. His rivals and
enemies appealed to the aged Mughlrah, who, now
that he felt his own end approaching, preferred to let
the blood of Hujr and his friends rest on the shoulders
of his successor in office. That successor was, ironical
ly enough, Hujr's old friend Ziyad.
No sooner did Ziyad take over the governorship of
Kufah than he tackled the affair of Hujr. He called
him into his presence and gave him a friendly warn
ing. All his great former love for CA1I, he now told
Hujr, had turned to hate, as all his former hate for
Mucawiyah had turned into love. He dwelt on their
past friendship, which, he said, he wished to see con
tinued, provided Hujr ceased from his activities.
Hujr promised not to cause Ziyad any anxiety. But
Ziyad, being governor of both Kufah and Ba§rah, di
vided his time between the two provinces, appointing
a deputy-governor for each for the periods of his ab-
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sence. It was in Ziyad's absence that Hujr seems to
have grown more indignant at the treatment of the
Shicah and bolder in denouncing the cUthmanidUmayyad regime. He soon won so considerable a fol
lowing that Ziyad, fearing a major revolt in the mak
ing, decided to strike quickly. After some rioting and
fighting, Hujr was taken prisoner, and pressure was
again brought to bear on him to retract his cAlId al
legiance and sever connections with the Shx'ah. Hujr
refused. Meanwhile, Mucawiyah, who was kept in
formed of the situation, ordered Hujr and his leading
supporters sent to him in Syria. For some time
Mucawiyah could not decide between killing or par
doning his prisoners, not being quite sure which al
ternative would serve his cause best. He wrote Ziyad
of this. Ziyad wrote back that under no circum
stances did he wish the prisoners returned to Kufah,
and again he urged Mucawiyah to execute them,
which Mucawiyah eventually did.
As far as Aishah was concerned, this disturbance in
the Moslem empire had several features similar to
those of the provincial troubles in the time of cUthman. Aishah's own position, however, had changed.
That change is reflected in her reactions to the newer
situation. She felt herself strong enough to address a
plea to Mucawiyah on behalf of the culprits, but her
letter reached Mucawiyah too late.33 When she heard
of the mass execution of Hujr and at least six of his
leading companions, she did not feel herself in a posi33

Tabarl, II, 145; Ibn Sa c d, VI, 152 f.; Aghant, XVI, 11.
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tion to do anything positive about it. Her reaction is
reported as follows: "Were it not that we altered
nothing but that matters lead us into a worse condi
tion than that in which we were before, we would
surely demand blood-price for the murder of Hujr.
So far as I know, he was a (good) Moslem observing
the Hajj and the c JJmrah (the greater and lesser pil
grimage)."34 The date of the execution is variously
given from A.H. 50 to 53,35 though several factors
point to either 50 or 51. Ziyad, who became governor
of Ba§rah in 50, lost no time in getting rid of Hujr. It
was on Mucawiyah's second pilgrimage, which took
place in either 50 or 51, that Aishah took him to task
with, "O Mucawiyah, did you not fear Allah in the
killing of Hujr and his companions?"
"It was not I who killed them," said Mucawiyah,
"but those who bore witness against them," or "I had
no man with me rightly guided."36 The historians fre
quently add that Mucawiyah blamed Ziyad for this
deed, which he regretted until the end of his days.37
Mucawiyah, during the last decade of his reign, was
particularly active in securing the succession for his
son Yazid. At first he prepared the ground carefully
and secretly until enough of his friends and followers
could be relied upon to support the move in public.
He had to overcome opposition to the scheme from
34 See preceding references to TabarT and Aghant.
Mascudl, V, 15-17; Yacqubl, II, 275, 283.
36Tabari,
37 Tabari,

145, 116; YacqubT, II, 275.
II, 116 f., 146; Aghant, XVI, 11.
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among other branches of the Umayyads, Marwan ibn
al-Hakam being among the first to protest,38 though
he was eventually won over. But the group that
Mucawiyah strove the hardest either to intimidate or
to persuade were the second generation of Moslems
who, through their connection with Mohammed, the
first four caliphs, and the members of the elective
council, considered themselves or were considered by
the Moslems as true candidates for the caliphate.
Among these were cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abi Bakr,
Husain ibn cAli, and the three cAbd Allahs—cAbd
allah ibn cUmar, cAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas, and cAbd
Allah ibn al-Zubair.39 Aishah would naturally be in
terested in the prospects and reactions of the first and
the last mentioned, these being her full brother and
favorite nephew, respectively, both of whom had
shared her defeat at the Battle of the Camel. How
ever, there is no record of any attempt on her part to
take the initiative in their cause, though both were
outspoken in their opposition to Yazld's nomination.
c Abd al-Rahman refused to fall in line when Marwan, as Mucawiyah's governor of Medina, called the
people of Hijaz to take the oath of allegiance to
Yazld as heir. He went further and contrasted
Mucawiyah's move with that of his own father, Abu
Bakr, who had passed over his sons and appointed
38 Mascudl, V, 69-73; Aghanl, XII, 72-74; XVIII, 71; cf. Lammens,
"Le Califat de Yazld I," BMFO> V (1912), 96-104.
39TabarI,
p. 144.

II, 175 f., 196 f.; cIqd, II, 303; but see Wellhausen, op. cit
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c Umar

as his successor. He accused Mu c awiyah of
trying to establish dynasties like the Byzantines and
the Persians, who pass the succession from father to
son. Marwan, seeking to discredit c Abd al-Rahman
by casting reflections on his lack of both faith and
filial respect, cried out that this was he of whom it
was revealed: But he who had said to his parents,
"Fie upon you! Do you promise me that I shall be
brought out (of the grave) though the generations be
fore me have passed away?" 40 This was too much for
Aishah. She cried out loudly to Marwan: "Do you
indeed say this of c Abd al-Rahman? By Allah, you
lie! The verse does not refer to him. If you wish me
to name the person to whom the verse refers, I will
surely name him. But I bear witness that I heard the
Messenger of Allah curse your father while you were
yet in his loins; so that you yourself are included in
the curse of Allah." She was seemingly not content
with this outburst, for she is reported to have threat
ened to make a public attack on him on Friday (when
the mosque crowds are the largest). Marwan was
alarmed and later sought to pacify her with his apolo
gies, vowing that he would not lead in prayers until
she promised not to attack him, which promise he
eventually secured. 41
Later when in 56/675 Mu c awiyah himself came to
40 Surah 46:16; cf. Richard Bell, The Shif-'an (Edinburgh, 1939), II,
509 f.
41 cIqd,

979 f-

II, 303; Aghant, XVI, 94; Ibn al-Athir, III, 419

Isabah, II,
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Medina to work on the question of Yazid's succession,
he is said to have attempted in vain to bribe cAbd alRahman.42 Even then Mucawiyah knew him to be in
reality the least dangerous of his son's opponents,
since cAbd al-Rahman's reputation as a pleasureloving lady's man had not escaped the shrewd ca
liph.43 Nevertheless, cAbd al-Rahman's sudden death
may have simplified matters a little. The date of his
death is variously given as 53, 55, or 56. But since he
is also said to have died a year before Aishah, the last
date, which fits well with the above episode, is to be
preferred.44 Whether his passing-away had anything
to do with Aishah's friendly reception of Mucawiyah
when he interviewed her that same year in Medina in
connection with this question of succession is difficult
to say. She seems to have been informed that
Mucawiyah was thinking of taking drastic measures
against the leading opposers of his plan. So Aishah
first preached him an eloquent sermon, while
Mucawiyah insisted that he esteemed these men too
highly to kill them. Yet he complained to her of their
resistance and pointed out that he and others had
already taken the oath of allegiance to Yazld and that
he could not, therefore, revoke that accomplished act.
Aishah, no doubt realizing full well that Mucawiyah
was determined and prepared to carry out his plans,
43 Ifabah,

II, 980; Nawawl, p. 378.

43 Tabari,

II, 196 f.; DlnawarT, Akhbar al-Tiwal> ed. Vladimir Guirgass
(Leiden, 1888), pp. 238 f.; cf. above, pp. 89 f.
44

Isabahy II, 980 f.; Nawawl, p. 378; Aghani, XIV, 70.
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wisely counseled him to be patient and forbearing,
saying these opponents will then do what he desired. 4S
There is one other recorded incident of direct con
tact between Aishah and Mu c awiyah. This involved
the sale of Aishah's apartment adjoining the Mosque
of the Prophet. The purchaser is said to have been
Mu c awiyah, though others claim it was her nephew
c Abd

Allah,, who is again said to have "inherited" the

apartment from her. This confusion in the records is
due to overlooking the fact that Aishah had come to
own two of these mosque apartments, since Sawdah
(d. 54/674) willed her apartment to her. It is this sec
ond apartment that Aishah sold to Mu c awiyah for the
generous sum of 180,000 or 100,000 dirhams and the
right to use the property during her lifetime. 46 This
would still leave Aishah her own original apartment,
which was probably the one that c Abd Allah bought
for so large a sum in cash that it took five camels to
transport the purchase money.

He too allowed

Aishah the use of the property for her lifetime. 47
Lammens sees Mu c awiyah's purchase as "disguised
generosity." 48

c Abd

Allah, however, had no need to

disguise any generosity of his to his Aunt Aishah, who
continued to live in her apartment and turned it over
to him in her will. 4 ® The "sale," therefore, seems to
4* Ibn al-Athlr, III, 422; cf. Ibn Qutaibah (pseud.), Kitab al-Imamah
wa al-Siyasah (Cairo, s.a.), I, 133.
46 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 118; Caetani, Annali dell' Islam (10 vols.; Milan,
1905-26), I, 379, n. 1; cf. Abu Nucaim, II, 47, 49.
47 Ibn Sacd, loc. cii.
48 "Mocawia

Ier," op. cit., p. 138.

49 Ibn cAsakir,

VII, 400, 40a.
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have been something in the nature of outward com
petition with Mucawiyah. No date is specified for ei
ther sale, though they probably took place during
Mu^wiyah's last visit to Medina.
There does not seem to have been much of local
politics in Medina in which Aishah openly partici
pated. Her influence here was working through other
channels, of which more presently. There were, how
ever, a few occasions on which Aishah again came to
the fore. One of these was in connection with the
death of Hasan ibn CA1I, said to have taken place in
49, 50, or 51, but was probably in either 50 or 51, since
he died after the execution of Hujr ibn cAdI, for whose
death the year 50 is the earliest given.50 Hasan had
expressed in his last illness a wish to be buried with
his grandfather, the prophet Mohammed. Since the
latter was buried in Aishah's apartment, her consent
was felt necessary before Hasan's wish could mate
rialize. His brother Husain is credited with securing
this consent, so that, when Hasan did die, his body
was started on its funeral path to Mohammed's tomb.
The procession, however, was interrupted by Marwan ibn al-Hakam and Sacid ibn al-cAs (who was then
the governor of Medina) on the grounds that such a
burial would lead to civil war. It is easy enough to
understand why these two, representing Umayyad
interests, would oppose such a burial. For it would
tend to surround this son of CAH with the same halo
s° Tabarl, II, 143,144; III, 2323 f.; Ibn al-Athir, III, 383; Yacqubl, II,
267; cf. above, p. 193.
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that surrounded Mohammed, Abu Bakr, and c Umar,
all three of whose mortal remains rested in that hal
lowed spot in Aishah's house which itself was in the
sacred Mosque of the Prophet. But it is difficult to
see Aishah in the first place granting her permission
for such a burial. Another version of the episode
seems to be more in keeping with Aishah's general
outlook. According to this, Aishah, riding a gray shemule, came out to meet the funeral procession pro
testing: "This is my house. I do not grant permission
to anyone (to be buried) in it." There were some dis
turbances among the record crowd gathered and fear
of even worse. Aishah's young nephew Qasim, the son
of Mohammed ibn Abi Bakr, came to her and said,
"O Aunt, we have not washed our heads (that is, done
with or recovered) from the Battle of the Red Camel,
do you wish to have people speak of the Battle of the
Gray Mule?" So she returned to her home. Present
ly, thanks to Marwan and Sa c Id, the funeral proces
sion headed for the Moslem cemetery of BaqI c . SI
Another public incident at Medina in which Aishah
figured prominently was again a funeral, this time
that of Sa c d ibn Abi Waqqas, the prominent Com
panion who had refused to take any part in the civil
wars, and one who held Aishah responsible in part for
the death of c Uthman. 52 But in his case, too, as in the
case of cAlI and Mu c awiyah, Aishah was seemingly
willing to forget the past. Sa c d died most probably in
Yacqubi, II, 267; Ibn al-Athlr, III, 383.
s* Cf. above, p. 167.
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55, at a place some seven to ten miles out of Medina,
but his body was brought to the city for burial.53
Aishah and the rest of Mohammed's widows asked
Sacd's relatives to bring the bier to the mosque so that
they could pray over it. This was done. The deed,
however, roused some criticism, and some objected to
taking the corpse to the mosque. Aishah rebuked the
objectors and reminded them that Mohammed him
self had prayed in the mosque over the corpse of one
of the Companions.54
On a third occasion, Aishah intervened to insure
the just disposition of the estate of her "sister"
§afiyah (d. 50 or 52/670 or 672). This widow of Mo
hammed had willed a third of her large estate to her
nephew. But, because the latter was a Jew, there
were those who wished to nullify the bequest. Aishah,
on being appealed to, sent word to the objectors to
honor the will. This the objectors did.55 Perhaps they
were touched by her loyalty to the wishes of a former
rival, who had furthermore opposed her in the affair
of 'Uthman.56
Though Aishah's political influence suffered a se
vere setback in the period under consideration, yet
her general position in the Islamic community at
large came, in time, to acquire a dignity compatible
with her privileged relationship to Mohammed, her
own active mind and wide experience, and the respect
« Cf. Nawawi, p. 276; I$abahy II, 162 f.
w Ibn Sacd, III*, 104 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 169; $ifat al-§afwah> I, 140.
*s Ibn Sacd, VIII, 92.

Cf. above, p. 122.
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due her advanced age. Men and women of all classes
came from far and near to this Mother of the Be
lievers to listen, to inquire, and to be guided. Humble
men came to ask for her prayers or for her advice on
some personal matter, domestic or financial.57 Dis
tinguished men sought her advice58 or her company,59
while the men of Quraish made a special point of call
ing on her during her visits to Mecca.60 Women came
to hear her traditions or to seek a solution of some
perplexing family problem61 or even to ask for instruc
tion on proper feminine attire and the use of cos
metics.62
It is not surprising, therefore, that the long list of
names of those who heard and transmitted traditions
from her includes those of some of the foremost of
early Moslem traditionists.63 She herself ranks with
such leading traditionists of the school of Medina as
Abu Hurairah, Ibn cUmar, and Ibn al-cAbbas. She is
credited with 2,210 traditions, of which 1,210 are said
to have been reported direct from Mohammed.64
While she may not have been above putting words in
57 Aghaniy XXI, 276; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 246; Baidawl, Anwar al-Tanzil
.. . . , ed. Fleischer (2 vols.; Lipsiae, 1846-48), I, 100.

s8 Ibn Sacd, VI, 49, 202.
60Ibid.,?' 218; cf.

59 Ibid.y V, 341 f., 329.

Yaqut,Mucjam al-Buldan

(Geog.Diet,),ed. Wiisten-

feld (6 voli.; Leipzig, 1924), II, 228.
Ibn Sacd, VIII, 358; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 272.
62 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 49 f., 352, 358; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 210.

63 Cf.

Ifabah, IV, 694 f.; Nawawl, p. 849.

6<

Nawawl, p. 849; cf. Lammens, "Moc&wia Ier," MFOB, III, 208 f.
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Mohammed's mouth when something she deemed im
portant was at stake, the greater probability is that
later others, to suit their own purposes, put words
into her mouth, as they did into the mouths of most of
the other leading Companions. That the informed
Moslem world was aware of this fruitful source of
fabricated traditions is clearly indicated by the ac
tions of the master-compilers of Islamic traditions—
Bukharl and Muslim—who threw overboard a large
proportion of the enormous body of traditions they
found in circulation. In Aishah's case, for instance,
the two accepted as authentic only 174 of the 1,210
traditions she was said to have received direct from
Mohammed, while an additional 54 and 68 were ac
cepted separately by Bukhari and Muslim, respec
tively. 65
No doubt the great majority of questions put to
Aishah dealt with the supposed utterances of Mo
hammed and with the details of his life both public
and private. It is instructive to note that those inter
ested frequently used Aishah and her closest harem
rival in the matter of traditions, Umm Salamah, as a
check on and a source of verification of the other's
pronouncements. 66 No doubt these two Mothers of
the Believers had many an occasion to supplement, if
not indeed to contradict, each other's words, particu
larly where cAlI and the members of his family were
6$ Nawawl, p. 849; cf. Ibn Hanbal, VI, 29-282, for her musnad, or col
lection of traditions attributed to her.
66

Cf. Ibn Hanbal, VI, 296, 299, 301, 311, and above, pp. i87f.
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involved, since Umm Salamah was decidedly and con
sistently pro- c Al!d. On such occasions those inter
ested used their own judgments or followed their own
inclinations in giving preference to the version of one
or the other of the two. There were, however, many
matters on which their reports agreed. In the face of
such agreement even Abu Hurairah could do no less
than concede their superior knowledge, 67 while Ibn
al- c Abbas had to act in accordance with their deci
sion. 68 There were, of course, occasions when Aishah
alone either took it upon herself or else was called on
to confirm or deny traditions repeated by others. She,
on one occasion, corrected Ibn c Umar, who accepted
the correction in silence. 69 This same Ibn c Umar once
led his fellow-traditionist, Abu Hurairah, by the hand
to Aishah to seek her confirmation or denial of a tra
dition transmitted by the latter. She, on that occa
sion, confirmed the tradition reported by Abu Hu
rairah. 70 But on another she accused him of repeat
ing what he had indeed not heard, whereupon Abu
Hurairah replied that, while he sought traditions, she
busied herself with her toilet. 71
Aishah was no doubt familiar with many a revela
tion of Mohammed, particularly those that had any
bearing on the harem. The claim, however, that she
67 Ibn
68

Hanbal, VI, 312.

Nawawl, p. 387.

69 Ibn Hanbal, VI, 55; Bukharl, $ahth ed. Krehl (4 vols.; Leiden,
y
1862-1908), I, 443 f.; Tabari, I, 1765 f.
70 Ibn

Sacd, IVa, 57 f.

71 Ibid.,

IIa, 119; Ifabah, IV, 394.
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had memorized all his revelations—that is, the entire
Qur'an—during his lifetime is an attempt of later
enthusiasts to add to the religious and intellectual
stature of the by then sacred Aishah, who in her life
time never learned to write, though she could, it is
stated, read.72 There are some traditions, originating
with Aishah herself, that indicate a limited knowledge
on her part of the Qur'anic text in this period of her
life. In relating the story of the scandal about her and
the young §afwan, she reported how she misquoted a
Qur'anic verse and added by way of an explanation
of her error of omission that she was then but a young
girl and had not yet read or recited much of the
Qur3an.73 On another occasion she stated how they
(i.e., the women in the harem) used to observe the
regulations imposed by a new revelation without,
however, memorizing its text.74 The very few occa
sions on which Aishah is reported to have made some
slight corrections in the cUthmanic text7S is in keeping
with these statements of hers. There are, on the other
hand, ample indications that later Aishah, like
72 Baladhuri,

Futuh, p. 472.

73

Bukhari, III, 107; WaqidI, Kitab al-Maghazi, trans. Wellhausen
(Berlin, 1882), p. 187; cf. above, p. 35.
74 cIqd
7*

y

I, 209.

Ibn Hanbal, VI, 73, 95, 178; DanI, Muqnic> ed. Otto Pretzl (Istan
bul, 1932), pp. 126-29; Noldeke et al.y Geschichte des Qorans (2d ed.;
Leiden, 1937), II, 47, 53 f., 163 (n. 2); Igndcz Goldziher, Die Richtungen
der islamischen Koranauslegung (Leiden, 1920), pp. 14, 27, 32, 35, 50
(n. 2); Jeffery, Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur^an (Leiden,
1937), PP. 231-33 and, for Arabic text, pp. 83-85.
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Hafsah and Umm Salamah, had her own copy or
copies of the Qui°anic text—presumably the standard
cUthmanic text.76 That she was familiar with a good
deal, if not all, of its contents is to be deduced from
her ready citation of Qur'anic verses both in her pub
lic speeches and in her private conversations.
Aishah's excellent memory stood her in good stead
also in the field of poetry, as has been shown in con
nection with many an incident recorded above.
Though no creative poetess herself, she nevertheless
had the true Arab's passion for that nation's then
favorite mode of literary expression. Her familiarity
with the nation's storehouse of poetry and her ready
use of it excited the admiration of her listeners.77 It
was no doubt a factor in that eloquence for which she
was so widely famed.78 She seems, likewise, to have
absorbed and retained much of her father's knowl
edge of Arab history and genealogy.79 Among her in
tellectual gifts were included also some practical
knowledge of medicine80 and astronomy.81
These sizable gifts helped Aishah to create and
maintain for herself a unique position in the Islamic
76 See

references in preceding note.

" Cf., e.g., Aghani, III, I3 ;XV, 141;c/^, 1,105,232; Itfbah, IV,693;
§ifat al-$afwahy II, 16.
78 Cf.

above, p. 184.

79 $ifat

al-$afwah, II, 16; Abu Nucaim, II, 49 f.; cf. Bukharl, III, 427,
for her discourse on pre-Islamic marriage customs.
80 See
81

preceding note and I^abah^ IV, 693.

Aghani^ X, 60; see below, p.

208.
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community. Her effective use of them laid the foun
dation for a series of progressively exaggerated esti
mates of her intellectual abilities. Orthodox Islam
conceded her first the honor of being superior in
knowledge to any other Mother of the Believers and
then to all of them collectively. Soon her great knowl
edge was reported to have exceeded that of all other
women put together. Finally she came to be consid
ered among the wisest and most knowing of all
people.82
II
Aishah's considerable public activities of this pe
riod were not allowed to crowd out her active interest
in the affairs of the different members of the family of
Abu Bakr. Despite a few family quarrels and some
differences of opinion, she continued to watch out for
their general welfare and personal happiness at the
same time that she stood ready to defend any one of
her brothers or sisters, nephews or nieces, against any
sort of attack from without.
Already related is the part that Aishah played in
preventing the marriage of her young sister, Umm
Kulthum, to the caliph cUmar.83 It was most prob
ably she who eventually arranged this sister's mar
riage to Talhah. After the latter's fall in the Battle of
the Camel, Aishah once more took the now widowed
8a

I$abah> IV, 692 f.; §ifat al-$afwah, II, 15 f.; Abu Nucaim, II, 49 f.

83 See

above, pp. 91-93.
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Umm Kulthum under her protective wing. Umm
Kulthum later remarried, but the sisterly bond be
tween the two continued strong enough for her to
comply with Aishah's request to suckle a grandson
of c Umar so as to make of him a foster-relative who
could, therefore, visit Aishah freely. 84
Aishah's interest extended to the children of Umm
Kulthum and Talhah. She watched over the proper
conduct of their youthful son, Zakariya, 85 and came
to the rescue of their daughter—and her own name
sake—Aishah. This younger Aishah resembled her
distinguished aunt in more than one respect. Unham
pered by the restrictions placed upon the older
Aishah as Mother of the Believers, this Aishah bint
Talhah lived a high life and achieved distinction in
the brilliant social circles of her day. For it was she
who competed with Sukainah, the granddaughter of
C A1I, for the first social position of the Meccan aristoc
racy. Both women were wealthy in their own right
and both freely patronized the singers and poets of
that still gay period in early Islam. Their admiring
contemporaries, perhaps not wishing to play favor
ites, came to refer to the two rival women as the "two
pearls of Quraish." 86 These beautiful and brilliant so
ciety ladies were much sought after in marriage. It
was one of the distinctions of Mus c ab ibn al-Zubair,
84 Ibn

Sacd, VIII, 338 f.; cf. above, pp.

27-29.

*s Ibn Sacd, VIII, 99, 33*86 Ibn Khallikan, II, 200; cf. Abbott, "Women and the State in Early
Islam," JNES, I (1942), 347 f-> 351. 3^3 f•
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full brother to cAbd Allah and, therefore, nephew and
first cousin to the elder and younger Aishah, respec
tively, that he won both Sukainah and Aishah to
wife.87
The elder Aishah had arranged her young niece's
first marriage to the girl's cousin, cAbd Allah, the son
of cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abl Bakr. This marriage,
however, does not seem to have been a happy one, for
at one time the two separated, and the younger
Aishah went to live with her aunt, who disapproved
of these doings and four months later brought about a
reconciliation between the young couple.88 It was this
niece who in later years attributed her own remark
able knowledge of the stars to the instruction of her
Aunt Aishah.89
It seems to have been Aishah's policy to arrange
marriages between her nieces and nephews. For again
it was she who, in the absence of her brother, cAbd
al-Rahman, arranged for the marriage of his daughter
Hafsah to Mundhir, son of Zubair and Asma bint Abl
Bakr. cAbd al-Rahman, on his return, resented
Aishah's action, though the arrangement was al
lowed to stand.90
Aishah and cAbd al-Rahman had another family
quarrel. This was over the matter of the care and
rearing of the orphaned children of their murdered
87Baladhuri,

103

f.,

88 Aghani,

90

Ansab, V (Jerusalem,

1936), 282-85, 345;

Aghani, III,

122, 170-72.

Ibn

** Ibid.,

X, 56.

Sacd,

VIII,

344;

p. 60.

Malik, MuwaftSP (Cairo, A.H.

1339),

II,

37

f.
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brother Mohammed. cAbd al-Rahman, who was on
the scene when Mohammed was murdered, was able
to rescue the latter's children—a boy named Qasim
and a girl, Quraibah—and to take them with him
from Egypt to Medina. Both cAbd al-Rahman and
Aishah wished to keep the youngsters. Aishah won
out, but the incident created a strained situation be
tween her and her brother. As Qasim later told the
story, Aishah's motive in this case was her determina
tion to spare the helpless children any possible illtreatment at the hands of any of the several wives of
c Abd al-Rahman. Qasim bore loving and grateful tes
timony to the care and affection that Aunt Aishah
lavished on him and his sister. When the children
were grown and able to help themselves, she yielded
them to cAbd al-Rahman.91
c Abd al-Rahman died suddenly and away from
home, but not far from Mecca, to which city he was
taken for burial. Here came Aishah to mourn in the
words of the poet at the tomb of her oldest, though
last-surviving, and only full brother.92
References have already been made to numerous
incidents testifying to the close relationship that ex
isted between Aishah and her nephew cAbd Allah ibn
al-Zubair. However, there is recorded one instance of
a serious rift between them. The reason for this was
financial, though its exact nature is not easy to deter91 Aghanl, XXI, 14 f.; for the girl's name cf. SuyutI, Lub al-Albab, ed.
Veth (Lugduni Batavorum, 1840), p. 206.
92 Aghanl^

XIV, 70; I§abah, II, 980 f.
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mine. It seems that Aishah either disposed of some
property or funds as gifts or allowances or else sold
some of her property (to Mucawiyah?)93 under cir
cumstances that either displeased or alarmed cAbd
Allah. He, on hearing of the transaction, is reported
to have said that he would certainly have to prohibit
these activities of Aishah if she herself did not cease
from them. His words were carried to Aishah, who in
turn swore not to speak to cAbd Allah as long as she
lived. A considerable length of time passed; but
Aishah still insisted on keeping her oath. She turned
down all pleas on behalf of cAbd Allah, whom she re
fused to see. Finally, aided by some friends, he gained
access to her presence by a ruse. These peacemaking
friends, together with cAbd Allah, presented them
selves before her apartment and asked to see her. She
bid them to enter. "All of us?" they asked.
"Yes, all of you," said Aishah, not suspecting cAbd
Allah's presence. Brought together again, there was
much tearful pleading to end the unhappy affair.
Aishah finally yielded. But in speaking to cAbd Allah
she broke the oath she had formerly taken; to ease her
conscience on that score, she manumitted forty
slaves.94
These references to probable sales of property exe
cuted by Aishah may indicate that she traded in real
estate, though on what scale it would be hard to say.
M See

above, pp. 197 f.

Bukharl, IV, 129 f.; Ibn Hanbal, IV, 327 f.; Abu Nucaim, II, 49;
$ifat al-$afwahy II, 14; cf. Bukharl, I, 383.
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There are also some references to her trading in
slaves. But again it is difficult to say if this was only
for her domestic needs or primarily for profit, as some
seem to think.95 For, in carrying on a business of her
own, Aishah would be doing no more and no less than
many an aristocratic Arab woman of her day. How
ever, the forty slaves she is said to have freed in the
above incident were bought expressly for that occa
sion.96 Again the number forty may be a later exag
geration aimed at increasing Aishah's reputation for
piety and good deeds, since the liberation of a slave
was considered a great merit. Aishah, while yet a
young wife to Mohammed, indulged on several occa
sions in this form of charity.97 There were also in
stances where she promised her personal slaves their
freedom following her own death.98 A curious story is
told of how a girl slave who was so promised her free
dom cast a death spell over Aishah so as to hasten the
day of her own liberation. A "doctor" visiting in Me
dina pronounced the sick Aishah not really sick but
certainly bewitched. The slave confessed. The gen
erous Aishah took no other step against her than to
order her sold and replaced by another.99
Aside from Aishah's political, domestic, and busi9*

E.g., Dermenghem, Life of Mahomet, trans. Arabella Yorke (London,
p. 286, where, however, his sources are not mentioned.

I93°),

96 Abu
97

Nucaim, II, 49.

Bukhari, I, 29 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 135; Ibn al-Athir, II, 209, 266.

98 E.g.,
99 Ibn

Ibn Sacd, V, 218; VIII, 53.

Hanbal, VI, 40; but see Dermenghem, op, cit.y p. 286.
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ness affairs, what, one may ask, was the color or tone
of her own inner life in this period? Many are the
references in the traditions to her God-fearing and
prayerful life, as seen in both her acts and her words.
She was given, it seems, to the tearful reading of the
Qur'an and to long periods of fasting and prayers.100
She is credited, for instance, with a statement which
is freely interpreted to mean that it matters not if one
is blamed or praised, for what really counts is whether
one is himself blame- or praiseworthy.101 Or, again,
asked when a man is a sinner, she is said to have re
plied, "When he supposes that he is righteous."102
Equally numerous are the traditions that bear wit
ness to the almost ascetic simplicity of her life. Not a
few add or imply that she could not bear to live in
comfort, let alone luxury, as long as she remembered
the hardships and poverty of Mohammed's life103 or
recalled his personal advice to her to content herself
with little of this world's goods—a traveler's provi
sions and old clothes—and to beware of the company
of the wealthy.104 She, therefore, wore patched
clothes and on occasion rebuked the Companions of
the prophet for their high living and extravagant attire.,os Her own resources, which were varied in
100 E.g.,

$ifat al-$afwah, V, 14 f.; Abu Nucaim, II, 47-49.

10lCIqd

I, 221; II, 89.

y

103 Cf.

Margaret Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad (London, 1935),
PP. 137, *73.
I0*

E.g., Ibn Sacd, Ia, 114.

10*

Ibid., VIII, 52 f.

I0*

Ibid., Ia, 117 f.; cIqd, I, 394.
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source and considerable in size, she is said to have dis
persed largely in charity.106 But similar stories of such
extravagant charity are told also of some of the other
Mothers of the Believers.107 At any rate, with Aishah,
charity began at home; and "home" to her included
her paternal and maternal clans.108 Her nephew cAbd
Allah ibn al-Zubair, who was, as has already been
seen, also her "son" and "heir," is said to have con
trasted the manner of her great liberality with that of
his likewise generous mother, Asma. The latter lost
no time in distributing what was ready to hand.
Aishah, on the other hand, accumulated what she re
ceived into large quantities or sums before she dis
tributed them to good advantage.109
But careful examination of all the sources leads one
to conclude that Aishah neither stinted herself on
worldly goods nor allowed her piety to curtail her so
cial freedom. Wisely, she took the middle path of life
and observed, for the most part, the accepted proprie
ties. She was, thus, neither as "progressive" as, for
instance, her own niece Aishah, nor as "conservative"
as her "sister" Umm Salamah. Starting with the ob
vious temperance and moderation of this period of her
life, the Moslem traditions came in time to draw a
picture of an ascetic and devout Aishah whose guid
ing principle in life was to live in the faith, hope for its
«* E.g., Ibn Sacd, VIII, 4J f., 118.
107 Ibid.,

pp. 46, 77 f.; Ibn Hanbal, VI, 121.

108

See, e.g., Tabari, I, 3096.

109

Nawawl, p. 824; §ifat al-§afwahy II, 31.
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rewards, and practice freely its charities. She accord
ingly came to be ranked high not only among the
sages but also among the saints of orthodox Islam."0
But what of Aishah's own pride in herself or of her
final estimate of the worth-whileness of her life? The
traditions list, as a rule, ten privileges which she
claimed distinguished her from the rest of Moham
med's wives, and on which she is said to have openly
and freely prided herself. These were that she was the
only virgin wife of Mohammed; that both her parents
were emigrants; that Allah himself had declared her
innocence; that Gabriel had revealed her likeness to
Mohammed and instructed him to marry her; that
she had washed in the same vessel as did Mohammed;
that Mohammed had prayed in her company; that he
had received his revelations in her presence; that he
had died in her arms; that he had passed away on the
night allotted to her; and that he was buried in her
house.111 She is also said to have prided herself on
being the best beloved of Mohammed, the well-born
and trustworthy daughter of the trustworthy Abu
Bakr, and on being one who was promised (by Allah)
forgiveness and reward.1"
The points, then, in which Aishah took special per
sonal pride were such as were hers by virtue of either
110 Cf., e.g., Abu Nucaim, II, 43 ff.; $ifat al-$afwah> II, 14 f.; see also
Margaret Smith, Rabica the Mystic and Her Fellow Saints in Islam
(Cambridge, 1928), p. 4.
111

Ibn Sacd, VIII, 43 f.; I$abah> IV, 694.

1X31fabahy

IV, 694; Nawawl, p. 849.
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her birth, the love of Mohammed, or the grace of
Allah. Furthermore, they refer, for the most part, to
that earlier and by far the happiest part of her life as
the young and beloved wife of Mohammed. If
Aishah, in retrospect, took any personal pride in the
momentous undertaking of the second and stormy
period of her career, or if she derived any real satisfac
tion from this third and twilight period of her life,
then the orthodox traditions have passed over these
facts in silence.
As her last illness (nature not stated) overtook her,
Aishah realized that the end was at hand, and she
would not be persuaded otherwise.113 She gave a few
directions regarding some details of her funeral.
There were some who spoke of burying her in her own
apartment near Mohammed, This Aishah expressly
forbade, saying she wished instead to be buried with
the rest of her "sisters."114 Her reasons for not wish
ing to be placed near Mohammed are stated in gen
eral and vague terms. According to some, it seems
that Aishah felt she had lost in the qualities of purity
or righteousness since Mohammed's own departure."5
According to others, her reason was that she had
originated an evil innovation after him116—which
could be interpreted as referring to the civil war with
"3 Ibn Sacd, VIII, 53.
"•> Ibn Qutaibah, Kitab al-Macarif, ed. Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, 1850),
p. 66; r-Iqd, II, 283.
1,5

Ibn Qutaibah, Mararif, p. 66; Ibn Sacd, VIII, 51.

"('zIqd,

II, 283.
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cAli.

According to still others, she shrank from being
considered as of great purity or righteousness"7—as
burial near the prophet would imply. Taking the col
lective evidence of these traditions, the dying Aishah
is seen as one who was aware of her shortcomings, sin
cerely regretted them, and sought, above all things,
to escape the great sin of self-righteousness."8
As one reads the various accounts of her illness and
death, one is struck by the absence of any joyous note
of spiritual victory or of heavenly anticipation. In
formed that cAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas asked permis
sion to see her, she replied that she had no need of
either him or his praises. Urged by one or more of her
nephews to let this righteous "son" take earthly leave
of her, she reluctantly received him. In his efforts to
comfort her, Ibn al-cAbbas enumerated several of the
ten or more of her distinctions already referred to,
pointed out how Allah had used various incidents of
her life for the benefit of the believers, and dwelt on
her approaching reunion with Mohammed. Her re
sponse was to wish she had sunk or could sink into
complete oblivion."' Some traditionists leave this
dismal note out,"0 while others seek to explain its sev
eral variations by seeing in them Aishah's way of
repentance."1 Some of these variations are that she
wished she were a leaf or a tree uttering praises and so
111 Bukhari,

IV, 434.

118 Cf.

above,

p. 212.

"»Ibn Sacd, VIII, 51 f.; Ibn Hanbal, I, 276, 349; Bukhari, III,
"» Bukhari, III, 297 f.

111 Ibn

Sacd,

VIII, 51.

297

f.
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fulfilling its obligation; or that she were a plant of the
plants of the earth and not anything remembered; or,
again, that she were a stone or a lump of clay."1 Then
there are the versions that report her as saying that
she wished Allah had not created her as anything at
all or that she wished she had not been created."3
That is, the dying Aishah wished she had never been
born. Did this pathetic last wish of the beloved of
Mohammed and the Mother of the Believers spring
indeed from a deep and religious sense of her own
unworthiness as the traditions that paint her also as
sage and saint would seem to imply? Or did it not,
instead, well up from a weary soul tragically dis
appointed in life?
Aishah passed away on Tuesday, the seventeenth
of Ramadan, of the Year 58 (July 13, 678),"4 aged
some sixty-four years. Of the widows of Mohammed,
she was survived by Umm Salamah, and perhaps also
by Maimunah."5 Her burial, which took place that
night, was attended by one of the largest and most
impressive crowds ever gathered until then in the
City of the Prophet. Abu Hurairah, then acting gov
ernor of Medina, pronounced the last prayers over the
body. Her "son," cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair, and his
brother, cUrwah, were among the nephews and grandnephews that performed the last rites of the chief
mourners at the grave. She was laid to her final rest,
133 Ibid.
"s Abu

"3
Nu c aim,

I$abah, IV, 795.

Ibid., pp. 51 f.

II, 44; Tabarl,

Cf.

EI, I, 217.

2437 fF., esp. pp. 2444 and 2453 f.;
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there in the company of her departed "sisters," in the
cemetery of Baqlc.126
Ill
Aishah's dying wish for complete oblivion was not
one to be granted her. Down through the centuries
the orthodox Sunni Moslems have continued to sing
her praises and to honor her memory, at the same
time that heterodox sects, particularly Shlcites or fol
lowers of CA1I, have continued to invoke public curses
on her in the company of the distinguished trio—Abu
Bakr, cUmar, and cUthman. The West, in general,
has shown a mild interest in her romantic relationship
to Mohammed. Orientalists, who have paid her some
what closer attention, have at times classed her with
the Agrippinas and Elizabeths of history.127 Today
she bids fair to live anew, perhaps even more vividly
than she has ever lived before, in the hearts and minds
of an ever increasing number of men and women of
East and West.
IbnSacd, VIII, 53 f.
Cf. D. S. Margoliouth, Mohammed and the Rise of Islam (London,
1927). P- 45°-
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Aghani, 26, 93
Agrippina, 218
Ahi al-bait, 15, 114, 139
Abmad of Erzerum, xi
Afcnaf ibn Qais, 150, 161
Aishah
and Abu Bakr
approves administration of,
86, 125
on election of, 103-4
intrigues for, 69-80
intrusted with family welfare
by, 85-86, 90-91
provided for by, 85
rebuked by, 2, 8, 55, 70
and "the slander," 32, 34-36
and CA1I
defeated at Battle of Camel
by, 158-63
defeats Basran governor of,
142-49
loses Kufans to, 149-51
marches against, 137-42
mourns death of, 182-83
organizes opposition to, 12837
prefers cUthman to, 102-4
receives peace mission of,
155-56
reconciliation with, 163-66,
177, 182-83
resentment against, 33, 3738, 47
betrothed to Jubair, 3

birth of, 1
burial of, 217-18
charities of, 211, 213
conservatism of, 93, 213
description of, 24, 31, 146
and the elective council, 100-102
eloquence of, 183, 196, 203-5
guards family welfare, 87-88,
92-93, 102, 180-81, 195, 20610, 213
hopes for election of Talfrah, 125
illness and death of, 214-17
jealous nature of, 14, 18-19, 29,
32-33, 44-45,49-51, 63-65, 72
keeps self informed, 97
and Mohammed
best beloved of, 41, 48, 71, 95,
«4
burial of, in her apartment,
69, 86, 100, 198-99
chooses to remain with, 56
cursed by, 19-20
designated Umm cAbd Allah
by, 64-65
devoted to, 67-69
and harem crisis, 48-55
influence on, vii-viii, 69-80
marriage to, 3-6
not buried with, 215-16
pleads for §afiyah with, 42-43
rebuked for jealousy by, 48,63
and "the slander," 29-38
virgin wife of, 65, 214
see also Mohammed
the Mother of the Believers, 96
and Mucawiyah
addresses rebuke to, 183, 190,
193
exchange of gifts between,
183-90, 199
influence courted by, 166-67,
183, 186-87
lirfiited early co-operation be-
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tween, 135-38, 156, 169-70,
173
and murder of Mohammed
ibn Abl Bakr, 179-81
neutral in war between cAlI
and,177-79
sells property to, 197-98
and succession of Yazld, 19396

plot on life of, 151
and the Qur^an, 203-5
reasons for political defeat of,
173-76
speeches of, 86, 131, 146, 157,
182-83
as trader, 210-11
as traditionist, 97-98, 201-3
and cUmar
approves of, 96-97
co-operates with, 86-87, 9194, 96, 102
demands property from, 87
on election of, 83-84
permits burial of, in her apart
ment, 100
placed at head of state pen
sion by, 95-96, 105
refuses Umm Kulthum to,
91-93
and cUthman
accompanied on pilgrimage
by, 105
asserts innocence of murder of,
132, 165-72
condemns murder of, 122,
130-32, 146, 168, 172
criticism of, 105-12, 121, 132
demands revenge for, 129-32,
138, 145-46, 168, 173, 183
on election of, 102-4
joins opposition to, 109-10
refuses last appeal of, 123-25
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supports cUthmanic legend,
185-87
Aishah bintTalljah, 24, 207-8, 213
CA1I

ibn Abl Talib, 15, 113, 132,
144, 174,188, 190-91, 216
and Aishah; see Aishah
appoints Mohammed ibn Abl
Bakr governor of Egypt, 179
at the Battle of the Camel, 158—
62
delays oath of allegiance to Abu
Bakr, 84
deposes cUthman's governors,

133-34
election of, 127-28, 130
marches against rebels, 140,14748

and Mucawiyah, 133-40,168-70,
177-78
murder of, 182-83
and murder of cUthman, 126,
133-34, 167, 170
protests to Mohammed, 47-78
and the regicides, 133, 155, 158,
173-74 ^
rejects arbitration, 168
rivalry with Talbah and Zubair,
e 125-27, 145, 150
rivalry withcUthman, 100, 1024,118-20, 122, 125-27
seeks support of Abu Musa, 15154, 168, 178-79
sets peace move afoot, 154-56
and the succession to Moham
med, 76-77, 81-84, 185
cAlIds, 114-15. 130, 139, 170-71,
183; see also Shicah and
Shlcites
Allah, 4-5, 14, 17-20, 33, 35-38,
40, 43, 48, 50, 55-57, 59-6o,
123,140,169,193,195,214-16
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cAmmar

ibn Yasir, 107-8, no,
116-17, 152-53, 162, 166, 178
cAmr ibn al-cAs, 92, 108, 115, 136,
168-70, 172, 178-79
Andrae, Tor, 18, 61
Ansar (helpers), 6, 54
cAqrabah, Battle of, 90
Arabia, 1, 18, 22, 141
Arabs, ix, 27-28, 82-83, 109, 143,
210
Arbitration (between cAlI and
Mucawiyah), 168, 178, 186
c
Ash ari; see Abu Musa
Ashtar, 112, 122, 127, 151, 154,
158, 160, 166, 180
cAskar (Aishah's camel), 141, 15861, 166
Asma bint Abl Bakr, 5, 64, 208
Asma bint Nucman, 62-63
Asma bintcUmais, 113-15, 180
cAtikah bint Zaid, 87-89
Aws, tribe of, 34
Aws ibn Khawlayy, 54
Azariqah, 167
Azd, tribe of, 150
Badr, Battle of, 6, 9, 12, 90, 129
Bahrain, 85
Baidawl, 16
Baladhuri, 10, 68
Banu cAdi, 160
Banu Dabbah, 160
Banu Hashim, vii; see also Hashimites
Banu Makhzum, vii, 105, 107; see
also Makhzumites
Banu Mughlrah, 13

Banu Mustaliq, 27, 30
Banu Nadir, 38
Banu Quarizah, 38
Banu Umayyah, vii, 104-5; see
also Umayyids
Banu Zubair, 167
Baqlc, cemetery of, 100, 199, 218
Barlrah, 33
Ba§rah, 106, 128, 133-34, 137-38,
140-41, 144-51, 155-57, 162,
164-65, 173, 183, 189-91, 193
Basrans, 146, 149-50, 157-58, 172
Bell, Richard, 37
Boyes, Watson, xi
Brocklemann, 74
Buhl, 30
Bukharl, 2, 202
Byzantine, 116, 195
Caetani, x, 6, 70
Camel, Battle of, 70, 115, 118,
158-63, 168-73, 175, *94> 199,
206
Casanova, x
Chinese, ix
Christianity, Western, 17
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, 19
Copts, 39, 50-51,116
Dajjaly 11-12
Damascus, 89, 135
Damirl, 180
DanI, 204
Dar al-maly 101
"Day of Weeping," 138
Delia Vida, 102,118
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Dermenghem, 32
Dhat cIrq, 138, 142
Dhu Qar, 1 54
Dlnawarl, 126
Egypt, 39, 113, H5-2I, i79-8o,
209
Egyptians, 117, 119, 124-27, 129,
136
Elizabeth, 218
Euphrates, 154
Fakhrty 126
Fatimah, 5, 15, 46-48, 77, 84, 92,
138-39
Folsom, Harriet Amelia, 19
Foster-relationship, 1, 27-29, 207
Fustat, 117
Gabriel, 214
Gait, Caroline Morris, 25
Ghassanid, 51, 54
Goldziher, x, 204
Habashah (Abyssinians), 8
Hafsah bint cAbd al-Ra^man, 208
IJafsah bint cUmar, 9-12, 26, 4142, 44, 50-54, 63, 77. 96, 138,
205
Haikal, Muhammad IJusain, 16
Hale, Emma, 19
Hamnah bint Jafcsh, 32, 37
IJamran ibn Aban, 106
Harem life, 66-67; see also Mar
riage, Mohammed, Polygamy
Harun al-Rashld, 75
IJasan ibn CA1I, 152, 183, 188, 198
Hashimites, 82
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IJassan ibn Thabit, 32, 37, 73
5au3ab, 143-44
Hijab (seclusion), 20-29, 41, 49>
174
Hijaz, 94, 118, 134, 156, 165, 194
Wr, 131
Hijrah (Flight of Mohammed),
viii, 4-5
Hind, wife of Abu Sufyan, 174
Hind bint Abl Umayyah; see Umm
Sal am ah
Hirschfeld, 37
Hisham ibn cUtbah, 112
Hisham ibn al-Walld, 108
IJudaibiyah, Treaty of, 40, 90
Hudhaifah ibn al-Yaman, 113
Hujr ibn cAdT, 190-93, 198
Husain ibn CA1I, 89, 194, 198
Ibn al-cAbbas; see cAbd Allah
Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, 63
Ibn Abi Sarb, 108-9, II5~I7> 120
Ibn Abl Shaibah, 75
Ibn cAmir, 133, 137, i44"45, H8
Ibn al-cArabI, 172
Ibn cAsakir, 65
Ibn al-Athlr, 87, 181
Ibn IJajar, 3
Ibn IJanbal, 1
Ibn Hisham, 1
Ibn al-Jarrafc; see Abu cUbaidah
Ibn al-jauzl, 107
Ibn Khallikan, 160
Ibn Manzur, 33
Ibn Mascud, 109-10
Ibn Qutaibah, 197, 215
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Ibn Sacd, i
Ibn TaghribirdI, 116
Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, 126
Ibn cUmar; see cAbl Allah
Ibn al-Zubair; see cAbd Allah
Ibrahim, son of Mohammed, 39
Indians, ix
cIqd, 63
cIraq, 115, i47"49, 156
I$abah,3
Jacfar ibn Abl Talib, 72, 113-14
Jeffery, 204
Jews, 19, 38-39, 42-43, 94, 200
Jinn, 20
Jubair ibn Mutcam, 3
Juhainah, tribe of, 170
Juwairiyah bint al-Harith, 26-27,
29, 38, 42-43, 95
Kacb ibn Sur, 147-50,155,158-59,
171
Kacbah, 48, 156
Kami I, 97
Karbala, Battle of, 89
Khadijah, vii-viii, 1-2, 4, 16, 48,
61, 176
Khaibar, 39, 42, 94
Khalid ibn al-Walld, 40,54,90,108
Khandaq, Battle of the, 58
Kharijites (Seceders), 167
Khawlah bint IJaklm (Moham
med's aunt), 2-4
Khazraj, tribe of, 34
Kkuraibah, 157
Kinanah, 39
Kindah, 62

Kindl, 118
Kufah, 107, 109-10, 112-13, 122,
128, 142, 147, 149, 151-54,
191-92
Kufans, 112, 151-54, 156, 190
Kunyah, 64
Laila bint al-Judl, 89
Lammens, x, 6, 48, 64, 70-72, 7475, 80, 91, 197
MacDonald, Elizabeth Mary, 25
Maimunah bint al-Harith, 15, 40,
51-52, 54,68, 77,105,114,216
Makhzumites, 1, 12, 15, 47, 82,
108; see also Banu Makhzum
Malik ibn Anas, 90
Malik ibn al-Harith; see Ashtar
Maqrizi, 118
Margoliouth, D.S., 218
Marr al-Zahran, 142
Marriage, 17, 19-20, 22, 60-63,
205; see also Harem life,
Polygamy
Marwan ibn al-Hakam, 115, 11820, 123-24, 132, 141-43, 156,
161, 173, 194-95, 198-99
Mary the Copt, 39, 50-51
Mascudl, 137
M award!, 176
Mecca, vii-viii, 1, 4-6, 13, 15, 27,
29, 40, 58, 69, 74, 94, no,
123,125-31,133,136-39,14143, 165, 201
Meccans, 40, 82, 138
Medina, vii-viii, 4-6, 13, 16, 27,
29-31,34.37,39,42.58,61-62,
65,69, 8s, 89, iio-i4) 117-ao,
125-26, 128-32, 135-39, 145-
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47, 150, 156,164-65, 182,194,
I96, I98-20I, 209, 211, 217
Medinans, 51, 82, 89, 147
Mistab ibn Uthathah, 37
Miswar ibn Makhramah, 101
Mohammed (the Prophet),143-44,
166, 194, 200, 212, 214-16
and Aishah; see Aishah
burial of, 69, 86, 100, 198-99,
"4
childhood and youth of, vii-viii
considerate of wives, 66-67
favorite wives of, 43-44
Flight of, viii, 4-5
forbids wives to remarry, 21, 57. 58

gives wives choice of leaving
him, 55-56
on government by women, 17475
harem reflects political parties,
15,41,44
and honey episode, 44-45
illness and death of, 68-69, 75,
82
institutes seclusion of women,
20-26, 28-29
jealous scenes in harem of, 4144,49"$1,9?
marriages of, vii-viii, 1-9,26-27,
38-40, 59—61; see also Mar
riage and individual wives
relics of, 108, 185
separates from wives, 48-55
strives for harem impartiality,
41-45,49-50,68-69
and cUthman, 76, 103, 185
widows of, 84-85, 94-95, 98-99,
105, 121-23, 139, 147, 149,
173, 217; see also Mothers of
the Believers
Mohammed ibn Ab! Bakr, 91,113-
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17, 119-21, 124, 151, 162-65,
173,179-82, 209
Mohammed ibn Abl Hudhaifah,
115-18, 120, 123, 126
Mohammed ibn Jacfar, 151
Mohammed Shafic, 75
Mohammed ibn Tal^ah, 141, 149,
160, 170-71
Mongols, ix
Moses, 41
Mothers of the Believers, 21, 5758, 84, 94-96, 98-99, 107,
117, 138, 202, 206, 213; see
also Mohammed, widows of
Mucawiyah ibn Abl Sufyan, 112,
167, 210
and Aishah; see Aishah
appealed to by cUthman, 126
appoints Yazld his heir, 193-96
aspires to the caliphate, 168
executes Hujr ibn cAdI, 192-93,
198
invades Egypt, 118
opposes CA1I, 133-35, 168-69;
see also Arbitration and §ifFIn,
Battle of
policy of watchful waiting, 135—
38, 156, 169-70, 173
reconciliation with Ibn alcAbbas, 199
in secret correspondence with
Zubair, 134, 158
treats with Ilasan ibn CA1I, 183
Mucawiyah ibn IJudaij, 179-81
Mubarrad, 97
Mughirah ibn Shucbah, 92-93,143,
168, 172, 191
Muhajirun (fugitives, refugees), 6,
29-30
Muhammad Ali, Maulvi, 16
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Muir, 39, 101
Munafiqiin (hypocrites), 24, 29
Mundhir ibn al-Zubair, 208
Murrah (freedom of Abu Bakr),
89-90

Mu§cab ibn al-Zubair, 207-8
Musailimah, 90
Muslim (the Traditionist), 202
Mutcam ibn cAdI, 3-4
MuttaqI, 75
Naficibn Masrub; see Abu Bakrah
NaDilah, wife of cUthman, 119,
126-27, 135, 182,185

Najd, 62, 156
NasaDI, 44
Nawawl, 1
Negus, of Abyssinia, 40
Noldeke, x, 204
Nucman ibn Abl al-Jaun,
Nucman ibn Bashlr, 185

Quraish, vii,

116,

129,

Qur'an,

109-10,126, 146, 159,177,

204-5,

cited,

212

20-23, 35-37, 56-57, 58-

59, 145-46, i5i, 173

Rabadhah, 147
Raifcanah bint Zaid, 38-39, 51
Ramlah bint Abl Sufyan; see Umm
Hablbah
Ruqaiyah, 9
Sabrah ibn Shaiman, 150
Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas, 101,

109,

167-68, 199-200

Sacd ibn Mucadh, 34
Sacd ibn cUbadah, 34
§afiyah bint liuayy, 39,42 -44,

51-

52, 95, 122, 200
62

§afwan ibn al-Muc attal, 31-32,37,
204

Sa^d ibn al-cAs, 112-13,
Palestine, 117
Persians, ix, 175, 195
Pilgrimage, 41,43,94,104,123-25,
128-29, 140, 165, 181, 193

Polygamy, 19, 22; see also Harem
fife, Marriage
Qadislyah, Battle of, 97
Qacqac ibn cAmr, 154-57, *66
Qasim ibn Mohammed, 199, 209
Queen of Sheba, 176
Quraibah (wife of cUmar and cAbd
al-Rafcman), 89-90
Quraibah bint cAbd al-Rafcman,
209

131-32,

138, 201, 207

142-43,

190, 198-99

Sajab (the prophetess), 174
Sarif, 129, 139
Sawdah bint Zamcah, 3-8, 11-12,
24, 26, 41-42, 44-45, 94, 197

Seclusion of women; see Hijab
Seelye, Kate Chambers, 167
Shabath ibn Rib0!, 154
Sheba, Queen of, 176
Shlcah, 191-92, 218
Shlcites, 124, 144, 166, 171, 183;
see also cAlids
§ifat al-§afwah, 107
Siffin, Battle of, 135, 168, 177-78,
185
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Sirah al-Halablyah, al-, 75
Slane, de, 160
Smith, Joseph, 19
Smith, Margaret, 212, 214
Sprengling, Martin, xi, 124, 140
Stern, Gertrude, 20
Sukainah, 207-8
§ul§ul, 125
SuyutI, 209
Syria, 89, 112, 117, 126-27, I34>
136-37, 156, 192
Tabarf, 3, so, 183
Tabuk, 51
Ta'if, 11, 87
Taim, tribe of, 26
Talltah, 5, 58-59, 100, 102, 118,
122, 125-29, 136-50, 155-61,
166-67, 170-71, 173-74, 188,
206-7
Tamlm, tribe of, 150
TirmidhI, 7
Tradition, ix-x, 75, 98, 186-87,
201-3, 213
Turks, ix
cUbaid

ibn Abl Salimah, 130, 132
Ubud, Battle of, 10, 12, 90
cUmar, son of Umm Salamah, 140
cUmar ibn al-Khattab, 9-10, 58,
104, 107, 160, 195, 2p6, 218
and Aishah; see Aishah
appointed caliph by Abu Bakr,
194-95
appoints elective council, 100101
death and burial of, 99-102, 199
father-in-law of Mohammed,
9-10

institutes state pensions, 95
marries daughter of CA1I, 92-93
and Mohammed's harem, 49,
52-56
and Mohammed's widows, 94,
95, 105
severe with women, 33, 49, 5253, 59, 86, 88, 91, 93-95
and succession intrigues, 79, 8283
and Umm Salamah, 13, 52-53
urges seclusion of women, 24-26
Umayyids, 15, 82, 103, 106, 118,
122, 127, 132, 134, 143, 15657, 161, 173, 183, 186, 189,
192-93, 199; see also Banu
Umayyah
Umm al-Fadl, 114, 139
Umm IJabibah, 15, 39, 105, 106,
122-23, 1^7, 138, 182, 189
Umm Kulthum bint Abl Bakr,
59, 91-93, 102, 206-7
Umm Kulthum bint CAH, 92-93
Umm Kulthum bint Mohammed, 5
Umm al-Masakin; see Zainab bint
Khuzaimah
Umm Ruman, 2, 5, 7, 32, 34-36
Umm Salamah, 12-16, 18, 24, 26,
3°> 43~47> S'» 53-54, 65, 7779, 89, 98, i°5, 107-8, 117,
iai, 138-40, 176, 188, 202-3,
205, 213, 217
QUmrah, 129, 140, 193; see also
Pilgrimage
cUrwah ibn al-Zubair, 217
Usaid ibn Iludair, 34
Usamah ibn Zaid, 33, 37
cUthman ibn cAffan, 72, 85, 94,
133-34, 167-68, 182, 185-86,
192, 218
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and Abu Bakr, 104
and Aishah; see Aishah
caliph, 104-27
election of, 100-104, x°6
honored by Mohammed, 103,
185-87
issues standard text of the
Qur>an, 109-10
Kufan discontent with, 107-13,
122-23, 146
and Mohammed's widows, 83,
94,105,107-8,117-18,121-22
murder of, 126-27, 129-30, 146,
158, 161, 165, 170-71, 179,
185-86
nepotism of, 104-13, 115-16
rebellion against, 113, 115-25,
190
son-in-law of Mohammed, 9-10
and succession intrigue, 76,18587
and cUmar, 9, 104
vengeance for murder of, 130-32,
134-36, 138, 142, 145-49, 153,
155-56, 168, 173, 178
cUthman ibn IJunaif, 144, 146-48,
155
cUthman ibn Mazcun, 2
Walld ibn cUqbah, 109-12, 113,
n5
WaqidI, 74
Wellhausen, x, 105, 128
Wensinck, 83

Wilson, John, A, xi
Women, vii-ix, 3, 7, 14,18-19, 2123,27,69,72,86,93,111,201,
211, 218; see also Harem life,
Hijaby Marriage
Wiistenfeld, 75
Yacla ibn Umayyah, 133
Yam am ah, 156
Yaman, 133-34
Yacqubl, 43, 139
Yaqut, 130
Yazld ibn Harun, 75
Yazld ibn Mucawiyah, 193-96
Young, Brigham, 19
Zaid ibn CA1I, 66
Zaid ibn Harithah, 5, 16-17, 33
Zaid ibn §utan, 153-54
Zainab bint Jatsh, 16-18, 20-21,
23-24,26,29,46-47,50,94,
98-99
Zainab bint Khuzaimah, 12, 14
Zakarlya ibn Talbah, 207
Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan (ibn Ablhi),
184, 188-93
Zubair ibn al-cAwwam, 64-65, 88,
101-2, 118, 122, 125-29, 134,
136,139,141-50,155-61,16667,170,173^74,188,208
Zufar ibn IJarith, 177-78
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